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SUMMARY 
The chemical industry has long used the skill of the human 
operator to adjust process set points to optimize performance, but only 
in the last few years have small, reliable digital computers been avail-
able for this task. Central to the use of the digital computer is a 
hierarchal control structure, with processes regulated by set point 
controllers, set points established by operational control algorithms, 
and scheduling of start-up and shut-down dictated by supervisory control 
algorithms. One approach to process optimization, implemented as a part 
of the operational control software, is to adjust controller set points 
to maximize a given measure of process performance. 
This dissertation outlines the development of such- a control 
algorithm for a class of nonlinear time-varying distributed-parameter 
processes with multiple inputs and multiple outputs. The class of 
systems considered is described by the vector partial differential 
equation 
3xU,t) 3xU,t) 
— — + vU,t) — dz •••- fj>U,t),uU,t),l,,t] 
where x(£,t) is the vector state of a fluid flowing through the system 
with a velocity v(£,t), u(£,t) is the system control, I is the spatial 
variable defined on 0<&<L, and t is time defined on t^O. This equation 
may be used to describe the behavior of multijacketed tubular reactors 
X 
and, in a degenerate form, multistage stirred-tank reactor systems. The 
systems considered are assumed to be controlled by set point controllers 
and to be constrained to satisfy magnitude constraints'on the controller 
set points and on certain monitored system variables. Constraints are 
also imposed on the repetition rate of the system measuring instrument. 
The control objective is to adjust the set points, subject to these con-
straints, to maximize a given function of monitored system states. 
The algorithm developed is a fixed-increment stepwise extremum 
control procedure. It differs from existing procedures in its use of 
system transport delays to inter-lace the effects of several set point 
combinations. Hence the name Multiplexed Gradient Technique. More 
specifically, the algorithm, carefully coordinates the times at which 
set points are changed and measurements are made so that a separation is 
maintained between fluid elements representative of different system 
states. These states are then sampled at appropriate times, and the 
data obtained used to generate a steady-state locally-linear system 
model. From this model, new set points are selected which increase the 
value of the function to be maximized. The cycle of model generation 
and set point adjustment is repeated continually, with set points first 
achieving and then tracking a drifting system optimum. 
Presented in the dissertation is the development of the basic 
control algorithm and the extension of that algorithm to the control-
constrained and state-constrained cases. The effects of measurement 
noise are examined, and the hardware required to implement the algorithm 
is established. Finally, the performance of the algorithm is compared 
XI 
to that of two currently available procedures, using simulated tubular 
and stirred-tank reactor systems as examples. Through these studies 
the algorithm is shown to have excellent speed, convergence, tracking, 
and noise insensitivity properties. 
The major contributions of the research are the unification of a 
number of diverse system types and control objectives into a common 
mathematical framework, and the development of a control algorithm 




The chemical industry has long used the skill of the human oper-
ator to adjust process set points to optimize performance, but only in 
the last few years have small, reliable digital computers been available 
for this task. Central to the use of the digital computer has been a 
hierarchal control structure, with processes regulated by set point con-
trollers, set points established by operational control algorithms, and 
scheduling of start-up and shut-down dictated by supervisory control 
1 2 
algorithms. ' One approach to process optimization, implemented as a 
part of the operational control software, has been to adjust control set 
points to maximize a given measure of process performance. 
The objective of the thesis research was to develop such an 
extremum control algorithm for a class of nonlinear time-varying 
distributed-parameter processes with multiple inputs and multiple out-
puts. The class of systems considered included several types of multi-
stage chemical reactors used extensively in the manufacture of organic 
chemicals. Given below is a review of the characteristics of these 
systems, followed by an examination of techniques available for their 
optimization. 
2 
Multistage Chemical Reactors 
Consider as an example the production of ethylene oxide from 
ethylene and oxygen. Stoichiometrically, the reaction may be described 
,3,4 
bY 
2 C2H4 + 02 — > 2 C2H40. (1-1) 
3 4-
This reaction may be accompanied by the undesired side reaction ' 
C 2 H 4 + 3 0 > 2 C0 2 + 2 H 20 (1-2) 
producing carbon dioxide and'water. Since the rates at which these two 
reactions take place are different functions of temperature, proper 
temperature control can suppress the side reaction and favor the pro-, 
duction of ethylene oxide. Thus, if x. (t) is the concentration of CoHJ10, 
x2(t) the concentration of C 0 9 , and u(t) the temperature of the mixture, 
the progress of the reaction may be described by a vector ordinary dif-
ferential equation of the form 
dx(t) 
~ d t — = f[x(t),u(t)] 0<t<T (1-3) 
x(0) = x . 
— —o 
A straightforward computation in the calculus of variations, assuming 
that all of the parameters of (1-3) are known, establishes the 
3 
temperature profile u (t), 0<t<T, which maximizes x..(T), the final con-
centration of ethylene oxide. 
To achieve production on a continuous rather than a batch basis, 
the mixture may be moved through a spatially-distributed vessel with a 
velocity v. Such a vessel is shown in Figure 1. With the transforma-
tion t = £/v, where I is the spatial dimension of the vessel and v is 
assumed constant, (1-3) describes the steady-state conditions, along the 
length of the vessel. Optimal conditions are achieved by maintaining a 
temperature given by u (£/v), 0<£<L. Rarely can this spatial tempera-
ture profile be achieved, for the control required is prohibitively 
expensive. Multistage chemical reactors provide an economically feas-
ible means of approximating u (£/v), either by segmenting u(£/v) into 
several piecewise-constant elements, as in the multijacketed tubular 
reactor, or by segmenting the entire system so that the governing equa-
tions become difference equations, as in the sequence of stirred-tank 
reactors. Schematic diagrams of these multistage systems are given in 
Appendix A. Typical industrial systems involve two or three stages, 
with the time required for the reactants to move through all stages on 
the order of 30 seconds for gaseous reactions and 30 minutes for liquid 
reactions. 
Techniques for Reactor Optimization 
Research into the computation of the profiles u (il/v) and empir-
ical investigations into the optimization of multistage systems began in 
5-7 
the 1950's. Only in the last decade, howeiver, have techniques been 
available for computing optimal steady-state conditions in wide classes 
Reactants 
T'n 






Figure 1. Tubular Reactor with Cooling Jacket 
5 
of multistage systems, such as tubular reactors with multiple cooling 
o 
jackets, adiabatic catalytic reactors with heat exchangers between 
9 10 
stages, sequences of stirred-tank reactors, and the series combina-
tion of tubular and stirred-tank reactors. 
The mathematical models used in these computations have not been 
exact, due to unknown and time-varying system parameters, and conse-
quently the set points computed have been only approximately optimal. 
One approach to the problem of changing system parameters has been to 
use model-reference adaptive controllers to adjust the set points as 
the parameters drifted, thereby minimizing the deviation of the system 
12 
from the model. Another has been to track the drifting optimum by 
L3 14-
computing time-varying optimal set points from a time-varying model.' ' 
15 
Optimal control theory has been used to design feedforward controllers, 
and state estimation theory has been used to estimate system param-
16 
eters. 
The most widely-accepted approach to the problem of unknown and 
time-varying parameters has been to continually perturb the se t po in ts , 
continually monitor the function to be maximized, and determine from the 
measured data the required se t point changes. Rather simple approaches 
17 18 have been used on systems with only one controlled var iable . ' For 
more complex systems, there have been two basic approaches. The f i r s t 
has been to apply a sinusoidal perturbation of a different frequency to 
19-21 each set point . The resul t ing fluctuation in the function to be 
maximized has then been f i l t e r ed with bandpass f i l t e r s , and the magni-
tude and phase of each f i l t e r output, r e l a t ive to that of the 
6 
corresponding set point perturbation, used to determine the required set 
point change. The second approach has been to apply a step perturbation 
to one or more set points, wait for the system to reach a new steady 
22 
state, and then measure the function to be maximized. Each such 
measurement has defined a point in (n+.l)-dimensional Euclidean space, 
where n was the number of set points. By extrapolating a surface passed 
through several such points, new set points have been selected which 
increased the value of the function to be maximized. The chemical 
industry has favored this technique over the sinusoidal perturbation 
method, for with this technique the time lags present in so many chem-
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Figure 2. System Model for Currently Available Algorithms 
Currently available stepwise extremum control algorithms have 
23 24-
been developed from the system model shown in Figure 2. ' The first 
element of this model is a steady-state performance function which maps 
the n set points u_ = {u,,...,u } into the function F(u) to be maximized. 
The second is a time delay T which represents the time required for the 
system to reach steady state after a change in set points. Following 
any change in set points, currently available algorithms have measured 
F(u) only after a time T has elapsed. 
7 
The approach used by most techniques has been t o assume t h a t 
F(u) may be r ep resen ted by the l i n e a r model 
F(u) = F(uU) + I 
n 3F(u) 
. . 3u. 
3=1 3 0 
<Vu°) (1-4) 
in a neighborhood of an i n i t i a l po in t u . Measured system da ta has then 
been used t o approximate the p a r t i a l d e r i v a t i v e s of (1-4-). One approx-
imation which has been used i s 
3F(u) 
• 3 u . 
3 
ifc ™<> . ,u 9 u . + A u . 9 u . + 1 , . . . 9 u n ) - F ( u _ ) ] . (1-5) 
Various techniques have been developed for choosing an adjustment vec to r 
Au so t h a t the new s e t po in t s 
1 JL 0 ^ A u + u + Au (1-6) 
r e s u l t in an i nc r ea se in F (u ) : 
F(u 1) > F(u°) (1-7) 
The standard gradient technique, for example, invests n measurements 
into the approximations of (1-5), and then chooses the components of 
25 
Au proportional to the respective 3F(u)/3u_.. Other techniques adjust 
26 
one set point at a time or fix the magnitude of the increments in the 
set points. 
As the set points approach the optimum, the 3F(u)/9u. become 
quite small and measurement noise prevents their accurate determination. 
This noise, coupled with a breakdown in the linear model (1-4), results 
28 
in rather erratic limit cycles about the optimum. Since the 8F(u)/3u. 
are small, these limit cycles cause no significant degradation in F(u) 
and are generally allowed to continue. Extremum control algorithms 
29 
designed to filter the noise effects have been considered, but massive 
computational requirements have discouraged their use. 
When constraints are present the procedures outlined above must 
be modified, for the calculated u may violate an explicit constraint on 
the set points or may cause some system variable G(u) to exceed a preset 
limit. The most common procedural modification has been to terminate 
the adjustment of any set point whose change threatened to cause a con-
straint violation. Another has been to force selection of set points 
away from the constraint boundaries by penalizing F(u) whenever G(u) 
18 
approached a boundary. A procedure has been proposed which paired one 
30 
set point with each G(u) encountering a constraint boundary. This 
set point was then adjusted by a regulatory control algorithm, rather 
than an extremum control algorithm, to force G(u) to track the constraint 
boundary. Unfortunately, the method did not always converge to the 
31 32 
optimum. The techniques of nonlinear programming ' do provide the 
necessary convergence properties, and their use with one of the more 
27 
robust extremum control algorithms has recently been suggested. 
9 
In summary, cons iderab le e f f o r t has been devoted t o the computa-
t i o n of opt imal s t e a d y - s t a t e condi t ions in mu l t i s t age chemical r e a c t o r s , 
and var ious techniques have been used t o combat the problem of unknown 
and t ime-vary ing system paramete r s . None of these t e c h n i q u e s , however, 
has had any means of handl ing system t r a n s p o r t delays except t o t r e a t 
the system as a lumped-parameter process with an excess ive ly long t r a n -
s i e n t s e t t l i n g t ime . 
Synopsis of the Research^ 
The ob jec t ive of the t h e s i s r e sea rch was t o develop an extremum 
con t ro l a lgor i thm which would adequately handle system t r a n s p o r t d e l a y s . 
To t h i s end, a system model was developed which was cons iderably more 
d e t a i l e d than t h a t given in Figure 2 (page 6 ) . A s tepwise extremum 
con t ro l a lgor i thm was then developed which u t i l i z e d system t r a n s p o r t 
delays t o i n t e r l a c e the e f f e c t s of s e v e r a l s e t po in t combinat ions. 
More s p e c i f i c a l l y , the new system model was used t o coordina te t he t imes 
a t which s e t po in t s were changed with the t imes a t which system meas-
urements were made. In t h i s manner a procedure was developed which used 
both t r a n s i e n t and s t e a d y - s t a t e system da ta t o genera te a s t e a d y - s t a t e 
l o c a l l y - l i n e a r model analogous t o ( 1 - 4 ) . From t h i s l i n e a r model, and 
from s i m i l a r models for cons t ra ined funct ions G(u) , procedures were 
developed for s e l e c t i n g the adjustment vec to r Au. of ( 1 - 6 ) . A c y c l i c 
a lgor i thm was thus developed, with s e t po in t adjustment fol lowing l i n e a r 
model genera t ion and l i n e a r model genera t ion following s e t po in t a d j u s t -
ment . 
10 
Outline of the Thesis 
The details of the development of the cyclic control algorithm 
are given in Chapters II through V. The systems which were considered 
are described in Chapter II, and the new system model, the essential 
feature of which is a detailed representation of system transport 
delays, is given in Chapter III. The extremum control algorithm is 
developed in Chapter IV for the unconstrained case and extended in 
Chapter V to the constrained case. 
The remaining chapters are devoted to an analysis of the proper-
ties of the algorithm. Chapter VI considers the effects of measurement 
noise and Chapter VII considers the hardware required to implement the 
algorithm. Digital simulation is used in Chapter VIII to investigate 
the operational characteristics of the algorithm, with example systems 
including both tubular and stirred-tank reactors. Finally, conclusions 
and recommendations are given in Chapter IX. 
11 
CHAPTER II 
DEFINITION OF THE CONTROL PROBLEM 
The class of systems which were considered are described by 
first-order vector partial differential equations. Also considered was 
a degenerate class of systems described by oi?dinary differential equa-
tions. These systems were assumed to be controlled by set point con-
trollers and to be constrained to satisfy magnitude constraints on the 
controller set points and on certain monitored system variables. The 
extremum control algorithm was required to adjust the set points, sub-
ject to these constraints, to maximize a given function of monitored 
system states. 
Basic System Equations 
The class of systems which were considered are described by the 
vector partial differential equation 
9xU,t) 3xU,t) 
— — + vU,t) -—— = f[:KU,t),uU,t),£,t]. (2-1) 
This equation describes the behavior of the states _x(£,t) of a material 
flowing in the I direction with a velocity v(£,t). More specifically, 
12 
x ( £ , t ) = 
x 1 ( £ , t ) 
x ( £ , t ) m 
= vec to r of S3rstem s t a t e s , (2 -2 ) 
f [ « ] = 
f j j : - ] 
fJ>J 
m 
= vec to r of continuous f u n c t i o n s , (2-3) 
and 
v(£,t) •= fluid velocity in direction of increasing £ (2-4) 
u(£,t) = scalar distributed control 
£ = spatial variable, defined on 0<£<L 
t = time, defined on t^O. 
Associated with the system partial differential equations were initial 
conditions < 
x(£,0) = XjU) (2-5) 
and boundary conditions 
x(0,t) = x.D(t) (2-6) 
The systems considered were n-stage systems for which the dis-
tributed control u(£,t) was given by 
13 
u(£,t) = < 
u.(t) L.f<.H<L„ 
1 '.]" 3 
0 L..<£<L. 
j=l,...,n (2-7) 
where the jth stage was defined as L.A<l<L., The inlet of the first 
1" 1 
stage was the system inlet, 
L l * = °> (2-8) 
and the exit of the last stage was the system exit, 
L = L. 
- n 
(2-9) 
The exit of the jth stage was the inlet of the (j+l)st, 
(2-10) 
This class of systems includes several configurations of multi-
4 is 33 
jacketed tubular reactors 9 ' ' and sequences of adiabatic catalytic 
9 . 34 
reactors with heat exchangers between stages, 9 schematic diagrams of 
which are given in Appendix A. In these systems, the states x(£,t) 
might be the concentrations and temperature of the reacting species and 
the control u(£,t) the temperature of a coolant in the surrounding cool-
ing jackets. 
33 
This class of systems is inherently stable, with all 
m-
d i s tu rbances propaga t ing out of the system in a time l e s s than or equal 
t o 
L i 
r- d£. (2-11) J
Q v ( £ , t ) 
It will be required in the subsequent development that the systems 
satisfy certain sensitivity conditions. These conditions will be given 
at the appropriate point. 
Degenerate System Equations 
Also considered was a class of systems for which one or more of 
the n stages was described by a degenerate form of (2-l)-(2-7), namely, 
where the interval L„,.<£<L. contained only the point £ = L. and a 
. D" ] 3 
lumped-parameter sub-system descr ibed by 
d x ( L . , t ) 
-=J = f : I 1 [ x ( L . , t ) , x ( L . A , t ) , u . ( t ) , t ] (2-12) 
existed at that point. 
Consideration of this degenerate form permitted results to be 
16 19 34-
extended to stirred-tank reactors ' ' and to the series combination 
11 35 
of tubular and stirred-tank reactors, ' ' v schematic diagrams of which 
are given in Appendix A. In these systems, the states x(L.,t) might be 
the concentrations and temperature of the mixture in the tank, the 
states x(L.A,t) the corresponding states of the stream entering the 
tank, and the control u.(t) the temperature of a coolant in a cooling 
coil. 
15 
It is necessary to require that this degenerate class of systems 
be stable, for it does not have the inherent stability of the basic 
system. ' Both the required stability condition and a required sen-
sitivity condition will be given at the appropriate point in the devel-
opment . 
Set Point Controller Equations 
The controls u.(t) were assumed to be regulated by set point 
controllers to which were applied, at discrete times t. , a sequence of 
set points u. where the index a=l,2,... denoted the successive 
algorithmic cycles. Both the t. and the u, were specified by the s y ]a ;ja 
extremum control algorithm. 
Of interest in the research were ideal set point controllers, 
which were defined as ones which maintained u.(t) at u. from the com-
: :a 
mand t i m e t . t o t h e n e x t command t i m e t . , , , 
: a : , a i - l 5 
u . ( t ) = u . t . <1:<t. _ ( 2 - 1 3 ) 
J Da ja ] , a + l 
j = l , . . . , n a - 1 , 2 , . . . , 
and real set point controllers, which were defined as ones which 
required a finite time x. ̂ 0 to achieve the set point u. and then only H DC ;ja 
maintained u.(t) within a range 6. >0 of u. , 
3 DU ]aJ 
u.(t)-u. I < 6. t. +T. <t<t. _,_. (2-14) 
D Da1 DU :a:ic :,a+l 
i=l,..„,n a=l92,... . 
16 
The ideal set point controllers were a special case of the real set 
point controllers obtained by setting T. =0 and 6. =0. A sketch of the 
J ]C ]U 
response of a real set point controller is given in Figure 3. 
]a ja Jc Jj,a+1 
Figure 3. Response of a Real Set Point Controller 
*• t 
System Constraint Equations 
Two types of constraints were imposed on the systems considered. 
The first was that the controls u.(t) should lie between prescribed 
lower and upper bounds u., and u.: 
u.A < u.(t) u. 
] 
j=l5..•,n, (2-15) 
The second was that monitored vector functions z.n of the states 
-:k 
x(£ . . , t ) should l i e between prescribed, lower and upper bounds z . . . and 
— ]k ^ rsr —]k" 
z . . The z . [x (£ . , , t ) ] were ob ta ined from measuring ins t ruments l o c a t e d 
—:]k —i]k — ]k 
a t po in t s £ = £ in the j t h stage, , 
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L.A < £.n < L. k = l , . . . , p . , (2-16) 
where the index "k" denoted the p a r t i c u l a r po in t in the j t h s t age and 
the i n t e g e r " p . " was the number of such po in t s in the j t h s t a g e . The 
vec tor z_. had q. components, 
z. , [ x U . , , t ) ] = 
- D k - jk' 
fi . [x(£ jk,t>] 
z.. [x<X, , t ) ] 
_ : k q . k - : k 
(2-17) 
on which were imposed the c o n s t r a i n t s 
z . . .,. < z . . [ x U . . , t ) ] < z . . ] k r " ] k r — ]k ] k r (2-18) 
j = l , . . . , n k = l , . . , , p r - l , . . . , q 
J J K 
In the systems illustrated in Appendix A, the constrained z., [x(£ ., ,t) ] 
~]k — ]k 
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might be monitored reactant temperatures and/or exit concentrations. 5 
Extremum Control Objective 
The extremum control algorithm was to adjust the set points u. 
to maximize a function of the exit.states x(L,t) and the set points 
themselves. Information on the exit states., obtained from a measuring 
instrument located at &=L» was available in the form of a measurement 




h ^ L . t ) ] 
(2-19) 
The measuring instrument was assumed to be of the "sample and analyze" 
type with an analysis time x >0. ~5 The vector h_[x(L,t)] was avail-
able only for discrete times t=t where the index a=l,2}... denoted the 
successive measurement sample times. The function to be maximized was 
of the form 
F(u. ,...,u ,1: ) la na' hCxCL.t
4)]^ ,...,u (2-20) 
where G was a known function with continuous first partial derivatives 
in its arguments h and un .....u . The set of t was a subset of the & — la na 
t . One t per algorithmic cycle was defined as t . Thus, the extremum 
control algorithm had to be organized so tha.t 
t a + 1 > ta + x 
rn 
a=l,2,... (2-21) 
and also so that any control response depending on the measurement 
h[x(L,t )] would not be required until a time t > t + x . In the sys-
tems illustrated in Appendix A, the function to be maximized is generally 
the exit concentration of the species being manufactured. ' 
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Concluding Remarks 
The solution of the problem outlined in this chapter required the 
coordination and control of the n system stages, the n set point con-
trollers, and the many measuring instruments associated with the moni-
tored functions z., [x(£ ,t)] and h[x(L,t)]. These system elements, 
~D k — ] k 
along with the process-control computer which was to implement the con-
trol algorithm, are shown in Figure 4,, Scalar control and information 
paths are shown as single lines, and vector paths as double lines. The 
spatial relations within the respective system stages may be seen in the 
schematic diagrams of Appendix A. 
The extremum control algorithm was to adjust the set points u. 
to maximize the function F(un ,.-.,u ,t
c ) subject to the constraints on 
la- na J 
the u.(t) and the z., [x(£ ., ,t) ]. The first step in establishing this 
3 ~!]k — ]k 
control algorithm was to develop a system model which adequately repre-
sented the relation between the set points u. and the monitored func-
:a 
tions z.,[x(£.,t)] and h[x(L,t)]. This development is given in the 
~~3 K ~~ 3 k 
following chapter. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE SYSTEM MODEL 
The system model was developed by transforming the partial dif-
ferential equations (2-1) into a set of ordinary differential equations 
These equations were then solved on L,A < £ < L. and the solution used 
to establish a model on the jth system stage. This model was then 
coupled to the corresponding model of the (j-l)st stage, and the com-
plete system model established by continuing the coupling until the 1st 
stage was included. 
Method of Characteristics 
Central to the development of the model is the method of charac-
-4-1 
teristics, a procedure for transforming a partial differential equa-
tion into a pair of ordinary differential equations. Consider, in this 
regard, the lines t(£;ta) in the il-t plane which are solutions to the 
ordinary differential equation 
^ = ^ 7 — 
with initial condition 
t(0) = t > 0. (3-2) 
a 
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Each initial condition t defines a solution t(£;t ) which is simply the 
a a 
time at which a fluid element entering the system at t=t reaches the 
spatial coordinate I. Two such solutions are shown in Figure 5. 
Figure 5. Characteristic Lines; in the i-t Plane 
Now consider the transformation of (2-1) into an ordinary dif-
ferential equation. . Along the characteristic lines t(£;t ) 9 the total 
derivative of x(£9t) with respect to I. is 
dxU 9 t ) 9xU 9 t ) d t ( £ ) 8xU 9 t ) 
di 9t dl di 
(3 -3 ) 
3xU 9 t ) ± 8,xU9t.) 
at v ( j i . t ) 9£ 
Combining (2-1) and (3-3) 
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dxU,t) 
dZ v (TT)" .£M^t),u(Xt)5A,t] 0<£<L. (3-4) 
This equation is an ordinary differential equation in the independent 
variable & with t as a parameter. The t corresponding to any particular 
I is given by t(£:t ). 
J a 
To solve (3-4), it is necessary to establish a boundary condition 
on x(£,t). To this end, define the function x(£,t) to be the time re-
quired for a fluid element reaching the point Z at a time t to traverse 
the distance I i-0 I : 
iU,t) = tU;t ) - t . (3-5) 
a a 
Recalling tha t t in (3-4) i s a parameter whose value depends on £, i t 
follows from (2-6) that the boundary condition associated with (3-4) i s 
x(0, t-xU,t)) = x^t-TU 9 t )J . (3-6) 
The solution to (2-1) along the char£icteristic lines t(£,t ) may 
be obtained by solving simultaneously the ordinary differential equa-
tions (3-1) and (3-4), utilizing their associated initial and boundary 
conditions (3-2) and (3-6). Intuitively speaking, solution by the 
method of characteristics amounts to following successive fluid elements 
from 1=0 to i=L. The behavior of each element is governed by an ordinary 
differential equation because the element state depends only on its 
interaction with the stationary system. 
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Model of Basic jth Stage 
Consider now only the jth stage of the basic system^ and in 
particular the interval L.A < I < L. . Inserting (2-7) into (3-4), 
dxU,t) 
~ = ̂ W ^ ' ^ ' V ^ ' * ^ L..<̂ Lj. (3-7) 
Boundary Condition 
To establish the boundary condition for (3-7), define the func-
tion a.(£,t) to be the time required for a fluid element reaching the 
point £ at a time t to traverse the distance Ii-L. ,I: 
a.U,t) = tU;t ) - t(L.A;t ). (3-8) 
: 'a ]" a 
Then, analogous to (3-6), the boundary condition for (3-7) is 
>^(L ..;ir 3-t-cr (.£ . (3-9) 
To permit later coupling of the jth stage model with the corresponding 
(j-l)st stage model, impose on (3-9) the dummy restriction 
s.A < .t < s. . • (3-10), 
This restriction may be thought of as specifying the time interval in 
which the stage inlet states x(L.A,t) are at steady state. 
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Controller Assumption 
Now assume that the 6. of (2-1M-) are small enough that fluctua-
:u 
tions in u.(t) about u. may be neglected for t. + T . < t < t. ,.. 
: :a - 6 :a ^c :,a+i 
That i s , assume t h a t 
u . ( t ) = u . t . + T . < t < t . . (3-11) 
1 3a ] a ] c : ,a+l 
j = l , . . . , n a = l , 2 . 
Proper definition of T. , of course, is the key to the validity of 
(3-11). Now inserting (3-11) into (3-7), 
dxU,t). , 
-̂ r—= ^i7Ey^u' t )'uja-A' t : i V * * V (3"12) 
Basic Solution 
The solution to (3-12) is a function of £ and is dependent on the 
boundary condition x L ..,.,t-a .(£ ,t) and the parameters u. and t: 
x(£,t) = S.[£;x[L.A,t~a.U,1:)] ,u. ,t] L.,.<£<L.. (3-13) 
Validity Conditions 
Two conditions are imposed on the validity of (3-13). The first, 
shown schematically in Figure 6, arises from the stage inlet restriction 
(3-10). The first fluid element satisfying (3-10) reaches the point I 
at 
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t = s.A + a„U,t) (3-14) 
and the last fluid element satisfying (3-10) reaches £ at 
t = s. + a.U,t)„ - (3-15) 
Combining (3-14) and (3-15), the validity condition 
s.A + a.U,t) < t < s. + a'.U,t) (3-16) 
is obtained. The second validity condition, shown schematically in 
Figure 7, arises from the replacement of u.(t) by u. in (3-12). This 
] :a 
replacement is valid for fluid elements which encounter u. throughout 
their traversal of the distance I £--L .,,. I . The first fluid element sat-
isfying this condition reaches £ at 
t = t. + T. + a.(Jl,t) (3-17) 
1-d ]c • ] ' 
and the last fluid element satisfying this condition reaches I at 
t = t. ^ , (3-18) 
J 5a+l 
Conibining (3-17) and (3-18), the second validity condition is obtained: 
t. + T. + a.U,t) < t < t. . . (3-19) 
-j a :c : :,a+i 
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s. + a.(£,t) 
s . 
: 
s.A + a.(£.t) 
v 
Characteristic line 
of last fluid element 
Characteristic line 
of first fluid element 
L. ,. 
IT : 
Figure 6. First Validity Condition for Basic Solution 
^.a+l 
t. +x. +a.(£.t) 




--u.(t) = u. in shaded region 
Characteristic line 
of last fluid element 
Characteristic line of 
first fluid element 
L. 
Figure 7. Second Validity Condition for Basic Solution 
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Combining (3-16) and (3-19), the single condition 
Max{t. +T. +o.(£,t) ,s .,,+a.U,t)} (3-20) 
ja jc j 3" 1 
< t < Min{t. . ,s.+c'.(£,t)} 
is obtained, where the functions Max{*} and Min{*} are, respectively, 
the maximum and minimum values of their several arguments. 
Stage Secondary 
A 
Consider now that portion of the nth stage defined on L.<£<L.. 
J 1 
Insert ing (2-7) into (3-4) , 
djcU9t) -. 
-0T~ = ^ T £ M * > t ) , 0 , £ , t ] L.<l*L~ (3-21) 
Defining p.(£,t) as the time required for a fluid element reaching the 
point £ at a time t to traverse the distance |£-L. | , 
p.U,t) = t(£;t ) - t(L.;t ), (3-22) 
] ĉ  ] a 
the boundary condition 
x(L j 9 t - P j (£ 3 , t ) ) (3-23) 
i s obtained. 
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Secondary Solution 
The solution to (3-21) is a function of I and is dependent on the 
42 
boundary condition x_[h. 9t-p.. (l ,t)) and the parameter t: 
A 
x ( £ 9 t ) = T_.[£;x(L. 9 t - p . U ' 9 t ) ) . ,t] L.<£<l / \ (3-24) 
I t follows from (3-13) t h a t the boundary condi t ion i n (3-24) i s given 
by 
JL..9t-p U 9 t ) ) = £ . L . :x 
: -
L . A , t - p . U , t ) ( 3 - 2 5 ) 
Q . | ' L . s t - p . U 9 t ) ) , u . , t - p . ( £ , t ) 
j a 9 K ] 
But s ince 
a. fL. 9 t - p . U 9 t ) ) + p . U 9 t ) = a . U 9 t ) (3-26) 
(3-25) may be s i m p l i f i e d t o 
x ( L . 9 t - p . U 9 t ) ) = £ . L.. ; x ( L j , ; 9 t - a j ( £ 9 t ) ] S u j a , t - P j ( £ 9 t ) . (3-27) 
Equation (3-27) may then be substituted into (3-24) to yield 
x(£9t) = T. £;S_. L.;x(L.A9t-a.U,t)) 9u, 9t-p.U9t) 





This express ion i s simply a funct ion of I dependent on the boundary 
condi t ion x_(L..,. , t - a .(£ , t ) ) and the parameters u . and t , and may be 
s imp l i f i ed by def in ing i t s r i g h t - h a n d s ide t o be a new funct ion W.: 
x ( £ , t ) = W. 
- - : 
£ ; x [ L . A 9 t - a . ( £ , t ) l ,u.. , t L.<£<L.. (3-29) 
Secondary Validity Conditions 
The validity conditions imposed on (3-29) may be obtained in the 
same manner as those imposed on (3-13). Equations (3-14)-(3-16), in 
fact, are still valid and are shown schematically in Figure 8. Equation 
(3-17) is also valid, but (3-18) must be chcinged since the last fluid 
encountering u. throughout its traversal of the distance |£-L.A| 
reaches the point £ at 
t = t. + p.U.t). (3-30) 
J ) d T 1 J 
Equations (3-17) and (3-30) are shown schemcLtically in Figure 9. These 
two equat ions may be combined t o ob ta in the condi t ion analogous t o 
(3 -19) : 
t . + x. + a . ( £ , t ) < t < t . _,_..+ p . U , t ) . (3-31) 
j a ] c ;] : » a + l : 
Then combining (3-16) and ( 3 - 3 1 ) , 
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s. + a.(£,t) 
s . 
: 
s.ft + a.(£,t) 




of last fluid element 
P"*"" 
' Characteristic line of 





Figure 8. First Validity Condition for Secondary Solution 




t. +T. +a.(£,t) 
:a • jc j 
t. +T. 
Characteristic line 
of last fluid element 
Characteristic line of 
first fluid element 
Figure 9. Second Validity Condition for Secondary Solution 
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Max{t. +x. +a.(£,t), s.A+a.(£.t)} < t (3-32) 
< Min{t. n+p.(£5t)3 s.+a.(£5t)}. j5a+l
 K] ] 1 
Model of Degenerate jth Stage 
Consider now the lumped-parameter sub-system existing at £=L. 
and defined by (2-12): 
dx_(L. 5t) 
fJ[x(L,,t), x(L.AI,t), u.(t), t]. (3-33) dt - --j»-'» _—j*--> -j 
Analogous to (3-10), let the stage inlet states x(L.A,t) be at steady 
state in the interval 
s.A < t < s... (3-34) 
:r r 
And, let the assumption (3-11) apply also to the degenerate stage, from 
which it follows that (3-33) may be written 
dx_(L. ,t) 
" = f 3 W L M t ) , x_(L.A,t), u. , t]. (3-35) 
The validity condition imposed on (3-35) may be obtained by combining 
(3-11) and (3-34): 
Max{t. +T. , s.A} < t < Min{t. _Ll , s7}. (3-36) 
na ic' ]•« :9a+l' j 
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The initial condition associated with (3-35) is 
x(L., Max{t. .+T. ,s..,,}). (3-37) 
- 3' 3a :c9 -j» 
Degenerate Solution 
The solution to (3-35) is a function of t and is dependent on the 
initial condition x(L., Max{t. +T. ,s..,J) and the parameters x(L.A,t) 
and u. : 
:a 
x(L.,t) = s![t;x(L. ,Max{t. +T. ,s.A})5x(L.A}t) ,U. ]. (3-38) 
- 3 -3 - 3 3a 3c9 3- s~ ]" 9 3a 
It is necessary at this point to impose a stability condition on 
the degenerate stage. This condition, rather loosely stated, is. that 
after a time T. ̂ 0 the system should have settled to a constant, or 
:s 
slowly varying, state which is dependent on x(L.A,t), u. , and t, but 
~ 3" 3a 
not on the stage initial condition x(L.,Max{t. +T. ,s.A}): 
- :i 3a :cJ 3" 
x(L.,t) = s'.[x(L.,„,t),u. ,t]. (3-39) 
- 3 -3 - 3" 3 a 
As was the case with (3-11), proper definition of T. is the key to the 
validity of (3-39). 
Validity Conditions 
The validity condition imposed on (3-39) may be obtained from 
(3-36) by adding T. to the lower bound on t: 
3s 
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Max{t. +T. ,s..,} + T. < 1: < M.in{t. nJs?}. (3-40) 
:a :c ]« ] S :,a+i
J : 
The upper bound on t was extended to equality since only the solution 
to (3-35), as opposed to (3-35) itself, was under consideration here. 
Secondary Solution 
That portion of the degenerate stage defined on L.<£<L. is 
identical to the corresponding portion of the basic stage. It follows, 
then, that (3-24) is still valid for the degenerate stage: 
x(£,t) = T. 
- -: 
£;x(L ,t-p (i,t)) ,1: L.<£<L.. (3-41) 
The x\L. 9t-p.(£,t)J to be inserted into (3-41), however, is not obtained 
from the basic stage analysis but rather from the degenerate stage anal-
ysis. Specifically9 from (3-39), 
xfL. ,t-p.Ust)) = s" x(L V5t-p (£,t))su t-p (£,t) . (3-42) 
_ J J J J 
Inserting (3-42) into (3-41) 
x_U,t) = T_. I ;S7[X(L .,; ,t-p (£ ,t)) 9u. .t-p . ( l ,t) ] ,t ( 3-43) 
__ J J J J J _| 
L.<£<L.. 
This equation may be simplified by defining its right-hand side to be a 
t 
new function W.: 
-: 
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x_U,t) = w_! £;X_(L.A ,t-p .(£5t)) ,u. ,t 




Secondary Validity Conditions 
The validity conditions imposed on (3-44) may be obtained from 
(3-40) by replacing t by t - p . (£ ,t): ' 
Max{t. +T. ,,s.A} + T. < t - p.(£,t) < Min{t. n,s'.
:}. (3-45) 
:a :c ]« ] S 3 3 ,a+l' j 
This inequality may then be rearranged to give 
Max{t. +T. ,s.A} + T. + p.(£,t) < t (3-46) 
ja :c5 ]« js ;j 
< Min{t q+1,s.} + p.(£,t). 
3 5<a+-L 3 3 
This and other validity conditions, it should be recalled, simply 
specify the times during which the states x_(£,t) are at steady state. 
Model of General jth Stage 
The preceding analyses have established solution equations and 
corresponding validity conditions for four distinct cases: 
Basic jth stage 
Basic jth stage 
Degenerate jth stage £ = L 
L.A < £ < L. 
L. < £ < L " 
"J 3 
Degenerate jth stage L_. < £ < L. . 
The solution equations are given, respectively, by (3-13), (3-29), 
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(3-39), and (3-44), and the corresponding validity conditions by (3-20), 
(3-32), (3-40), and (3-46). 
Appropriate definitions of the functions X_. [£ ;jc,u,t] and a.(£,t), 
given in Appendix B, permit the four solution equations to be repre-
sented by the single equation 
jc(£,t) = X.- £;xfL.A,t--a.(£,t)l ,u. ,t ~v 3" 3 ) 3 a5 
L.A<£<L.. (3-47) 
3" 3 
Similar definitions permit the four validity conditions to be repre-
sented by "the single inequality 
Max{t. +p.(£),s.A+a ".*(£)} < t: (3-48) 
3a K3 3" 3 
< Min{t. J.1+p.A(£)9s'.H-a.A(£)}. :,a+l ":" . ;j ]" 
The derivation of (3-48) depends on the assumption that the fluid 
velocity v(£,t) lies between known time-independent bounds vA(£) and 
v*U): 
v AU) < v(£,t) < v"(£) 0<£<L. (3-49) 
Model of Complete System 
The model of the complete system may be obtained by coupling the 
general jth stage model to the corresponding model of the (j-l)st stage, 
and continuing such coupling until the 1st stage is included. 
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The key to this coupling is the equality of the jth stage inlet 
states and the (j-l)st stage exit states. It follows from this equality 
that the x[h .% 9t-a . (19t)) of (3-47) may be replaced by X_(L" ,t-a.U,t)), 
These states may then be modeled by the (j-l)st stage analog of (3-47) 
and the resulting model inserted back into (3-47). A similar procedure 
permits the s.A and s. of (3-48) to be'established from the (j-l)st 
3" 3 
stage analog of (3-48) and the resulting; expressions to be inserted back 
into (3-48). 
The coupled solution equation, established by this procedure in 
Appendix C, is 
x(£,t) = Y.U;un ,...,u. 9t) L.A<£<L.. (3-50) 
— -II la 3a :» 3 
This equation models the states x(£,t) as functions of I dependent on 
the parameters un ,...,u. and t. ^ la ] a 
The validity condition associated with (3-50), also established 
in Appendix C, is 
A A A A 
Max{t. + p"U), t. . + p" Ah] . ) H- a"(£), (3-51) 
3a K3 3-l,a K3-l 3-1 3 
t3^2,a+4-2(Lj-2) + 'i-Al* + °J<*>.'"'. 
A A A A A A A 
tla + "l^l' + °2(L2) + ••• + c,j.-j(Lj-l) + aj<*>} 
S t s Min{t + P j A U ) , t a + 1 + Pj.^a^) + a.4(«), 
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^-2,3+1 + pj-2*(Lj-2) + aj-l*(Lj-i:) + °j*U)' •••' 
*l,a+l + pl* ( Ll ) + V ( L 2 ) + ••• + °j-l*(Lj-l) + ° j * ( 4 ) } -
This condition specifies the times at which the states x(£,t), as 
modeled by (3-50), are at steady state. The derivation of (3-51) 
depends on the assumption that the system boundary conditions 2SR^) a r e 
at steady state for all t^O. 
In comparing the complexity of (3-50) and (3-51), it should be 
evident that the essential feature of the system model is the detailed 
representation of system response times and transport delays. In sub-
sequent chapters, this representation will be used to develop equations 
coordinating the control of the several system stages. 
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CHAPTER IV 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE UNCONSTRAINED ALGORITHM 
The system model given in the previous chapter was used to 
develop the n-stage unconstrained extremum control algorithm. Specif-
ically, (3-50) was used to develop a locally-linear system representa-
tion analogous to (1-4), and (3-51) was used to coordinate the updating 
of a partial derivative approximation .analogous to (1-5). A gradient 
technique was then used to select new system set points. 
The procedure developed for updating the partial derivative 
approximation is the heart of the multiplexed gradient technique. This 
procedure interlaces the effects of several set point combinations by 
using system transport delays to separate fluid elements representative 
of different system states. These fluid elements, some representing 
transient states, are then sampled ait appropriate times and the data 
obtained used to generate a steady-state system model. 
Structure of the Algorithm 
Consider first the function to be maximized, as given by (2-20): 
a>, F(u. ,...,u ,t ) = G 
la na 
h[x(L,1: )],u ,... ,u 
•— -Let l i d 
(4-1) 
The model of x_(L,t ), for insertion into (4—1), may be obtained from 
(3-50) by setting j to n, I to L, and t to t : 
40 
x(L,ta) = Y (L;un .....u st
a) 
^ns ' la na 
(4-2) 
To simplify notation, define the function H by 
H(ula,...,una5t
a) = h[x(L,ta)] (4-3) 





Now let H. be represented by a Taylor series expansion, truncated 
at the linear terms, in a neighborhood of the point (u ,...,u , 
JL , a— JL n,a—JL 
t 3 " 1 ) : 
H(n , . . . , U , t 3 ) = H(n _ , , . . . , u _ _ n , t
a 1) 
l a ' ' na: l .a-1 n,a-l 
(4 -5 ) 
n 8H_ + I ~ (u. -u. .) + 
a-1 ^ ^ a " 1 3ta 
( t a- t a-X) 
a - 1 
This representation depends on the assumption that H_ has continuous 
3. 
first partial derivatives in its arguments un ,...,u and t . 
r . la na 
Now assume that the effect of temporal drift is small in compar-










(u. -u. _) 
]a 3 ,a-.l 
(4-6) 
j=l9...,n. 
It then follows that (4-5) may be replaced by the simpler representation 
a-1. 
H(u. ,...,u ,t ) = H(u. .,...,u .,t ) 
— la na — l,a-l n,a-l 
(4-7) 
n 3H 
+ y " . . 9u. 
3=1 3a a-1 
(u. -u. _) 
:a : ,a-i 
Now also let F be represented by a Taylor series expansion trun-
cated at the linear terms: 
F ( u ia"-->Una> t a ) = F(ul,a-1' V a - l ' ^ 
(4 -8 ) 
3F 
.'' 9u. 
3=1 3 a a - 1 
( u . - u . _) 
1& 3 > a - l 
The 3 F / 3 t t e r m i s a b s e n t from t h i s e x p a n s i o n b e c a u s e , from ( 4 - 4 ) and 
( 4 - 7 ) , 
3F 
3t< 
= 0 (4-9) 
a - 1 
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Multiplexed Gradient Technique 
The basic procedure used in the extremum control algorithm is to 
continually establish new set points u. from existing set points u. 
~la 3 »a~l 
according to 
u. = u. . + e. Au. 
:a : ,a-l ^a . 3 
(4-10) 
where the e. = ±1 are chosen to increase the value of F(un ,..., :a la> 
u ,ta): 
na 




The Au. > 0 are parameters set by the user to produce small (on the 
order of 1 per cent) changes in F(u. ,..,5u ,t' ). The function 
* la' na. 
sign[«] is the binary sign function 




Thus, the set points are changed by an amount Au. at each algorithmic 
cycle. 
From (4-4), the partial derivatives of (4-11) are 
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3F . 3G 3 H 1 + _ + 3G J S ; _ + 3 G _ _ 1 3 
3u. 3Hn 3u. 3H 3u. 3u. 
: a 1 ] a y ] a ] a 
The p a r t i a l s of G with r e spec t t o H . . , . . . ,H and u. may be obta ined 
a n a l y t i c a l l y from the known funct ion G[H_,u , . . . ,u ] . The p a r t i a l s of 
H , . . . ,H with r e s p e c t t o u_. , however, must be approximated from 




n ( u . - u . _) 
a -1 j 9 a - l 3 ,a~2 
(4-14) 
[H(un _ , . . . , u . _ o J u . .. ,u, . , . . . , u , jt^
 5 ) 
— l ,a~2 ] - l , a - 2 ] , a - l ' ; j + l , a - l n , a - l ' 
- H(un _ , . . . , u . . _ ,u . o»
u«,-i i »• • • »u n , t ) ] . 
— l , a - 2 5 ] - l , a - 2 5 j ,a-2 ] .+ l , a - l n , a - l 5 
This approximation can easily be shown to be consistent with the linear 
representation (4-7). 
The equations given above provide the basis for a cyclic extremum 
control algorithm: given changes in the set: points at times t. ,, 
3 »a~l 
i a-1 measurements are made at times tJ 9 and (4-14) is used to approximate 
the partial derivatives of (4-13). New set points u. are then selected 
according to (4-10)-(4-12). The cycle is repeated continually with the 
set points first achieving and then, tracking the drifting system optimum. 
Philosophy of the Technique 
It seems appropriate at this point to present the basic philosophy 
of the multiplexed gradient technique and, in particular, to provide an 
1+1+ 
interpretation of (M—1M-). In this regard, consider the simplest of all 
examplesj a two-stage tubular reactor of length L with two jackets each 
of length L/2. Let the fluid velocity v(£,t) be constant at the value 
v, and let the function to be maximized be the measured response H.. : 
F(ula'U2a>ta) =V Ula» U2a> t a )- (4"15) 
Let the system be at steady state with the u_. (t) maintained at set 
points u. by ideal set point controllers, Then at t. let the 
3 ,a-2 j,a-l 
set points be changed to u. ,. The progress of three fluid elements 
passing through the system under these conditions is shown in Figure 10, 
It may be seen that the data required for the partial derivative approx-
imations of (*+-!*+), namely 
3 H i 
8un la 
3 H i 
3u2a 
= Hl(ul.a-l,U2,a-l't°'a"1) ' Hl(ul,a-2'u2,a-l't^'a"1) , > 




tl?a"1) ~ Hl(ul ,a-2 ?U2 ,a-2 ^ ' ^ 
a-1 U2,a-1 " u2,a-2 
may be obtained in the time required for one fluid element to traverse 
the length of the reactor. This means that the set points may be 
adjusted repeatedly at intervals of L/v time units, each time with the 
benefit of an updated locally-linear system model. 
Another interpretation of the data required by (M—16) is given 


























"•Hl(ul,a-2'u2,a-l't ' > 





Figure 10. Progress of Successive Fluid Elements 
® •• Hl(ul,a-2'u2,a-2't2,a"1) 
® ' Hl(ul,a-2-u2,a-l-tl,a"1> 




Figure 11. Contour Map of the Function H,(u, ,u„ st
a) 
1 la5 2a5 
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3. 
contour map of the function H.(u. ,u^ ,1: )., Contours of constant 
* . 1 la 2a 
Hn(u- ,un ,t ) are denoted by a.9 where c... > a.. The three measure-1 la 2a J i l+l I 
ments plotted are seen to be linearly independent and, thus, to define a 
planar approximation to the H (u ,u ,t ) surface. Given this approxi-
mation, it is a simple matter to establish new set points which increase 
3. 
the value of H-(u- ,u_ ,t ). 
1 la 2a 
The example of Figures 10 and 11 is undoubtedly an oversimplifi-
cation. However, the basic technique is applicable to all of the sys-
tems modeled by (3-50) and (3-51). Development of this technique is 
continued in the next section. 
Sequencing of the Algorithm 
Consider now the equations governing; the times at which the set 
points are changed and the times at which the measurements of (4-14) are 
made. 
Origin of the Equations 
The origin of these equations is in the partial derivative 
approximations of (4-14). The measurements required for all n of these 
approximations are 
H(u- l9...,u , T.t
0'3"1) (4-17) 
— l,a-l n,a-l' 
^(ul,a-2'u2,a-l'"-'Un,a-l'tlsa"1) 
H(un a oSu _, 0,u ,.., .,u ,t '
a ) — 1, a- 2. 2., a- z o, a-1 n, a-1 
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n-2,a-l. H(u _,...,u _,u 9u . ,t — l,a-2' n-2,a~2' n-l,a-l :n,a-l5 
uf .n-l.a-lv 
i(ui,a-2'-'Vl,a-2>Un,a-l>t > 
^ ul.a-2-- uh,a-2' t n , a" 1)-
Associated with each of these measurements is a validity condition, 
obtained from (3-51), specifying the time interval in which the exit 
states x_(L,tJj ) are at steady state and, further, are characteristic 
of the particular combination of set points required. These validity 
conditions are given in Appendix D, along with other inequalities aris-
ing from the measuring instrument constraint (2-21). 
Algorithmic Sequencing Equations 
The inequalities noted above may be reduced to equalities by 
requiring that each algorithmic cycle be concluded in the minimum pos-
sible time. This reduction, given in Appendix D, establishes the set 
point command times t. and the measurement sample times t . The 
D »a~-L 
equations specifying these command and sample times are evaluated 
sequentially, starting with the t jC equation and ending with the 
t ' equation. From Appendix D, then, for stage n, 
tn'a X = Max{t1 a_2 + p^(L^) + c^d^) + ... (4-18) 
A A 
+ a (L" ,) + a"(L), t1,a~2 + i } n-l n-l n m 
t _ = t11'3"1 + T . (4-19) 
n,a-l m 
For stage n-1, 
t . = Max{t . , n-l,a-l n,a-l (4-20) 
Va-1 " WCl* + ^n ( L )-V ( L ) ]' 
tn'a_1 + \ " P„-1*0 " V(L)} 
tn 1'a"1 = t . _ + p _A(L* .) + a ,.(L). n-l,a-l n-l« n-1 n" 
(4-21) 
For stage n-2, 





(Ln-2) + ^n-l'Vl* " V l ^ n - 1 ) ] 
+ [a (L)-a ,.(L)] 
n n" 
tn l,a 1 + _ (L* } _ ( * ) _ ( L ) } 
m n-2" n-2 n-1" n-1 nM 
n 2,a 1 = (L* } + (L* ) + G (L). (i+_23) 
n-2,a-l n-2" n-2 n-1" n-1 n« 
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For stage 2, 
t_ = Max{t . , 
2,a-l n,a-l 
(4 -24) 
^ a - l " P 2 * ( V + C P 3 ( L 3 ) - ° 3 * ( L 3 ) : | + K(V"V(V] 
A A 
+ . . . + [a n(L n ) - a l A (L n ) II + [a ( L ) - a . ( L ) ] , 
n - 1 n -1 n - 1 " n - 1 n n-* 
+ 3 , a - l M 
t + T - po 
m 2 
,(L*) - a3,(L*) - .. . - V l * ( 0 • V
( L ) } 
.2,a-l _ 
= ^ . a - l + P 2 * ( V + 03*<V + ••• + °n-l*{Ln-l) + V ( L ) " ( 4 " 2 5 ) 
And for stage 1, 
tn . = Max{t l ,a- l n,a-l 
(4-26) 
A A A A A A A 
t2 a-1 " P l ^ V + ^ ( L ^ - a ^ C ) ] + [a'gCL^-a^CLg)] 
A A 
+ . . . + [a . (L n ) - a _A(L ,)'] + [a ( L ) - a . ( L ) ] , 
n - 1 n -1 n - l « n -1 n n« 
. 2 , a - l + % - p ^ v - ^ V - ••• - Vi^Ci) - v ( L ) } 
t 1 , a _ 1 = t ^ + P1!V(L*) + o2,(L^) + . . + 0 nJU(L . ) t o ...(L). (4-27) n - 1 " n - 1 n" 
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0 a-1 
Since the measurement H(un ...... ,u n ,1: ' ) is the same as the 
— l,a-l n:ia-l 
measurement H(u u 0,t ' ") of the next algorithmic cycle 
— 1, a— Z n j a— 2. 
the measurement sample time t 9< is given by 
t0,a-l=tna_ (4_2g) 
Application of the Sequencing Equations 
It should be emphasized that the sequencing equations given above 
are not evaluated by the process-control computer of Figure 4 (page 20), 
but are evaluated off-line, generally by hand, and the results presented 
to the process-control computer as fixed program parameters. These 
parameters establish the sequencing of the 2n events occurring in each 
algorithmic cycle, namely the n set point adjustments at,times t. 
3 9a-l 
and the n system measurements at times t> . Given in Figure 12 is a 
schematic diagram of the sequencing of a typical algorithmic cycle. 
Also indicated in that figure is the point in the cycle at which the 
measured data are used to establish the next: collection of set points. 
Systems with Dominant Transport Delays 
For systems in which the fluid transport delays are the dominant 
source of system transients, the set point adjustments tend to be con-
centrated at the beginning of the algorithmic cycle (as in Figure 12) 
and the measurement sample times tend to be spread uniformly throughout 
the algorithmic cycle. In many systems, in fact, the set point adjust-
ments occur simultaneously and the algorithm operates in a manner anal-



















| Use (4-10)-(4-14) to 
n,a-l T establish the u. m i9a-l 
,.0,3-2 ,11,3-1 
| 
. Figure 12. Sequencing of a Typical Algorithmic Cycle 
If 
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Consider, for example, a two-stage system. Equations (4-18)-
(4-21) are the applicable sequencing equations. Equation (4-20) reduces 
to 
t -, -, = t . , (4-29) 
n-l,a-l n.,a-lJ 
implying that the set point adjustments occur simultaneously, if 
t > t . - p 1A(L .) + [p"(L)-a A(L)] (4-30) n,a-l n,a-l n-1" n-1 n n» 
and 
t > tn'a X t T - p lA(L* .) - a A(L). (4-31) n,a-l m Kn-1« n-1 n* 
The inequality (4-31) is always satisfied, a conclusion which may be 
reached by inserting (4-19) into (4-31) and noting that p -i&(L _,) and 
a ^(L) are both non-negative. The inequality (4-30) may be rewritten 
A A 
p -AL~ -.) > p"(L) - a A(L). (4-32) 
n-1" n-1 n :n« 
This inequality is satisfied under rather broad conditions, best 
illustrated by using (B-10)-(B-13), basic stage form, to rewrite (4-32) 
as 
Ln-1 L L 
/ -e=— dl > T + J —»rr ^ " ! T — d * (4-33) 
L , v"U) n° L ., V*U> L A V~U) n-1 n*» n<* 
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L v U ) - vs,,.U) 
T + / — • • — - — — - d£. 
n ° L ,„ vA(£)v"(£) 
n" 
If the secondary interval L . < I < L -.is long enough., (4-33) 
is satisfied even with a significant controller response time x and a 
it 
significant difference v (£) - v.,.(£) in the bounds on the fluid velocity. 
Thus, the multiplexed gradient sequencing equations are capable of com-
pensating for the degrading effects of controller response time and 
fluid velocity uncertainty by making judicious use of the transport 
delay between sections to which control is applied. This compensation 
is the reason for the careful attention paid to the stage sub-intervals 
L.j. < I < L. and L. < I < L. in the model development of Chapter III. 
:- : : : 
Operation of the Algorithm 
Consider now the start-up9 convergence9 and closed-loop stability 
of the algorithm. 
Start-Up 
Let the time be t 9 and let the system be at steady state with 
the controls u.(t) maintained at set points u. . Set "a" to 1 and 
: : 
define the u._ by 
u._ = u. n 
:0 :,a-i 
. = u[0j -j = l,...,n. (4-34) 
a=l : J 
Also define the measurement sample time t by 




At t = t , make the first system measurement 
„/ .0,a-lv 
^(ul,a-l Va-1'* } a=l 
= « U10'"-' UnO' t 0 0 )- (4"36> 
At t = t + T , make an arbitrary choice for the e. 
m9 J ]a a=l! 
e . = e . a=l 
+1. (4-37) 
The algorithm is then started, and its operation is governed by 
the equations previously given. The new set points, for example, are 
given by (4-10): 
u. = u. + e .. Au.. 
-|1 j0 - :|1 3 
(4-38) 
nl The measurement sample time t is given by (4-28), 
j.nl J)0 
t = t (4-39) 
and the stage n set point command time, after incrementing Ma M to 2, by 
(4-19): 
4- ^ n l J. 





Under the assumption of a linear relation between the u. and the 
Da 
function F(un , ...,u ,t ), and with no constraints on the system, the la na J ' 
optimum is undefined. Proper algorithmic operation consists of increas-
ing the value of F(u. ,... ,u ,t ) at each algorithmic cycle. This is 
la na 
easily shown to occur, for from (4-8), 
F(ula,...suna,t




D=l Da a-1 
(u. -u. n ) 9 ja j,a-1 
and from (4-10) and (4-11) 
u. - u. , =• sign ja :,a-l 
3F 
3u. 
_ Da a-1 
Au, (4-42) 
It follows from (4-41) and (4-42) that 







Au. > 0 
D 
Under the more general assumption of a concave unconstrained 
relation between the u. and the function F(u ,...,u ,t ), the optimum 
~2 a _La na 
is def ined and the a lgor i thm can be shown t o converge t o a l i m i t cycle 
27 about the optimum. 
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Closed-Loop Stability 
Consider finally the closed-loop stability of the algorithm. It 
has previously been required that the individual set point control loops 
be stable. It will now be shown that closing the algorithmic loop 
around the multistage system does not adversely affect system stability. 
In this regard, suppose that the set points u. •_ have been 
applied to the system. The last point in the system to be free of tran-
sients due to the application of these set points is the system exit 
I - L. This point is free of such transients by the time t = t ' 
__ _ "i 
since the measurement H(un 0 ,. . . ,u _ ,1: ' ) is made only after the 
— l,a-2 n Sla-2
 J 
exit point has reached steady state. 
Now consider the application of the next collection of set 
points, the u. . A n inspection of (if-18)-(4-27) reveals that the 
3 9a---J-
earliest time at which any of the u. are applied to the system is 
t ' . It follows that the entire system is free of transients due to n,a-l J 
set point changes in the time interval 
[tn;)a-l -j . 
n .,a-l 
which, from (M—19), is of duration T > 0. In view of this result, it 
m 
may be concluded that the closed-loop system can support no sustained 
osc i l l a t i ons . 
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CHAPTER V 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE CONSTRAINED ALGORITHM 
The techniques developed in the previous, chapter were extended to 
handle the control constraints of (2-15) and the state constraints of 
(2-18). Control constraints were handled by making a minor modification 
in the unconstrained algorithm. State constraints were handled by 
developing locally-linear models of the constrained variables and using -
the projected gradient technique ' to establish new set points. 
Constraints on the Controls 
Consider first the control constraints of (2-15): 
ujiV < Uj(t) < u',: j=l,...,n. (5-1) 
Assuming t h a t 
u j " u j * " 2 A u v ( 5 _ 2 ) 
(5-1) can be handled by r ep l ac ing (4-10) with 
fu. ' + . e . Au. u.A<u. _+e. Au.<u" 
3 , a - l 3 a 3 ]« D , a - l 3a 3 3 
u . = <| (5 -3 ) 
u. - e . Au. o the rwi se . 
I : , a - l 3a 3 
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The operation of (5-3) is illustrated in Figure 13, where the 
set points resulting from several algorithmic cycles are shown on a 
contour map of the function F(un su9 .,t' ). Successive set points are 
seen to take a path which zigzags along the constraint boundary, with 
the value of F(un ,u„ ,t ) increasing at alternate algorithmic cycles. la 2a to 
The operation of the control-constrained algorithm is considered in 
more detail in Appendix E, where a constructive proof of its convergence 
is given. 
Constraints on the States 
Consider now the state constraints of (2-18) 
:.. A < z.. [xU.. ,t)] < z" (5-4) 
]kr:c jkr —• jk jkr 
j=l,...,n k=l9...9p. r=l,...,q.k. 
It was assumed that the transients at &., were small enough that (5-4) 
JK 
could be replaced by the less restrictive condition 
z.. A < z.. Cx(A., ,t
(jk)a)] < z* (5-5) 
]kr« ]kr — jk' ]kr 
j=l,...,n k=l,.,. ,p_. r=l,...,q^k 
(ik)a where the t were restricted to those portions of the algorithmic 
cycle in which the states at £., were at steady state. The bounds on 
t : a were obtained from (3-51) by setting I to £., and t to t 3 a. 
1K 






Figure 13. Contour Map of the Function F(u ,u ,t ) 
la /-EL 
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Locally-Linear Constraint Models 
Locally-linear models of the constrained z., [x_(£., ,t )] 
were established in a manner analogous to that used for the exit func-
a • (ik)a 
tion h[x(L,t )]. Specifically, the x(£., ,t ) were modeled by 
— ;]k 
xU.,,t(jk)a) = Y.U., ;un s...,u.,st
(jk)a) (5-6) 
— J* 
-j'̂ jk* la* ' ja 
and the functions Z M were defined by 
]kr J 
Z.. (un u. ,t
(jk)a) = z.. [xU • ,t ( j k ) a)]. 
jkr la ]a jkr — jk 
(5-7) 




< Ula-"V t ( J k ) a ) = WUl,a-l "j>a.l-
t(3k,"1» (5'8) 





















and (5-8) was s imp l i f i ed t o 
^ A » J . . t
( J k , a ) = ZJ1_(u1 W ^ ' - ^ a ' * > - W U l , a - l ' " j . a - l . ^ 3 " " " 1 ) (5"10> 
^ 3Z. 
k:r 
t. 3 n 
ba b = l
 3 u  
U -
a - 1 
ba U b 9 a - 1
) 
F i n a l l y , the p a r t i a l d e r i v a t i v e s of (5-10) were approximated by 
3Z., 
j k r 
3 u ba 
(5-11) 
- 1 " b . a - 1 " b . a - 2 ) 
C Z jk r ( U l , a -2 V l , a - 2 '
u b . a - l ' V l i a - l — - ' ^ , a . 1 . t
( 3 k ) b - 1 » a - 1 ) 
- Z j k r
( U l . a - 2 - " ' V l . a - 2 - u b , a - 2 ' » b + l , a - l - - '
u j . a - l ' t ( J k ) b , a " 1 ) : l -
Sequencing the Constrained Algorithm 
Given in Appendix F is a derivation of the equations which 
establish, in the state-constrained case, the set point command times 
t. , , the exit measurement sample times t-1 'c , and the constraint 
1 ja~l 
measurement times t 5 . The equations governing the t. and 
H j a -l 
i a-1 
t are identical to those previously given as (1+-18)-(Ll— 28) and 
are not repeated here. The equations governing the t '• are 




t(jk)j-l,a-l (L* } + g u 
:i-l,a-l ]-l» 3-1 3- 3 k 
t(jk)j-2sa-l = t (L* } + g> (L* } + g (£ 
:-2,a-l :)-2» ]-2 3-l« 3-I 3- 3 k 
t(jk)2,a-l = P-A(L*) + a_ A(0 + ... + a. -A(L? -) + a..,(£.,) 
2,a-l 2" 2 3" di 3-I" 3-I 3'* 3 k 
.(jk)lsa-l _ 
t = t„ n + 
. . + plA(Ln) + aoA(L_) + ... . + a. A(L. ,) + a..,.(£.,) 
l,a-l 1" 1 2" 2 3-I" 3-I 3" 3k 
t(jk)Osa-l = t(jk)a-l = t(jk)ja> 
Method of Gradient Projection 
Central to the state-constrained algorithm is the method of 
43 44 














Then consider the set of k linear constraints 
yju - b > 0 i=l,...9fc, (5-15) 
where the superscript T denotes a vector transpose. Given in Appendix 
G are definitions which permit the constraints of (5-5) to be written 
in the form of (5-15). 
Consider now the point u ., and let: it be in the intersection of 
—6.-1 
a subset of the k constraints considered in (5-15): 
v.u • - b = 0 i=l,...9<7<fc. (5-16) 
*T-I—a.— _L l '• 
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A procedure has been developed for extracting a set of q linearly 
independent constraints from this set of q constraints, and for gen-
erating an nxn matrix M with the property that the vector w given by 
w = M g_ (5-17) 
is parallel to the intersection of the q constraints and is in the 
direction of increasing F(u ,...,u ,t ). The vector w is called the 
la 'na — 
projected gradient. 
The vectors g, y_. , and w_ are illustrated in Figure 14 for the 
case n=2, ?c=4, and q=q_-l. The boundaries of Figure 14 enclose the col-





Figure 14. Linearized Contour Map of F(un ,u« ,t ) 
r la' 2a' 
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143 
The procedure for generating the matrix M is given in 
Appendix G. Also given is an alternative procedure, developed as a 
part of the thesis research, which eliminates the need for performing 
division and square root operations. 
Tracking the Projected Gradient 
Consider now a procedure for tracking the projected gradient with 
a series of set point adjustments of magnitude Au.-. First, let the 





Next, consider the ordered n-tuple î  - (̂  ,. . . ,i[i ) whose elements are 
the reordered elements of the n-tuple (l,...,n). The elements of ̂  are 







Then define the scalar SGN by 
SGN = sign 
|W . 
n iL 











k=l,. ., . ,n (5-21) 
c, . = < 
k: 
SGN sign(w.)Au. k=l j=l,...,n 
+ sign(w.)Au. k=2 ,. . . ,n i=l,. ..,n ^i*j 
1 J ~ k 
- sign(w.)Au. k=2,...,n j=l,...,n ^k=j . 
(5-22) 
The a are linearly independent and, thus, span the n-dimensional 
Euclidean space in which the vector w_ lies. It follows that there is 
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a unique linear combination of the c, which equals the vector w_: 
d.,c., + d_cn + ... + d c = w. 1—1 2—2 n-n — 
(5-23) 
It is shown in Appendix H that the d, of (5-23) are the non-negative 
quantities 
d = 0.5 SGN 
n iL |W 
i/'o Au. k=2 ik 




d 2 = 0.5 
Au Au 
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Now let (5-23) be multiplied by a positive constant K whose magnitude 
is such that all of the products Kd ,...,Kd are integers: 
Kdncn + Kd0c0 + ... + Kd c = Kw. 1—1 2—2 n-̂ n — 
(5-25) 
Then let 3 be the sum of the Kc^ 
S* = I Kd, . 
k=l 
(5-26) 
Given in Appendix H is a procedure for establishing a 3 -tuple 
IT = (TT_ ,. . . ,TTOA _) whose elements are the reordered elements of the — (J p"-± 
3 -tuple (1,. .. ,1,. . . ,n ,. . . ,n). The elements of IT are ordered so that 
l-Kd —i 1-Kd —' 
1 n 
the collection of points 
u „ = u n + ) c -a+6 -a-1 , rT^-u b:=0 b 
=o, . . . ,a - i (5-27) 
tracks the projected gradient. Each c_ is one of the c, of (5-25). 
—'7T, •=k 
The subscript TT, is one of the set IT. ,. . . ,TI' ... ... and specifies which c. 
r b 0' 3-1 —k 
is used in the sum of (5-27). Using (5-25), it may be seen that the 
-a+ 
defined by 3=3 -1 lies directly on the projected gradient: 
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r--i 
u _* . = u + y 
—a+B -1 -a-1 , L 
c 
— I T 
b=0 b 
(5-28) 
u n + T Kd, c 
—€L.-1 , L., k— k=l
H< 
u n + Kw, 
—a-1 — 
and Au - Au = 2. For this case, 
, and (5-24) gives d = 1.5 
The tracking procedure outlined above is illustrated in Figure 
15 for the case n = 2, w = 
(5-19)-(5-22) give c± = \ and c_2 = 
and d_ = 1.0. For the products Kd and Kd,, to both be integers, the 
multiplier K has to be 2. Equation (5-26) then gives 6 = 5 , the 
5-tuple -r is (1,2,1,2,1), and the u „ of (5-27) are — —a+p 
u = u . + c. —a —a-1 —1 (5-29) 
—a+1 —a-1 —1 —2 
u _ = u . + cn + c„ + cn —a+2 —a-1 —1 —2 —1 
^a+3 
u . + cn + cn + c. + c0 —a-1 • —-1 —l —1 —I 
Ha+4 2a-!
 + £i + £2
 + °1 + °2 + Si' 
These points, shown in Figure 15, track the projected gradient w_. 
Aligning the Tracking Cycle 
Consider now a generalization of the tracking procedure outlined 













u i —a-1 u -a+1 Ha+3 
•u x(t) 
Figure 15. Tracking the Projected Gradient 
o 
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Then, extend the 3 -tuple IT to a 23 -tuple 
JL = ^ Q ' " ' 97rfj*-i97rB*' ** * 9lT23»-l^ (5-30) 
by repeating the elements of the original ir: 
^3 = V 3 * S=0',...,B*-1. (5-31) 
Next, consider the collection of set points 
u n i - u . + y 
-a+3,3 -a-1 , £ 
1=0 ,...,3 -1 
b=0 ""t+e 3=0,... ,3*-l. 
(5-32) 
For each 3 9 the collection of points u ,0 I is called a tracking cycle, 
—a+p ,p 
T 
with the integer 3 specifying the cycle alignment. Each tracking cycle 
T 
contains the same collection of c, as employed in (5-27), with 3 simply 
specifying the cycle starting point. 
Now let E'. be the distance from the ith constraint boundary 
T 
(i=l,...,q: see 5-17) to that point in the 3th tracking cycle which is 
closest to the ith constraint boundary: 
E' = Min {yju jQ i - b.}.
 (5~33) 
3i 3=Q "HL-a+3,3 i 
Tt T 
Then let 3 be that alignment 3 which minimizes the sum 
I E» 3=0,., ..,3M-1 (5-34) 
i=l P 1 
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subject to the constraints 
3=09...,3°-l 
E' > 0 (5-35) 
pi . , 
1=1.,...,q. 
The equation specifying the set point u , replacing in the state-
constrained case (4—10) and (4-11). is 
u. - ui n i v- ,.,. ( 5 - 3 6 ) 
—a —a-1 —IT" 
The basic philosophy of the procedure given by (5-32)-(5-36) is 
illustrated in Figure 16 for the case n=2 and q=l. It is helpful to 
think of the constraint boundary and the point u n as being fixed and 
the collection of c, tracking the projected gradient as being movable. 
The collection of c, is then given various trial alignments. The 
alignment chosen is the one which provides the closest fit, without 
violation, to the constraint boundary. The point u is then taken as 
the next point in the tracking cycle after u _,. 
It is shown in Appendix H that the continued application of this 
procedure results in the selection of set points which continue to fol-
low the tracking cycle. Since the tracking cycle follows the projected 
gradient, and the projected gradient converges on the constrained opti-
4-3 
mum, it follows that the state-constrained algorithm converges to the 
constrained optimum. Further, since the algorithm uses only the latest 
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alignment, it can follow a time-varying projected gradient whether the 
variation is due to static system nonlinearities or dynamic system 
parameters. 
Establishing the Constraint Set: 
The procedure outlined above results in set points which are 
close to, but not necessarily on, the constraint boundaries of (5-16). 
It is necessary, therefore, to replace (5-16) by the less restrictive 
condition 
y.u . - b. < €. i=±,...,q (5-37) 
•^-i—a-l l i ^ 
where the e. are chosen to insure that (a) constraints not satisfying 
i i 
(5-37) are far enough from u ., to be safely ignored in the computation 
cL*~ -L 
of u and (b) constraints included in the set i=l,...,q continue to 
a 
satisfy (5-37) in subsequent algorithmic cycles. Condition (a) is to 
insure continued constraint: satisfaction and condition (b) is to insure 
continued tracking of the projected gradient. 
Given in Appendix I is an analysis which establishes an upper 
bound on the width of the tracking cycle. It is shown in that appendix 
that the choice 
2 
€. = (n+2)|y.T|AuT + -- + ~ - 2 T |y..|Au., (5-38) 
l ,JiJ' J 12 2 ,L.XJ ir\x 1 
v. ; -j=i 
where J i s t h a t index j for which 
ly^ lAUj > ly^. lAu. j = l , . . . , J - 1 9 J + 1 , . . . , n , (5-39) 
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insures conditions (a) and (b). Equations (5-37)-(5-39) thus establish 
the set of constraints to be considered for inclusion in the projection 
matrix M . 
q ^ 
Approximating the Tracking Cycle 
If 3 should be large, say on the order of 100, the computational 
effort required to solve the minimization problem (5-33)-(5-35) would 
be massive. It is necessary, therefore, to establish some approximation 
to the basic tracking procedure which permits control over (3 • The 
approximation used was to round the largest d, to u significant binary 
places, and to round the other d, at the same bit position. Denoting 
(r) 
the rounded d, by d, , it follows that multiplication by the constant 
K may be accomplished by relocating the binary point at the right of the 
O) 
least significant bit of the largest d, . It also follows that the 
K 
(r) . . . 
products Kd, are all integers, that they satisfy the inequalities 
Kd£r) < 2 U k;=l,...,,n, (5-H0) 
and that the 3 resulting from the rounded d, satisfies the inequality 
g*(r) = Y Kd5 r ) S n2U. (5-W.) 
k=l ^ 
Choice of the parameter w is a compromise between precision of tracking 
(large w) and speed of computation (small w). Guidelines for this 
choice are presented in Chapter VIII. 
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Concluding Remarks 
Several remarks are appropriate at this point. First, if no 
constraints are close enough to u n to satisfy (5-37), or if the un-
to —a-1 
constrained move i s directed away from those constraints which do 
sat isfy (5-37), then the unconstrained algorithm should be used. 
Second, since the tracking cycle using the rounded d, i s only 
approximately pa ra l l e l to the q constraint boundaries, i t may happen 
r 
that there i s no 3 which s a t i s f i e s a l l of the constraints of (5-35). 
M 
If this occurs, let 3 be that alignment which maximizes 
q 
Min{E' }. ^ (5-42) 
1=1 ei 
This procedure will correct for impending constraint violations several 
algorithmic cycles before they would occur. 
Finally, when q=n it may be concluded that u is at the opti-
a~ i 
43 mum. When this occurs, let the u. be given by (4-10) with the 
Ja 
e. = ±1 chosen to maximize F(u_ ,...,u ,t ) subject to the constraints ja la na' 
of (5-37). This procedure will establish, and maintain, a limit cycle 
about the optimum. 
Constraints on the Controls and the States 
Consider now the control of systems with both control and state 




u . - u..f. > 0 
- u . + u . > 0 
Da D 
j = l , . . . , n . ( 5 - 4 3 ) 
These i n t u r n may b e p u t i n t h e form of ( 5 - 1 5 ) by d e f i n i n g , f o r 
j = l , . . . , n and L=k+j , 
(l b = j 
y i b = 1 ( 5 - 4 4 ) 
[o b = l , . . . , j - l , j + l s . . . ,n 
and 
b . = u.. , , , ( 5 - 4 5 ) 
l 2n 
and by d e f i n i n g , f o r j = l , . . . , n and i=fe+n+j, 
- 1 b = j 
0 b = l , . . . , j - l , j - H , . . . ,n 
y . b = <| ( 5 - 4 6 ) 
and 
b . = - u . . ( 5 - 4 7 ) 
i 3 
Thus, the control constraints may be treated as state constraints whose 
locally-linear models are known a priori, and systems with both control 
and state constraints may be handled by the state-constrained algorithm. 
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CHAPTER VI 
ANALYSIS OF MEASUREMENT NOISE EFFECTS 
The preceding chapters have outlined the development of the 
unconstrained, control-constrained, and state-constrained extremum con-
trol algorithms. The remaining chapters establish some of the proper-
ties of these algorithms. In this chapter the effects of additive white 
Gaussian measurement noise on the operation of the unconstrained algo-
rithm are examined. Expressions for the mean and standard deviation 
of the per-cycle increase in F(u ,...,u ,t° ) are given, and from these 
la na 
expressions the performance of the algorithm in a noise-corrupted envi-
ronment i s predicted. 
Mean of Per-Cycle Increase 
The computation of the per-cycle increase begins with the assump-
tion that each of the measurements of (4-14) i s corrupted by samples of 
a vector white Gaussian process with mean n_ and standard deviation a_. 
Denoting noise-corrupted quant i t ies by the symbol ~, i t follows from 
(4-14) that 
dH 
3u. n " (u. -u . J (6-1) 
a-1 j »a-l 1 >a-2 
[H(un _ , . . . , u . . o J u . _ , u „ j - l , a - l . j - l , a -
- l , a -2 5 : - l , a - 2 ' ] , a - l 5 u j + i , a - l ' ' ' ' » u n , a - l s t ) + X 
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" ^ul,a-2'--->Vl,a-2>Uj,a-2'Vl,a-l'"-'Un>a-l'
t:'a~1) " ^ ' ^ 
where x ' represents the samples of the measurement noise process 
It similarly follows from (4-13) that 
3F 3G 3 H! 
3u. 3Hn 3u. 
j a 1 ;] a 
+ i£- !^L +
 9G 
3H 3u. 3u. 
V j a j a 
(6-2) 
and from (4-11) that 





Defining the per-cycle increase in F(uni , u ,t ) as 
AF = F(ula,...,una,t
a) - ^n , . . . . % t^
1), (6-4) 
it follows from (4-8), (4-10), and (6-3) that 
AF = I 3F 





It is shown in Appendix J that the expected value of this increase, 
denoted by E{AF}, is for n>2 given by 
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E{AF} = I 3F 
. . 3u . 
A u . 2 e r f 
a - 1 
V db .1 
/, '"^LT . . 3H. 3u. 
i = l I j a 
3G 







i = l 
3H. I 
l 
(6 -6 ) 
where t h e f u n c t i o n e r f ( x ) i s g i v e n by 
e r 
ft \ - 1 r x - y 2 / 2 
f(x) = J e 
/2TT 0 
dy (6 -7 ) 
For t h e f r e q u e n t l y e n c o u n t e r e d c a s e of max imiz ing a s i n g l e s y s t e m 
o u t p u t , y = l and F (u , , . . . , u , t ) = H ( u . , . . . ,u , t ) . In t h i s c a s e 
l a na l l a na 
( 6 - 6 ) r e d u c e s t o 
E{AF} = I 3F 
. n 3u. a - 1 





a - 1 ^ 
A 
^ 1 
(6 -8 ) 






a - 1 l a 
j = l , . „ . , n , ( 6 - 9 ) 
a - 1 
along with results from a Monte Carlo simulation for the case n=l. The 
ordinate of Figure 17 is scaled so that with no measurement noise (that 
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value of the per-cycle increase in F(u._ , . . . , u , t ) i s 1.0. As the 
^ J la na 
noise level increases (that is, as a increases ) , the expected value of 
AF decreases as shown. The abscissa of Figure 17 is scaled in units of 
9F 
9u. a-1 ^ 
Au., (6-10) 
which is the finite difference whose sign must be correctly determined 
if the algorithm is to adjust the set points in the proper direction. 
It may be concluded from Figure 17 that the algorithm is relatively 
insensitive to measurement noise as long as 





With proper choice of the parameter Au., (6-11) should be satisfied for 
all set points except those quite close to the optimum. 
Standard Deviation of Per-Cycle Increase 
An expression for the standard deviation of the per-cycle increase 
in F(un ,...,u ,t ) , denoted by SD{AF}, is given in Appendix J. This la na 
expression was evaluated numerically for the case considered in Figure 
17, and the results of that evaluation are given in Figure 18. At low 
noise levels, the standard deviation may be seen to be a linear function 
' 3F 
of the ratio a 1/ 9u. 1 Da a-1 ^ 
Au.. At high noise levels, it approaches a 
constant. An examination of (J-34-) in the limit as a_-*» reveals that 
this constant varies inversely with the square root of the number of 
system stages. 
For a satisfying (6-11), Figures 17 and 18 together y 
inequality 
E{AF} - SD{AF} > 0. 
It follows from (6-12), somewhat loosely, that when (6-11) is 
the algorithm may be expected to increEise the value of F(un , 
at each algorithmic cycle. 
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CHAPTER VII 
ANALYSIS OF HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS 
The hardware required to implement the unconstrained, control-
constrained, and state-constrained algorithms was compared to that 
required to implement two currently available procedures. Storage and 
word length requirements were established, and computation times were 
estimated. 
Currently Available Procedures 
The first of the two procedures considered was the one-at-a-time 
22 
technique, a method frequently used because of its computational 
simplicity. This procedure applies (M—10)-(4-13) to one set point at a 
time, approximating the partial derivatives of (4-13) by 
8H 
u. a-1 (uj,a-l Uj,a-2' 
(7-1) 
C % uj-l,0'uj,a-l'uj+l,0 " n O ^ ' ^ 
- H(u109...su._ls0,ujja_2,uj+1)0,...,un0,t
j'a-2)]. 
The first adjustment of u. is arbitrary and exploratory. Subsequent 
Da 
adjustments based on (4-10)-(4-13) and (7-1) are continued un t i l e . 
Ha 
reverses sign or a constraint boundary is encountered. 
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The second procedure considered was the standard gradient tech-
25 
nique operating in conjunction with the projected gradient tech-
14.3 14.14. 
nique, ' a combination which has been quite effective in constrained 
M-7 
nonlinear programming problems. This procedure makes n exploratory 




= - [H(u.n,...,u. . n,u.r.+Au.,u. . n,. . . ,u n,t
]) (7-2) 
Au. — 10 ]-l,0 ]0 ] ]+l,0 nO 
- H(u10,...,un0,t
0)], 
and then adjusts all of the set points simultaneously by an amount pro-
portional to the gradient g_ or the projected gradient w_. Adjustments 
proportional to g or w are continued until F(un ,...,u ,t ) decreases 
r r s. — la na' 
or a new constraint boundary is encountered. 
Storage and Computation Time Requirements 
Consider now the storage and computation time requirements of the 
unconstrained multiplexed gradient technique. Implementation of (4—18)-
(M—27) requires storing 2n system parameters (to define the times, rela-
tive to t ' 5 of "the 2n events shown in Figure 12, page 52), perform-
ing 2n additions per algorithmic cycle (to convert these relative times 
to real times), and storing 2n results (the converted real times). 
Equations (4-ll)-(4-l1+), restricting the analysis to the frequently 
encountered case of y=l and F(un , u ,t
c) = Hn(un ,...,u ,t ), may 
la na 1 la na 
be simplified to 
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e. = e. . x (7-3) 
:a :,a-i 
sign[F(u, „ u. . _,u. ,u. , .,...,u . ^ 'a ) 
l,a-2 j-l,a-2 j ,a-l j+i,a-l n,a-l 
F(u1;a_2,...,uj_1>a.2,uj;a.2,uj+1;a..1,...,un)a_1>t^
a-1)]. 
This equation requires (n+1) words of storage for the F(#), n words of 
storage for the e. , n comparisons to obtain the sign [•], and n 
1 sa-l 
additional boolean operations to obtain the e. which can then be stored 
ja 
where the e. were stored. Equation (4-10) requires storage of n 
Au. and u. . and performance of n additions or subtractions to obtain 
the u. which can be stored where the u. were stored. Finally, 
la 3 sa"l 
F(un , ...,u ,t ' ) must be shifted to the memory location of 
J- jd"X il jd~l 
F(u ,. .. ,u 0,t ' ) in preparation for the next algorithmic 
J- 2 a.— Z. ^ 9 cl— Z. 
cycle. 
These requirements are summarized in Table 1 along with the cor-
responding requirements for the one-at-a-time and standard gradient 
techniques. The entries below the main taisle are the storage require-
ments and computation times per algorithmic cycle for a 3-stage system 
— fi 
and a typical process-control computer with a 2*10 sec cycle time, 
4*10 sec add time, 8*10 sec multiply time, and a 16*10 sec divide 
1 c 
and square root time. 
The control-constrained requirements are quite similar to the 
unconstrained requirements, and are summarized in Table 2. 
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Table 1 . Unconstrained Hardware Requirements 
M u l t i p l e x e d 
G r a d i e n t 
Techn ique 
O n e - a t - a - T i m e 
T e c h n i q u e 
S t a n d a r d 
G r a d i e n t 
T e c h n i q u e 


























































Sq. Root 1 
Words of S t o r a g e 
n = 3 
25 15 17 
Time (10~ s e c ) 
n = 3 
50 18 174 
Table 2 . Cont ro l -Cons t ra ined Hardware Requirements 
M u l t i p l e x e d 
G r a d i e n t 
Techn ique 
O n e - a t - a - T i m e 
T e c h n i q u e 
S t a n d a r d 
G r a d i e n t 
Techn ique 
Words o f S t o r a g e lOn + 1 5n + 6 7n + 5 
Boolean 5n + 1 10 3n + 1 
10 
o Add/Sub 4n 4 3n 
• H 
P 
fd M u l t i p l y 3n 
V . . . 
ft D i v i d e n 
Sq . Root 1 
Words of S t o r a g e 
n = 3 
31 21 26 
— Ft 
Time (10 s e c ) 
n = 3 
80 36 192 
The state-constrained requirements, summarized in Table 3, are 
much greater than the control-constrained requirements, but the computa-
tion times are still quite small compared to the time constants (30 
seconds to 30 minutes) of the systems being controlled. The parameter 
k found in Table 3 is the total number of linearized constraints (see 
(r) 
5-15) and the parameter oo is the number of bits in the rounded d_ (see 
5-4-0). The number of operations required by the multiplexed gradient 
technique is seen to contain a factor 4- , which means that the computa-
tion time is strongly dependent on oo. This dependence is vividly 
illustrated by "the entries below the main table for n=3s k=12, and co=0, 
1, and 2. Of considerable interest, therefore, are the simulation 
studies of Chapter VIII which establish the oo generally required for 
convergence to the optimum. 
The three techniques compared in Tables 1-3 will be considered 
again in Chapter VIII. It should be noted here, however, that the 
apparent superiority of the one-at-a-time technique, as judged by its 
minimal hardware requirements, is due to a serious shortcoming of the 
method. Specifically, it cannot guarantee convergence to a constrained 
optimum even under the assumption of a linear time-invariant system. 
Consider, for example, a 2-stage system whose performance surface and 
constraint boundaries are as shown in Figure 19. The one-at-a-time 
technique is constrained to move parallel, to the coordinate axes and, 
for the initial point shown, can move in none of the four coordinate 
directions: (1) and (2) result in constraint violations and (3) and (4-) 
result in decreased F(u ,u ,t ). The one-at-a-time technique, then, 
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Figure 19. Contour Map of the Function F(u, ,u^ ,t ) 
la 2a 
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will not converge to the example optimum. In contrast, the multiplexed 
and standard gradient techniques establish the projected gradient w and 
follow that vector to the constrained optimum. 
Word Length Requirements 
Consider finally the word length requirements of the multiplexed 
gradient technique. Measured system data will .rarely contain more than 
8 bits of information. For unconstrained and control-constrained sys-
tems, the arithmetic operations are so few (the frequently encountered 
case of y=l and F(u ,...,u ,t'') = H,(u ,. . . ,u ,t ) requiring only 
la na 1 1 a na 
comparison of measured system data) that an 8-bit machine should be 
quite adequate. 
For state-constrained systems, the critical sequence of computa-
tions is that beginning with the measured system data and ending with 
the c, of (5-22) and the d, of (5-24), The longest chain of serial com-
putations in this sequence can be shown to be that for the d , involving 
K 
2 
2(n-l) additions, n+1 subtractions, and 3n-2 multiplications. Assuming 
a word length of B bits, initial data with a potential error of 1 least-
significant-bit, and principal source of cumulative error the 3n-2 mul-
tiplications, the number of reliable bits in the d can be shown to be . 
- 1 n*2 (7-4) 
m 
where [•] is the greatest integer function. The derivation of this 
result is based on the formula 
•n 
f n-3 .]" 
l °g 2 
am 
7 + 1 2 I 33 
j=o [ 
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(x+Ax)(y+Ay) = xy 
Ax. Ay 
1 + — + —- + 




establishing the per cent error in a product xy as the sum of the per 
cent errors — and — in the factors x and y„ The derivation also 
x y 
assumes that the magnitude of each of the 3n-2 intermediate results is 
B 
on the order of 2 . These assumptions should reasonably approximate 
floating-point multiplication of data with B mantissa bits. 
Since (w+1) reliable d, bits are required to establish reliable 
>(r) d, , it follows from (7-4) that the inequality 
[ 
n - 3 
B m - l o g 2 7 + 1 2 L 
3=0 
y 3^ - 1 > CJ + 1 n>2 ( 7 - 6 ) 
must be satisfied. Given in Table 4- is a tabulation of the minimum B 
m 
satisfying (7-6). For n=3 and oo=l, for example, the minimum B is 7. 
It would be prudent, of course, to use a B several bits greater than 
the minimum. 
In summary, the storage, computation time, and word length 
requirements of the multiplexed gradient technique are small enough to 
permit implementation on any of a number of process-control computers. 
16 
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CHAPTER VIII 
ANALYSIS OF OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS 
The operational characteristics of the multiplexed gradient 
technique were investigated by means of digital simulation. Using 
tubular and stirred-tank example systems, the performance of the tech-
nique was compared to that of the one-at-a-time and standard gradient 
techniques. ' The criteria of comparison were (a) speed in achieving 
the optimum, (b) ability to converge to a constrained optimum, 
(c) ability to track a drifting optimum., and (d) ability to function in 
a noise-corrupted environment. 
Unconstrained Stirred-Tank System 
First, a two-stage stirred-tank system used by Schindler and 
19 . . 
Aris was considered. Principal components of the system, shown in 
Figure 20, were the two stirred tanks,, a measuring instrument, two set 
point controllers, and the process-control computer. Within the two 
tanks, the four species A , A , A , and A were undergoing the revers-
ible second-order reaction 
A3 + A^ ;=̂ z± A.L + A2. (8-1) 
It was desired to maintain the tank temperatures at such values as would 
favor the production of A . To this end, the reactant temperatures were 
x1(L1^f,t) 
Jo« ^ ( ^ . t ) 'Jo 
I I 
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controlled by proportional-plus-integral set point controllers oper-
ating , in the first tank, on the inlet reactant temperature and, in the 
4-8 4-9 
second tank, on the inlet coolant temperature,. 9 Periodically, the 
measuring instrument sampled the exit stream and established the extent 
of the reaction (8-1). Then, the process-control computer made adjust-
ments in the temperature set points to increase the reaction extent. 
The equations describing the example system, not known to the 
process-control computer but necessary in the simulation of the system, 
were of the degenerate form given b}?- (2-12). Specifically, with x (£,t) 
the reaction extent, x (&,t) the reactant temperature, and x (£,t) the 
coolant temperature, the system was described by the ordinary differen-
. . ., .. 19 tial equations 
dx (L t ) 
d t = T~. ^ ( L j ^ O - x ^ L . . " ! : ) ] + P [ X 1 ( L , t ) , x 2 ( L , t ) ] (8-2) 
dx (L.- , t ) H_. 
d t ] ' = ~ [x2(L A , t ) - x 2 ( L , t ) ] - QJLCX2(L . , t ) - x 3 ( L . , t ) ] (8-3) 
+ J x r [ x 1 ( L . . , t ) , x 2 ( L . , t ) ] 
dx ( L . , t ) K.H.. 
^ = O^XgCL ft,t)-x3(L.,t)]---3-l|:x3(L.,t)-x2(L.,t)] (8-4) 
c j •* ^ c.j 
" , ' , . . . 19 
where the kinetic rate expression was 
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r[x1(L ,t),x2(L.,t)] (8-5) 
-E /(Rxx (L.,t)) 
= Afe 
2̂  j 
- A e 
r 
-E /(Rxx (L.,t)) 
2^j 
Ko^V'^Ko-^V0 ' 
Ko + Xl ( Lj' t ))C c 2 0
+ xl ( Lj' t ))-
The six stage inlet conditions Were 19 
x (L ,;,t) = 0.0 mol/liter (8-6) 
x_(L ,. ,t) = stage 1 control 
x3(LliV,t) = 300°K 
x1(L2&,t) = x](L]| ,t) 
x (L ,.,t) = x0(L ,t) 
Z. Z" Z J. 
x„(L v,t) = stage 2 control, 
The set point controllers, shown schematically in Figure 21, were the 
output-saturated proportional-plus-integral devices common in reactor 









Figure 21. Set Point Controller Configuration 
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Parameters of the system n and set point controllers were as given in 
Table 5. 
Table 5. Stirred-Tank System Parameters 
Parameter Value Units Parameter Value Units 
e i 1 min E i1 21,400 cal/mol 
62 2 min C10 
0.0 mol/liter 
9 d 
5/12 min C20 
0.0 mol/liter 
9C2 . 5/12 min C30 
1.0 mol/lifer 
Hl 0.8 - C40 
1.0 mol/liter 
H2 
1.6 - Pl 
2.0 -
Kl 
5/12 - P2 
2.0 -
K2 
5/12 - Tl 
0.1 min 
J 6.3 (°K-liter)/mol T2 
0.5 min 



















In comparing (8-2)-(8-5) to (2-12), it should be noted that the 
set point controllers, during periods of steady state, effectively 
uncouple x,(L.,t) from x0(L.,t) and x„(L.,t), Thus, in the interval 
specified by (3-51), (8-2) can be approximated by 
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dx1(Lj,t) 1 
,. = 7T- [x..(L..,,t)-x1(L.:it)] + rixAL.,t),\i.(t)]. (8-7) 
at u 1 ]" i j i j J 
This equation was not used in the simulation. It was of interest, how-
ever, to note that with x(L.,t) = x.(L.,t) it was of the form of (2-12) 
Appropriate values for the system parameters x. (see 3-40) and 
3s 
controller parameters T.^ (see 2-14) were found by preliminary simula-
tion to be 
xn = 1 min T,., = 2 min (8-8) 
Is 2s 
T, = 1 min Tr, - 2 min. lc 2c 
Then from (4-18)-(4-21) and (B-10)-(B-13), the sequencing equations 
t2'*"1 = Max{tlja..2 + xlc+xls+x2s,t
1'a-2} (8-9) 
t = t2'*"1 
2,a-l 
:. = Max{t- ,t_ _+T_ +T 0 ,t ' } l,a-l 2,a-l 2,a-i 2c 2s 
t 1 - 3 " 1 = t . . 
l,a-l 
were obtained. After rearrangement, these became 
t2,a 1 = t. _ + i. +i, + T_ (8-10) 
l,a-2 lc Is 2s 
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t = t 2 ' * - 1 
2,a-l 
l,a-l 29a-l 2c 2s 
t 1 , a _ 1 = t7 r 
l,a~l 
Finally, inserting the parameters of (8-8), 
t2,a 1 = t. . = t. 0 + 4 (8-11) 
2,a-l l,a-2 
t l , a _ 1 = ̂ .a-l = ̂ .a-l + "• 
Thus, the u,(t)-and u (t) set points were adjusted alternately, with one 
adjustment every 4 minutes. 
A contour map of the steady-state x, (!.,.> ,t) as a function of the 
u-(t') and u (t) set points is given in Figure 22. Also shown are the 
paths taken to the optimum, from an initial point of u,(t) = 340°K and 
u^(t) = 320°K, by the multiplexed gradient, one-at-a-time, and standard 
gradient techniques. Set point increments for the multiplexed gradient 
and one-at-a-time techniques were Aun = Au„ = 5°K. Increments for the 
1 z 
standard gradient technique were such that the Euclidean distance moved 
was 5°K. Simulation of the operations performed by the process-control 
computer, in the case of the multiplexed gradient technique, was through 








MUL - multiplexed gradient technique 
STD = st andard gradient technique 
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Figure 22. Contour Map of Unconstrained x (L ,t) 
u (t) 
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Considering the pair of moves making one algorithmic cycle, the 
multiplexed gradient technique may be seen to move in a direction fixed 
by the ratio Au /Au . In contrast, the one-at-a-time technique moves 
parallel to the coordinate axes and the standard gradient technique 
moves in the direction of steepest ascent. The comparative speeds of 
the three techniques may be seen in Figure. 23, where the paths of 
Figure 22 are plotted as functions of time. Even in this degenerate 
stirred-tank system, the multiplexed gradient technique was faster in 
achieving the optimum than the other two techniques. This speed was due 
to the ability of the multiplexed technique to simultaneously increase 
x (L ,t) and update the x (L~,t) model, 
Control-Constrained Tubular System 
Considered next was an example illustrating the control-
constrained algorithm. The system simulated,, shown in Figure 24, was 
4 50 51 
a two-stage tubular reactor used by Tsai and others ' in various 
optimization studies. The temperature of the coolant in the jackets 
surrounding the reactor was controlled by set point controllers whose 
dynamics were sufficiently fast, compared to those of the reactor, that 
4 17 18 
they could be assumed to be ideal. ' ' The temperature set points, 
constrained to lie between specified upper and lower bounds, were 
adjusted by the extremum control algorithm to maximize the exit concen-
tration of the component B in the reaction 
A —• B •-*• C, (8-12) 
where A was the feed, B the desired product, and C a waste product. 
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Figure 24. Control-Constrained System with Extremum Controller 
The equations describing the tubular reactor were of the basic 
form given by (2-1). Specifically, with x (A,t) the concentration of 
the species A, x (£,t) the concentration of the species B, and x (Z^t) 
the reactant temperature, the reactor was described by the partial 
4 
differential equations 
8xnU,t) 3x U,t) 
3t + v 9£ 
= - k ^ U ^ t (8-13) 
8x U 9t) 3x U 9t) 
+ v —Ar: = k1X1(£,t) - k2X2U,t) 
3t dl 
(8-14) 
3x_U9t) 3x U,t) 
- i - + v —•*— = c_[u(il,t)-xq(£,t)] 
3t 8£ 3 3 
(8-15) 
+ c [-AH1k.Lx1(£,t)-AH2k2x2(£,t)] 
where the kinetic rate constants were 
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k i = a u e 




The coolant temperature was given by 
u(£,t) = < 
u (t) 0<Jl<L/2 
,u (t) L/2<£<L 
(8-17) 
and the system boundary conditions were given by 
x^O.t) = x (8-18) 
x2(0,t) = x2B 
x 3 ( 0 ' t ) = X3B-
The controlled coolant temperatures were constrained to satisfy 
ulA £ Ul(t) £ u± (8-19) 
U2* " u2 ( t^ " U2* 
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System parameters were as given in Table 6. 
Table 6. Control-Constrained Tubular Reactor Parameters 
Parameter Value Units Parameter Value Units 
L/v 0.6 hr a22 4,400 °K 
C3 
20 1/hr X1B 
0.95 -
% 
0.001 (°K-gm mole)/cal X2B 
0.05 -
AH1 
-50,000 cal/gm mole X3B 350 °K 
AH2 -200,000 cal/gm mole Ul* 
320 °K 
ail 





a21 320,000 1/hr U2 380 °K 
This example is often found in the literature without units 
For completeness, the above set of units35 were appended to the 
parameters given in the reference. 
The sequencing equations 
2,a-l •• • I, ̂  L J-,a-2, 
t = Max{tl5a_2 t ̂ - h — , t } (8-20) 
^.a-l = * 
2,a-l 





t1'3"1 = t + i-l,a-l 2v 
were obtained from" (4-18)-(M--21) and (B-10)-(B-13). After rearrange-
ment, these became 
t 2 , a" 1 = tl,a-2 +7 (8~21) 
t - t 2 ^ 1 
2,a-l 
t.l,a-l t2,a-l 
t1'*"1 = t +±-. l,a-l 2v 
Finally, inserting L/v from Table 6, 
• . = t„ . = t1 . 0 + 0.6 l,a-l 2,a-l l,a-2 
t 2 ' 3 " 1 = t , n 
l,a-l 
t1'3"1 = t, .. + 0.3 
(8-22) 
'1 ,a-l 
Thus, the u,(t) and u„(t) set points were'adjusted simultaneously every 
0.6 hours. The x (L,t) measurements were made alternately every 0.3 
hours. This sequencing should be compared to that given in (8-11) for 
the degenerate system, where the set points were adjusted alternately. 
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A contour map of the steady-state x0(L,t). as a function of the 
u,(t) and u (t) set points is given in Figure 25. The bounds on the 
map are the upper and lower control constraints of (8-19). Shown on 
the map are the paths taken to the optimum, from an initial point of 
u (t) = 330°K and u2(t) = 360°K., by the multiplexed gradient, one-at-
a-time (first few moves only), and standard gradient (first few moves 
only) techniques. Set point increments for the multiplexed gradient 
and one-at-a-time techniques were Au = Au0 = 2.5°K. Increments for the 
standard gradient technique were /2.52+2.52' = 3.53°K so that the speeds 
of the standard and multiplexed gradient techniques could be equitably 
compared. 
Simulation of the operations performed by the process-control 
computer, in the case of the multiplexed gradient technique, was through 
the subroutine restricting the Burroughs B5500 to an 8-bit fixed-point 
internal format. 
The partial differential equations describing the tubular reactor 
were simulated by transforming them into ordinary differential equa-
tions. Using the procedure of (3-1)-(3-6), the t of (3-2) were the 
° r ' a 
discrete times at which fluid elements were assumed to enter the reac-
tor. In this example, these times were separated by 0.15 hours, which 
resulted in four fluid elements being in the reactor at all times. 
The comparative speeds and convergence properties of the three 
techniques may be seen in Figure 26, where the paths of Figure 25 are 
plotted as functions of time. The standard gradient technique failed 
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Figure 26. Control-Constrained Optimization Paths 
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47 
researcher's experience with this technique on curved ridges. The 
one-at-a-time technique converged to the optimum, but only after 31.5 
hours. The multiplexed gradient technique converged'in less than:half 
this time, namely 12.0 hours. In this example, the superior technique 
was clearly the multiplexed gradient. 
Two-Stage State-Constrained System 
The example chosen to illustrate the state-constrained algorithm 
was the tubular reactor considered above, but with control constraints 
deleted and state constraints added. Specifically, the reactant temper-
1 1 3 
ature at points I - — L, - L , —- L, and L was constrained lie between 
specified upper and lower bounds. In the notation of (2-18)-, these 
constraints were 
z., A < xqU., ,t) < z" (8-23) 
jkr" 6 ]k ]kr 
j=l,2 k=l,2 r=l 
where 
Ajk = £•+ (j-Dy+ (k-l)» , (8-24) 
The state-constrained system is shown in Figure 27. System equations 
were those previously given as (8-13)-(8-18), and system parameters, 
differing slightly from those of Table 6, were as given in Table 7. 
As noted above (5-12), state constraints cause no change in the 
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Figure 27. Two-Stage State-Constrained System 
Table 7. Two-Stage State-Constrained Tubular Reactor Parameters 
Parameter Value Units Parameter Value Units 





0.001 (°K-gm mole)/cal ZHi:'c 300 °K 
AH1 
-50,000 cal/gm mole Z121* 
300 °K 
AH2 -200,000 cal/gm mole Z2H* 300 °K 
all 
640,000 1/hr 2
 2 21* 
300 °K 
a12 
4,900 °K Zill 400 °.K 
a21 
320,000 1/hr Zl21 400 °K 
a22 
7,200 °K Z211 400 °K 
*1B 
0.95 - Z221 400 °K 
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These, therefore, were as given by (8-22). The x (£., ,t) measurement 
3 Uk 
times were as given by (5-12). Specifically, with j=l, 
t(lk)l,a-l = t .. (8_25) 
&., a™ J_ 
and with j = 25 after inserting (B-10)-(B-13) ., 
t(2k)2,a-l = t 
2,a-l 
(8-26) 
t(2k)l,a-l = 1- • + 0.1.5k, 
l,a-l 
Equation (8-25) established the times at which measurements were made 
for the x ( 1/4 L,t) and x (1/2 L,t) locally-linear models, and (8-26) 
established the times at which the measurements were made for the cor-
responding x (3/4 Lst) and x (L,t) models. 
o • • <J 
A contour map of the steady-state x '(L.,t) as a function of the 
u (t) and u„(t) set points is given in Figure 28. The contours of con-
stant x9(L,t) differ from those of Figure 25 because the two examples 
had different values for the parameters a , and a ~. The bounds on the 
map result from the state constraints of (8-23). The left and right 
boundaries are parallel to the u~(t) axis because they result from 
constraints on xq(l/4 L,t) and x^(l/2 L,t), which are independent of 
u„(t). The top and bottom boundaries are slightly curved because they 
result from constraints on x„(3/4 L,t) and x„(L,t), which depend on both 
u,(t) and uQ(t). The origin of the constraint boundaries may be more 
u2(t) 
MUL = multiplexed gradient technique (w=l) 
STD = standard gradient technique 
ONE = one-at-a-time technique 
300 320 340 360 380 400 
-u (t) 
Figure 28. Contour Map of Two-Stage State-Constrained x9(L,t) 
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clearly seen in the contour maps of steady-state xQ(&., ,t) given in 
Figure 29. The linearity of these maps is typical of reactors with 
good heat transfer between" reactant and coolant. 
Shown on the map of Figure 28 are the paths taken to the optimum, 
from an initial point of u (t) = 340°K and u (t) = 370°K, by the multi-
plexed gradient, one-at-a-time, and standard gradient (in conjunction 
with the projected gradient) techniques. Simulation of the operations 
performed by the process-control computer, in the case of the multi-
plexed gradient technique, was through a sub-routine restricting the 
Burroughs B5500 to a 16-bit floating-point format with a B of 10. 
m 
This B was several bits greater than the minimum given in Table 4 
m ° 
(page 93), and was found to be quite satisfactory. 
The comparative speeds of the three techniques, all of which 
climbed directly to the optimum;, may be seen in Figure 30, where the 
x9(L,t) of Figure 28 are plotted as functions of time. 
••»» optimum 
— multiplexed ((x)=l) 
— standard 
one-at-a-time 
~ t (hr) 
3 . 6 9 12 15 18 
Figure 30. Two-Stage Optimization Response 
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The multiplexed gradient technique reached the optimum before the other 
two techniques. In addition, the ar.ea under the multiplexed curve was 
greater, a point of real significance since the dollar value of the 
t 
species produced was proportional to the integral / x (L,t)dt. 
0 
The transient histories of the constrained x„(£.n ,t) were 
3 jk 
examined, for the procedure developed in Chapter V, depending in par-
ticular on the assumption (5-5), guaranteed constraint satisfaction 
only during the steady-state portion of the algorithmic cycle. To this 
end, the partial differential equations describing the tubular reactor 
were solved by the procedure described earlier, but with 16, rather 
than 4, fluid elements maintained in the reactor at all times. The 
results of that simulation are given in Figure 31. 
x3U2k,t) 
400 





















x ^ " ^ ( t ) 
- \ > - - /-
z. 
v... t (hr) 
12.6 13.2 13.8 
Figure 31. Multiplexed Gradient Transient Histories 
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The x (I., ,t) shown are for the two algorithmic cycles at the inception 
of the limit cycle about the optimum, and are typical of those encoun-
tered all along the optimization path1. The assumption (5-5) is seen to 
be well justified, for the transient x (£. ,t) remained at or below the 
o ] k 
400°K level. 
The data presented in Figure 28 was obtained with an to of 1 (see 
5-40). To determine the effect; of the parameter oo, simulation runs 
were made with 00 = 0,1,2, and 3. An oo of 0 was found to be too small: 
the optimum was achieved but the path did not follow the upper con-
straint boundary as it should. Values of 1, 2, and 3 resulted in 
identical optimization paths, but with increased computation time in the 
case of oo = 2 and 3. In this example, then, the appropriate value for 
OJ was 1. 
Three-Stage State-Constrained System 
To further examine the properties of the multiplexed gradient 
technique, a three-stage example was considered. Its equations, except 
for the coolant temperature given by 
\i (t) 0<£<L/3 
uU,t) u (t) L/3<£<2L/3 (8-27) 
u3(t) 2L/3<£<L, 
were as previously given by" ( 8-13)™( 8--18) . Monitored reactant tempera-
tures, analogous to (8-23), were constrained to satisfy 
z., ... ^ x_U' ,t) < z.. ]kr" 3 ]k' jkr 




A., = £• + (j-i;4+ (k-l)^-]k 6 J 3 6 
(8-29) 
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Figure 32. Three-Stage State-Constrained System 
In addition to having three stages, this example was of interest 
because the contours of constant x̂ (L.,t) were oriented so that the opti-
z 
mum was rather ill-defined. This property of the system may be seen in 
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Table 8. Three-Stage State-Constrained Tubular Reactor Parameters 
Parameter Value Units Parameter Value Units 
L/v 0.6 hr Zlll* 
30.0 °K 
C3 20 1/hr Z121* 
300 °K 
v 0.001 (°K-gm mole)/cal Z211* 300 °K 
AH -50,000 cal/gm mole Z221* 
300 °K 
AH2 -200,000 cal/gm mole Z311* 
300 °K 
all , 
1,280,000 1/hr Z321* 
300 °K 
ai2 
4,900 °.K tfC z l l l 400 °K 
a21 
14,400 1/hr Z121 
400 °K 
a22 
2,800 °K . Z211 
400 °K 
X1B 
0.95 - Z221 
400 °K 
X2B 
0.05 - »** Z311 
400 °K 
X3B 350 °K Z321 400 °K 
As indicated in the figure, the constraints of (8-28) were satisfied for 
29 8°K < u (t) < 370°K and for u (t) and u (t) lying within the bound-
aries shown. 
From an initial point of u (t) = 320°K, u 2(t) = 330°K, and 
u q(t) =' 365°K, the multiplexed gradient, one-at-a-time, and standard 
gradient techniques were applied to the three-stage system. The results 
are given in Figure 34. As with the two-stage system, the multiplexed 
and standard gradient techniques were much faster than the one-at-a-time 
122 
technique. All three of the techniques did eventually converge to a 
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Figure 34. Three-Stage Optimi2:ation Response 
The effect of the parameter to was the same as in the two-stage 
system: to = 0 was too small, to = 1 produced good results, and to = 2 
produced results identical to those of to =: 1 except for increased com-
putation time. On the basis of the examples considered, then, an to of 
1 can be recommended. 
Time-Varying State-Constrained System 
To compare the multiplexed gradient, one-at-a-time, and standard 
gradient techniques with respect to their ability to track a drifting 
optimum, the parameters of the reactor of Figure 27 (page 112) were 
allowed to vary in a manner representative of a changing feedstock. 
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S p e c i f i c a l l y , the a . . of Table 7 (page 112) were rep laced by 
a = 1,280,000a + 640,000 (1 -a ) (8-30) 
a 1 2 = 4,900 
r.n n̂n 1800(1-a)/350 • . ... ( . N -1800 a/350 a - 640,000 ae + 320,000 (l-a)e 
a = 5,400 a + 7,200 (1-a) 
where a was given by 
a = t/15 0<t<15 hr. (8-31) 
These a., were used because they produced kinetic rate constants (see 
8-16) which were linear in a for x (£,t) = 350°K. This linearity 
assured a smooth and steady drift in-system characteristics over the 
time interval [0,15]. The initial and final a., are given in Table 9 
Table 9. Initial and Final Drift Parameters 
Parameter Value at t=0 Value at t=15 
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Since the initial a.. are identical to those given in Table 7 (page 
112), the initial x„(L,t) contour map is identical to that given in 
Figure 28 (page 114). This initial map, and also the final map, are 
given in Figure 35. In comparing the two maps of Figure 35, it may be 
seen that the optimum drifted from the upper right corner, at t=0, to 
the top of the curved ridge, at t=15. 
Given in Figure 36 are the x„(L,t) resulting from the efforts of 
the multiplexed gradient, one-at-a-time, and standard gradient tech-





— — standard 
one-at-a-time 
-t (hr) 
Figure 36. Response to a Drifting Optimum 
Each was started at t=0 at set points of u (t) = u (t) = 395°K. For 
purposes of comparison, the x9(L,t) at the drifting optimum is also 
shown. 
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For t<9 the optimum was constrained by the boundaries and all 
three techniques were equally capable of maintaining a limit cycle about 
the optimum. For t>9, however, the optimum was at the top of the drift-
ing curved ridge and the multiplexed gradient and one-at-a-time tech-
niques were visibly superior to the standard gradient technique (see 
Figure 36). The reason for this may be deduced from (4-6). The multi-
plexed gradient and one-at-a-time techniques establish locally-
linear system models in roughly one system residence time, so that for 
them the factor (ta-ta~ ) is L/v. The standard gradient technique, how-
ever, requires roughly two (in general, n) :?esidence times to establish 
a a-1 
the locally-linear model, and hence for it the factor >(t -t ) is 2 L/v. 
It follows that the standard gradient technique, to satisfy (4-6), must 
operate with twice as large a 3H/3u. •. as that required by the other 
— j a a-J. 
two techniques. In short, it must operate further from the optimum 
where the dH/du. - 3a n
 are larger. 
a-1 
To obtain a quantitative measure of the comparative tracking 
abilities , the integral 
15 
/ [x0(L,t) . - x0(L,tL , • ]dt (8-32) j L^2ViJsL optimum 2 ' technique 
was evaluated for each of the three techniques shown in Figure 36. The 
resulting values, proportional to the dollar value of the yield not 
achieved, were 
Multiplexed gradient: 0.037 
One-at-a-time: 0.040 (8-33) 
Standard gradient: 0.103. 
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The superiority of the multiplexed gradient and one-at-a-time techniques 
is evident. 
Noise-Corrupted State-Constrained System 
To compare the ability of the three techniques to function in a 
noise-corrupted environment, the system of Figure 27 (page 112) was 
modified as shown in Figure 37. The x were independent samples of a 
random process uniform on [-0.5,+0.5] and the x were independent 





x n ^ V x i2-~y x2i -*y x22 -% 
"iu1(t) "ru„(t) 





x2(L,t) f V 
Z.i A Z"l 
jkr" jkr 
Figure 37. Noise-Corrupted State-Constrained System 
Simulation runs corresponding to those which produced Figure 30 
(page 116) were made with several values of a. Given in Figure 38 are 
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the resulting x2(L,t) at t=12. This time was chosen for illustration 
because all of the noise-free response curves (Figure 30, page 116) 
were still rising at that time,, Insofar as possible, the scales of 
Figure 38 correspond to those of Figure 17 (page 81). The difference 
[x2(L,12)-x2(L,0)] is proportional to E{AF}, and the abscissa scale 
factor 0.015 is an approximation to the steady-state 
3x2(L,t) 















Figure 38. Yield as a Function of Noise Standard Deviation 
Two observations may be made from Figure 38. First, the multi-
plexed gradient curve is seen to follow the n>2 curve of Figure 17 
(page 81) rather well, considering that the curve of Figure 38 includes 
the effects of state constraints. Second, the superiority of the multi-
plexed gradient and one-at-a-time techniques is evident, with the multi-
plexed gradient in general the better of the two. This is not 
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surprising, for the multiplexed gradient technique operates on all of 
the available data at each algorithmic cycle while the other two tech-
niques , during their one-dimensional searches, operate on only part of 
the available data. In addition, the standard gradient technique 
requires a sequence of n+1 = 3 reasonably accurate x„(L,t) for deter-
mination of the gradient direction, a sequence whose probability of 
occurrence rapidly approaches zero as a increases. 
Finally, it should be remarked that in all of the multiplexed 
gradient simulation runs (a/0.015 = 0.0,0.5,1.0,1.5,2.0; 0<t<18), the 
maximum x̂ (Jt.., ,t) encountered was 400.66°K, excellent satisfaction of 
3 3k 
the 400.00°K constraint considering that the process-control computer 
was given xQ(Jl., ,t) corrupted by noise uniform on [-0.50 ,+0.50]. 
Restrictions on Use of Algorithm 
It seems appropriate, during this presentation of example 
systems, to consider the restrictions on the use of the algorithm. 
Most of these are self-evident when it is recalled that the algorithm 
is based on the system model of (3-50)-( 3-5.1) and the local lineariza-
tions of (4-7) and (5-10). But specifically, fluid velocities and 
system settling times, while not required to be constant, are required 
to lie within the bounds assumed. Set point controllers, while not 
required to be free of sustained oscillations, are required to satisfy 
the assumption of (3-11). Boundary conditions, while not required to 
be time-invariant, are required to be free of abrupt changes. And 
system parameters in general, while not required to be constant, are 
required to vary slowly enough that (M--6) and (5-9) are satisfied, 
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except for the former at the optimum. Finally, measurement noise, while 
not required to be negligible, is required to be small enough that rea-
sonably accurate constraint models can be obtained, and that (6-11) is 
satisfied except at the optimum. 
Several remarks tempering these admonitions are in order. First, 
it should be noted that the continual updating of the locally-linear 
system model permits rather severe nonlinearities to be handled, such as 
the concave response surface of Figure 22 (page 101) and the multimodal 
curved-ridge response surface of Figure 25 (page 109). -Multimodal 
response surfaces, of course, require that the initial set points be 
such that the local optimum achieved is the global one. Nonlinear con-
straint boundaries may also be handled., though the radius of curvature 
of such boundaries must be on the order of several Au., as in Figure 
] 
33 (page 120). 
Second, it should be noted tha.t abrupt changes in system boundary 
conditions create no problems in the unconstrained and control-
constrained cases. Set point adjustments may not increase yield for one, 
or at most two, algorithmic cycles, but the algorithm is self-recovering. 
The same is true in the state-constra.ined case, except that there may be 
temporary constraint violations until the new boundaries are located and 
the set points are adjusted to satisfy them. An alternative to permit-
18,5 2 
ting such violations is to apply methods of transient control to 
establish new set points, after which the algorithm may be restarted. 
Finally, it should be noted that the Au. may generally be chosen 
large enough to insure satisfaction of (4-6) and (5-9), excepting the 
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former at the optimum, as was done for the drift of (8-30). Should 
this not be possible, the basic algorithm may be extended to encompass 
53 the time-dependent locally-linear models of (4-5) and (5-8). 
Summary of Comparative Studies 
The simulation studies of this chapter provide a basis for a 
summary comparison of the multiplexed gradient, one-at-a-time, and 
standard gradient techniques. Specifically, with respect to the four 
criteria given at the beginning of the chapter, the following judgments 
may be made. 
(a) Speed in Achieving the Optimum. The multiplexed gradient 
technique is the fastest, with the standard gradient technique a close 
second and the one-at-a-time technique a poor third. The one-at-a-time 
technique is often slower by a factor of two or more. 
(b) Ability to Converge to a Constrained Optimum. In general, 
all three techniques are equally good„| However, the standard gradient 
technique may fail on curved ridges (Figure 25, page 109) and the one-
at-a-time technique will fail with certain constraint geometries 
(Figure 19, page 90). 
(c) Ability to Track a Drifting Optimum. The multiplexed 
gradient and one-at-a-time techniques are equally good, with the 
standard gradient technique a poor third., Yield loss with the standard 
gradient technique may be greater by a factor of two or more. 
(d) Ability to Function in, a Noise-Corrupted Environment. The 
multiplexed gradient and one-at-a-time techniques are equally good, 
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with the standard gradient technique a poor third. The standard gradi-
ent technique fails completely at high noise levels. 
Thus, the multiplexed gradient technique combines the best qual-
ities of the other two techniques. It has the speed of the standard 
gradient technique and the drift and noises insensitivity of the one-at-
a-time technique. And from Chapter VII, its hardware requirements are 




CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
This dissertation has outlined the development of an extremum 
control algorithm, suitable for implementation on a process-control 
computer, for a class of nonlinear time-varying distributed-parameter 
processes with multiple inputs and multiple outputs. 
Conclusions 
There are two principal, contributions of the research. The first 
is the unification of a number of diverse system types and control 
objectives into a common mathematical framework. The second is the 
development of a control algorithm which itses to advantage the trans-
port delays inherent in these systems. 
More specifically, a class of systems has been defined, and a 
control problem specified, which embraces the extremum control require-
ments of multistage tubular and stirred-tank reactor systems. Signifi-
cant in the problem definition is the inclusion of transport delay 
between stages and the consideration of set point controller dynamics, 
control and state constraints, and measuring instrument time delay. 
Particularly significant is the assumption, made at the outset, that 
system states are constrained only at discrete spatial points. The 
problem definition, by virtue of its generality and practicality, per-
mits results to be applied to a wide variety of system configurations. 
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A general system model, suitable for use in the development of 
the control algorithm, has been developed from the ordinary and partial 
differential equations describing the class of systems considered. 
Significant in this model is the unification of lumped-parameter 
(stirred-tank) and distributed-parameter (tubular) systems into a common 
mathematical framework. 
An extremum control algorithm has been developed which utilizes 
system transport delays to interlace the effects of several set point 
combinations. This interlacing is controlled by equations specifying 
the times at which controller set points are to be changed and system 
measurements are to be made. Convergence and closed-loop stability of 
the algorithm have been established. 
The algorithm has been extended to handle system control and 
state constraints. Procedures have been developed for avoiding division 
and square root operations in the computation of the gradient projection 
matrix. Convergence of the control-constrained and state-constrained 
algorithms has been established,. 
The algorithm has been shown to be relatively insensitive to the 
effects of additive white Gaussian measurement noise. 
The hardware required to implement the algorithm has been estab-
lished and compared to that required to implement two currently avail-
able procedures. Requirements have been shown to be equivalent to, and 
in some instances less than, those of the currently available proce-
dures . 
The operational characteristics of the algorithm have been 
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investigated via digital simulation of multistage tubular and stirred-
tank reactor systems. Through these studies the algorithm has been 
shown to have excellent speed, convergence,, tracking, and noise insensi-
tivity properties. 
Recommendations 
A logical extension of the thesis research is the consideration 
of systems described by the partial differential equation 
3x(Jl,t) 8xU,t) 32xU,t) 
— ^ — + v u , o — — — + d(.nst) —
 = ic^Ji»"t)>u(A»"t),£,t:. (9-1) 
This equation is more general than (2-1) and may be used to describe the 
52 59 6 2 behavior of tubular reactors with axial diffusion. »oa»"^ 
54-56 Procedures for establishing stability and optimal steady-
R 7 — 61 
state conditions in systems described by (9-1) are rather well 
C Q CO 
developed, but procedures for dynamic control are few. ' It should 
not be overly difficult to extend the' analysis of Chapter III to the 
fi "3 — 6 K 
case of (9-1), using the method of regular perturbation as a tool 
for developing a suitable system model., This model should be of the 
same form as (3-50) and (3-51)., Only the definitions corresponding to 
(B-10)-(B-13) should be different. 
The results of Chapters IV-VII should be directly applicable to 
the diffusion case. No further work should be necessary here. 
Verification of results would not be as simple „as for the case 
considered in this research, for (9-1) does not admit transformation by 
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the method of characteristics. Probably the best route to simulation 
co c "7 
would be the classical continuous-time discrete-space approach, ' 
with discrete points including those points at which system states 
would be monitored by measuring instruments. Alternatively, results 
might be verified by experimental means. In either case, it would be 
appropriate to investigate the closed-loop stability of the control 






SCHEMATIC DIAGRAMS OF REPRESENTATIVE MULTISTAGE SYSTEMS 
Given below are schematic diagrams of several systems embraced 
by the formulation of Chapter II. In the systems shown, the controls 
u (t) and u~(t) are the temperatures of the coolants, or heating media, 
if heating is required, and the states x(£,t) are the concentrations and 
temperature of the reacting species. 
Multijacketed tubular reactor: 
V 
xCL^v.t),—ft - -
L l L 1 = L 2* 
u^t) t 
L2 L2 
I <L r 
u 2 ( t ) * 
— x ( L 2 > t ) 
Sequence of plug-flow adtabatie oataVijtxo veaotovs: 
L l * 
x(L lVv,t), 
u ( t ) * 
L 1 = L 2 * 
Ca t a ly s t 
—a 
u 2 ( t ) * 
Ca ta ly s t [) — *( L2 , t ) 
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Sequence of stirred-tank reactors: 








j —^ x ( L 0 , t ) 
= I V t } 
Series combination of tubular and stirred-iank reactors: 
L i * Ll W L2 L2 
x(L, f t ,t)-
r-^ 








DEVIATION OF GENERAL JTH STAGE MODEL 
Given below is the derivation of the general jth stage model 
used to generate the complete system model. First, to establish (3-47), 












L.< Z < L : 
1 . 1 
degenerate, L . <£<L. 
(B-l) 
and the function a.(£,t) by 
'a.U,t) basic, L.A<£<L. 





D 0 degener ate, £=L. 
p.U,t) 
I 2 
degener ate, L.<£<L?. 
3 3 
(B-2) 
It then follows that (3-13), (3-29), (3-39)., and (3-44) may be repre-
sented by the single equation 
x(£,t) = X. 
- -1 
£-,x(L :,,t-a.(£,t)] „u ,t 





given in Chapter III as (3-47). 
Next, to establish (3-48), use (3-49) to obtain upper and lower 
bounds on the solutions to (3-1) and (3-2). It then follows from (3-8) 
and (3-22) that 
Z & 
J __i__ dA < a.U,t) < / } . . dA (B-4) 
I., v"(A) "3- L V*U) 
J" 3* Z I 
L. v (A) ] L. V * U ; 
: :] 
(B-5) 
The four validity conditions (3-20), (3-32), (3-40), and (3-46) may then 
be replaced by the more restrictive conditions 
Z Z 
Max{t. + x . + / ™ - i r T - d A , s . A + / —TTT-dA} (B-6 ) 
J a ] c J v . ( A ) J ] " J v : ' c A A ) 
:- .. :r 
' * £ i 
< t < Min{ t . l l 9 s . + / - i dA> : s a + 1 :] Lv"(A) 
3 " 
Z Z 
Max{t. + T . + / - — ^ - r d A , s . A + / — i p r dA> (B-7) 
: a ] c J v.,.(A) : " i vA(A) 
: " : '* 
z , z 
< t < Min(t + / - ~ — dA, s* + / -* i— dA} 
D : , a X L . v ( A ) J L . A v (A) 




. + T . + T . + / —^-r-dX, s - * + T - + / m dA} (B-9) 
: a ] c : s J vA(X) ] " ] s
 j vA(X) L. 
] 
n A 36 -I 
< t < Min{t . + / - F — dX, s " + / -jt dX}. 
: ' a + 1 L. v (X) : L . v ( X ) 
: : 
N e x t , d e f i n e t h e f u n c t i o n s p . ( £ ) , a . ( £ ) , p . . , . ( £ ) , and a..,.(£) by 
P j (A) = < 
:c £ vA(X) 
j * 
1 1 ' 
"jc + f ^(xT d ; v 
T . + T . 
] C ] S 
T . + T 
* II 
+ / - T i : c : s L * 
j 
x) dX 
b a s i c , L . . f <£sL. 
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p.*U) = <̂  
! - ^ — dA 
L. v (A) 










L.A v (A) 
a.A(£) 
L.A v (A) 
dA basic, L.A<£<L. 
D" D 
dA basic, L.<£<L. 
: : 
degenerate, £=L. 
/ "15 ^ degenerate , L . <£<L .. 




It then follows that (B-6), (B-7), (B-8), and (B-9) may be represented 
by the single inequality 
Max{t. + p. (A), s.A + a.(£)} (B-14) 
< t < Min{t. _,_. + p . A U ) , s? + a.A(£)} 
given in Chapter III as (3-48). 
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APPENDIX C 
DERIVATION OF COMPLETE SYSTEM MODEL 
The complete system model may be obtained by coupling the general 
jth stage model to the corresponding (j-l)st stage model, and continuing 
such coupling until the 1st stage is included. 
Model of (j-l)st Stage 
To begin this coupling, use (2-10) to obtain 
Lj_l = Lj*v (C-1) 
It follows from (C-1) that the states x_(l,..,. ;,t-a .(£ ,t)) found in (3-47) 
r * - \ • 
are identically equal to the states Xj'L... ,t-a,(£ ,t)J . The latter may 
A 
be modeled by (3-47) if j is replaced by j-1, £ is replaced by L': 3 and 
t is replaced by t-o.(£,t): 
A ~~ A ( 
x(Lj_1,t-oj(£,t)) = Xj.i
 Lj_1Jx(Lj>_lft>t-aj(£,t) (C-2). 
- a. 
1 
_1(L:_1 }t-5 j(£ }t);i] }u j_1 } a ,t-5 j(£ }t^[ 
The s.A and s. found in (3-48) ai?e the bounds on the time inter-. 
val in which the states 3c(L.A,t) are at steady state. In view of (C-1), 
A 
these bounds are the same as those imposed on x(L. ,,t). It follows 
- :-iJ 
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that s .,. and s. may be obtained from (3-4-8) by setting j to j-1 and £ 
to -L? n: 
A »f, JM A 
s.A = Max{t. . + p . n(L. , ), s A + a. n(L. , )} 
3* :-i9a
 K]-i :-i ]-i" > ]-i :-i 
(C-3) 
Sj = Min{tj-l,a+l
 + Pj-l^V^' 8j-l + aj-l^(Lj-l)} 
(C-4) 
Coupling the jth and (j-l)st Stages 
Inserting(C-2) into (3-47), the coupled solution equation 
x(£,t) = X ^ - i 
L i - i ; i L. n.,.„t-a.(£ ,t) I ]"1"- 1 
(C-5) 
" ^j-l^j-l^^j^'^') ,u ,t-a (£,t) 




is obtained. Similarly, inserting (C-3) and (C-4) into (3-48), the 
validity condition associated with (C-5) is obtained: 
Max{t. + p"(£)9 t. . + p'.'-,(L? .. ) + a7(£), (C-6) 
:a H: :~l,a ;|-1 :-1 : 
s. nA + a? n(L? n) + a'.(£)} < t < 
Min{tj,a+1
 + pj* U )> tj-l.a+l + V^V^ + °j*U)> 
s,. , + o. lA(L. -, ) + a.,.(£}}. 
:-i :-i- :-i y-
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Model of (j-2)nd Stage 
The model required for insertion into (C-5) may be obtained from 
A A 
(3-47) by g e t t i n g j t o j - 2 , £ t o L " , and t t o t - a . ( £ , t ) - a . ( L . , 
t - a . U ' . t ) ) : 
x [ L ^ _ 2 , t - 5 j ( £ , t ) - a j _ 1 ( L ' , _ 1 , t - a j ( J i , t ) ) (C-7) 
h-2 L j - 2 ; ^ L. 0 , . , t - a . U , t ) - a . , fliV n ,t-a.U,t)l : - 2 « * : ] - i ^ ] - i ' ] J 
- a . _ L. 
: - 2 l : 
' _ 2 , t - a . ( A , t ) - a . _ 1 ( L " 1 9 t - a . ( A , . t ) ) s U j - 2 5 a ' 
t - a . U . t ) - a . , [h] . , t - a . U , t ) l 
S i m i l a r l y , the s ._ A and s-._. .required for i n s e r t i o n i n t o (C-6) may be 
obta ined from (3-48) by s e t t i n g j t o j - 2 cind I t o L._ : 
" j . ! * = " " t t j - a . a + " j - Z ^ i ^ ' ' s j - 2 * + ° j - 2 C L j - 2 ) } ( C " 8 ) 
s" - Min{t..2ja+1 + P j _ 2 . ( L ; _ 2 ) , S"_ 2 t o._2,(L._2)}. (C-9) 
Coupling the jth, (j-l)st, and (j-2)nd Stages 
Inserting (C-7) into (C-5), the twice coupled solution equation 
x(£,t) = X. 
- -: 








,u- ,t-a U,t)--a ,(L ,t-o .U,t)] 
u ,t^U,t> ,u. ,t. 
:a
J L . ^ L . 
is obtained. Similarly, inserting (C-8) and (C-9) into (C-6), the 
validity condition associated with (C---10) is obtained: 
A A A A 
Max{t + p"U), t. r + p" ,(L'' " ) + a?(£), (C-ll) 
A •?« 
t. + p. (L. J + a. n(L. ) + a.(A), :-2,a ]-2 :-2 ;j-l- ]--l ] 
A A A A 
s. 0A + a. _(L. .) + a. ,(L. n) + a.(A)} < t < 
H-2" ]"2 ]-2 ]-l ]-l : 
Min{t. + p.ftU), t + p V(L ) + a ,c(£), 
^-2^+1 + Pj-2^(Lj-2) + 0j-l*(Lj-l} + Q j * U ) ' 
Sj-2 + °j-2*(Lj-2) *r°i-l*(Lj-l) + a j * ( £ ) } * 
Complete System Model 
The complete system model maiy be obtained by continuing this 
coupling until the 1st stage is included. The right-hand side of the 
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equation corresponding to (C-10) may be. envisioned as a complex expres-
sion involving the functions X_. ,X_. ,, 9. . . 9X 9 the independent variable 
%j the 1st stage inlet states x(L A 9 t ) 9 and the parameters u. ,u. , 
l" ]a ]-lj a 
...,u and t. This expression, may be simplified by defining a new la 
function Y_. whose form permits the equation to be written 
x(£,t) = Y.U;u. ,u. ,t) L.,.<£<L?. (C-12) 
- -] ' la-' 3a5 ]« ] 
The dependence of Y_. on t embraces the functional dependence of x(£,t) 
on the 1st stage inlet states which,, from (2-8) and (2-6), are the 
system boundary conditions Xj.(t).- Equation (C-12) is given in Chapter 
III as (3-50). 
The validity condition associated with (C-12) may be obtained by 
A* 
replacing the s. tj and s. of (C--11) with expressions analogous to 
A, 
(C-8) and (C-9), and continuing such replacements until only s,.,: and s 
remain: 
A A* 
Max{t. + p.(A), t. , t p. . (L. ,) + a.(H), (C-13) 
3a 3 D-l,a '3-I ]-l 3 
A A-
t. . + p. Ah. ) + o. AL. ,) + o.(A),..., 
3-2,a 3-2 3-2 3-I 3-I 3 
..»« A 
:la + p l ( L l ) + a 2 ( L 2 } + "•• + °i-l ( Li-l ) + a i U ) 
A A 
s_A + oAhA + a j L J + . . . + a? Ah] -, ) + a?(£)}< t < l " 1 1 2 2 i - 1 3 --L 3 
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Min{tj,a+1
 + p j * ( £ ) ' ^-l.atl + Pj-l*^-^ + °j*(*> 
Va.atl + Pj-2*
(Lj-2) + "jŴ  + aj*(«>-'-> 
h.a+l + P1* (V + V ( L 2 ) + ••• + "j-l^V'l) + °j*(£>' 
A A A A 
Sl + ai*(Ll} + CJ2*(L2) + •" + °j-l*(Lj-l) + aj:VU)}-
The dependence of this inequality on s.A and s, may be removed by 
assuming that the boundary conditions Xr,(t) are at steady state for 




DERIVATION OF SEQUENCING EQUATIONS 
This appendix contains the derivation of the equations estab-
lishing the times at which system set points are changed and the times 
at which system measurements are made,, These equations are derived by 
combining and simplifying a number of validity conditions and inequality 
constraints, and then transforming these inequalities into equalities by 
requiring that each algorithmic cycle be completed in the minimum pos-
sible time. ' 
Measurement Validity Conditions 
Consider first the validity conditions imposed on the measurements 
(4-17). These conditions are obtained from (3-51) by setting j to n, 
£ to L, t to the required ir ' -, and "a" to the index corresponding to 
the set points in the required measurement: 
A A 
M a x { t n , a - 1 + p n ( L ) > V l , a - 1 + Cl'Cl* + ° n ( L ) > ^ 
sV * A A 
^ - 2 , 3 - 1 + p n - 2 ( L n - 2 ) + V i a n - 1 > + a n ( L ) • • • • • 
^ . a - l + P 1 ( L 1> + V V +. • • ' * °n-l(Ln-l) + « * a ) } ' * t 0 ' 3 " 1 * . 
Min{t + p Jh), t , + p l A (L , ) t a , . ( D , na n" n - l , a n - 1 - n - 1 nw 
V 2 , a + 'n-V^n-T* + V i » ( 1 > l » + V ( L ) - " V 
\ a
 + P 1 * ( V + a 2 * ( L 2 ) + ••• + V l * ( 1 n - l ' + °n* ( L ) 1 
A A 
Max{t . + p (L), t . . + p n(L . ) + a ( L ) , . . . , 
n , a - l n n - l , a - l n-1 n-1 n 
(D-2) 
A A A A A A 
V . a - 1 + P 2 ( L 2 ) + a 3 ( V + ••• + V i a n - 1 ) + ° n ( L ) ' 
A A A A 
l , a -2 + P 1 ( V + *2(L2> + ••• + *n-l ( Ln-l> + °n ( L ) } * t ^ * " 1 * 
Min{t a + p A(L), t . t p l A ( I / . ) + a A(L) na n" n - 1 , a n -1" n-1 n5; 
t 2 a + P2 A(L;) + a3ft(L;) • . . . + v i ^ C ^
 + v ( L ) ' 
^ l . a - l + P 1* ( L 1 ) + V ( L 2 ) + ••• + °„- l* ( L„-l» + V ( L ) } 
Max{t n , a - l Mn J n - l , a - l Mn-1 n-1 nv J J (D-3) 
A A 
•^.a-l + ^ V + < V V + ••• + C l ( 1 n - l ' + a n ( L ) ' 
A A A A 
, a _ 2
 + P 2
( L 2 ) W V . + ••• + ° n - l ( L n - l ) + °n ( L )> 
A A A A 
V a - 2 + P 1 ( V + ° 2 ( V + ••• + V l ( L n - l > + ° n ( L ) } S ^ ' ^ 
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Min{t +.p A(L), t _• + p^ lA(L," . ) + a A(L) na n" n-1,a n-1" n-1 n" 
^a + p3*(L3) + V(V + •'• + Vl^n-l) + Qn*(L)> 
^.a-l + P2* (V + °3*(L3) + ••• + Vl*(Ln-l ) + anA(L), 
t.. , + p,A(L") + O_A(L") + .... + a IA(L" ,) + a *{L)} l,a-l 1" 1 2" 2 n-1" n-1 n* 
Max{t . t p"(L), t . ̂  . t p* _(L* n) t a"(L), n9a-l n n-l,a-l n̂-1 n-1 n 
(D-4) 
jj, •'• 
:n-2,a-2 + V2 ( Ln-2 ) + Vl(tn-1» + %™.— . 
Ya-2 + Pl<Ll> + °2 ( L2 V + ••• + Vi an-l ) + 0>» S t n" 2 , a" l s 
Minit + p A(L), t . + p lA(L" .,) + a A(L) na n« n-1,a n-1" n-1 n" 
V2,a-l'+ pn-2*(Ln-2} + Vl^n-l* + V ( L ) > " " 
^.a-l + P1* (V + °2*CL2) + ••• H" V l ^ n - l * + °n*(L)} 
Max{t n + p(L), t . a 0 + p n(.L ) + a (L), n,a-l n n-l,a-2 n-1 n-1. n (D-5) 
* • * * 
:n-2,a-2 + pn-2 (Ln-2) + 0n-i(Ln-l) + °n(L)> •••• 
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A A A A A .«. 
l,a-2 + PI(V + °2(L2) + ••• + Vl(Cl» + °n(L)> s t - 1 ' " 1 5 
Min{t + p A(L), t . . + p lA(L" , ) + a A(L) na n9\ n-l,a-l n-1" n-1 n* 
* ft 
t + p A(L- ) + a A(L , ) + a A(L),..., n-2,a-l n-2" n-2 n-1" n-1 no 
tn ' + p A(L") + o .(LJ + ... + a • A(l/ n) + a A(L)} l,a-l l" i 2" z n-l" n-l n" 
.'. A 
to(t»,a-2 + P» l l )' Vl.a-2 + P n - ^ V ^ + ° n ( L ) ' (D"6) 
* * * * 
V2,a-2 + pn-2(Ln-2) + an-l(Ln-l> + aa
ih)' — '-
t, + p"(L") + O"(L") + ... + a* ,(L" ) + o"(L)} < t11'3"1 < 
l,a-2 1 1 2 2 n-1 n-l n 
Min{t . + p A(l/), t . - + p ...,.(L" . ) + c AD n,a-l n" n n-l.,a-l n-1" n-1 n" 
t ' , + p oA(L." _) + a _A(lT n) + a A(L),..., n-2,a-l n-2" n-2 n-1" n-1 n" 
t. , + plA(Ln) + a_A(L_) + ... + a *(L J '+ v *(L)}. l,a-l 1" 1 2" 2 n-1 n-1 n" 
Inequalities from Validity Conditions 
• Now consider a set of inequalities which may be extracted from 
(D-2)-(D-5). From (D-2), 
t, , + pn,.(L'




. . + p (L), t . . + p . (L n ) + a (L),...9 n,a-l Kn ' n-l,a-l 'n-1 n~l n " 9 
A A A A A A A 
t + P"(LJ + a"(Lj + ... +. a" U" ) + a"(L)} 
2,a-l 2 2 3 3 n-1 n-1 n 
From (D-3), 
t + p_A(L.) + a_A(L_) + ... + a A(L n) + a A(L) (D-8) z,a-l 2" 2 3" o n-1" n-1 n" 
A A 
> Max{t •+ p (L), t + p (L •) + a (L)9...9 n,a-l n n-l,a-l n-1 n-1 n 
**• A 
^.a-l + P3(V + W + ••• + Vl(Ln-l> + °n(L)\ 
From (D-4), 
t _ . +'p _A(L" _) +• a I A(L" .) + a A(L) (D-9) 
n-2,a-l n-2" n-2 n-1" n-1 n" 
A +*+ 
> Max{t . + p (L), t . . + p n(L .) + a (L)}. n,a-l n n-l,,a-l n-1 n-1 n 
And from (D-5), . 
A A 
t , , + p lA(lT n) + a A(L) > t 1 + p"(L). (D-10) n-l,a-l n-1" n-1 ri" n,a-l n 
To put (D-7)-(D-10) in a more useful form, note from (B-10)-(B-13) that 
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and 
p.(A) > p.s, :(£) (D-11). 
a.(I) Z o . f t U ) . (D-12) 
Using (D-11) and (D-12) , i t follows from (D-7) t h a t 
& * * * * * 
t + p (L ) + o (L ) + . . . + a (L , ) + a (L) (D-13) 
l , a - i 1 l i i n -1 n-1 n 
> Max{t ' t p " ( L ) , t .. . + p ' \ , ( l T . ) + a " ( L ) , . . . , 
n , a - l n n - l , a - l n -1 n - 1 n ' ' 
^ . a - l + p 2 ( L 2 ) + °3< L3 ) + ••• + Vl(Cl> + V L ) } 
Similarly, from (D-8), 
A A A A A A A 
t„ + p"(Lj + a"(LJ + ... + a" (i/* ) + a"(L) (D-14) 
2,a-l 2 2 3 d n-l n-1 n 
5 Max{tn,a-1 + pn(L)> Vl.a-1 + CK-.J + V"-"-» 
^.a-l + ^ < L 3 ) + % (V + ••• + Vl'Cl' + °n ( L ) } 
From (D-9) 
A A • A A 
t _ . + p _(L _) + a ,(L .) + a(L) (D-15) 
n-2,a-l Kn-2 n-2 n-1 n-1 n 
A A 
> Max{t . + p (L), t n , + p ,(L .) + a (L)}. n,a-l n n-l,a-l f n-1 n-1 n 
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And finally, from (D-10), 
•'. A 
K n a i
 + pr, i^K ^ +aT.(L)' > t . + p (L). (D-16) n-l,a-l n-1 n-i n n,a-l n. 
Now reversing the application of (D-1.1) and (D-12), it follows from 
(D-7) that 
i'{ * .»-
t n + Pn*(L ) + a A(LJ + ... + a _ A(L" .) + a A(L) (D-17) ±,a-± i" i «̂ i n-1" n-1 n" 
* Max{tn,a-1 + pn*(L)> * '• -, -> + P lA(L , ) + a A ( L ) , . . . , n-l,a-l n-1" n-1 n,e ' 
t9 a 1
 + P9*
(V + aq-?:(Lq) + "• + °r, l *^K 1} + ° -(L>}' 
^,a-i z" 2 o"" 3 n-1" n-1 n" 
Similarly, from (D-8), 
t + p A(LJ + a A(Lj + ... + a I A(L" . ) + a A(L) (D-18) 
2,a-l 2" 2 3" 3 n-1" n-1 n:: 
* Max{tn,a-1 + pn*(L)> Vl.a-l + Vl^Cl* + V<L)-"' 
^.a-l + p3* ( L3 ) + V(V + ••• + °n-l*(Ln-l) + V ( L ) } 
From (D-9), 
Vz.a-l + pn-2*(Ln-2} + an-l*(Ln-l) + an* ( L ) (D"19) 
> Max{t + P_V(L), t + p A(L" n) + a A(L)}. n,a-l n" n-l,a-l n-1" n-1 n:c 
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And finally, from (D-10), 
t . • + p lA(L . ) + a A(L) > t . + p A U ) . ' (D-20) n-1,a-1 n-1" n-1. n« n,a-l n»» 
Simplified Validity Conditions 
Equations (D-13)-(D-16) may be used to simplify the Max{«} of 
(D-l)-(D-6). Similarly, (D-17)-(D-20) may be used to simplify the 
Min{*} of (D-l)-(D-6). The results, respectively, are 
^ a - l + P1(V + a2(V + •'• + Vl^n-J + an ( L ) (D'21) 
< t0'3"1 < t + p A(L) na n" 
M a x { t2,a-1 + ^ V + ° 3 ( V + ••• + On-l' + ° n ( L ) ' ^ ^ 
A A A A A A A 1 0 1 
: l ,a-2 + Pl(Ll> + °2(L2> + ••• + V l ( L n - l > + "n ( L ) 3 * * 
Min{t + p A (D , na n« 
^ a - l + P 1 * ( V + ° 2 * ( V + ••• + Vl*'1-!1 + V ( L ) } 
A A A A 
Hax^3,a-l + ? 3 ( V + < V V + ••• + V l ( L n - l » + an (L)> ( D - 2 3 ) 
A A A A 
V a - 2 + P l ( V + C 2 ( V + ••• + V l ( L I - l * + °>»* t2'*'1 * 
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Min{t + p ,.(L), na n" 
^ a - l + P2*(V +-W + ••' + Vl^C^ + V ( L ) } 
Max{t , , + p* .(L* ,) + o'V(L)9 (D-24) : . . + p .  • . + a ( L ) ,n-l,a-l n-1 n-1 n 
:l,a-2 + "!(V + °2(L2) + ;••• + Vl'Cl' + °n ( L ) } * t^2'*"1 s 
Min{t + p A(L), na n" 
Si^.a-i + pn-2^(Ln-2) + Vl^-Cl* + V ( L )* 
Max{t ..' + p„(L), (D-25) 
n,a-l n 
Va-2 + P1 (V + °2(V + ••• t'Vl ( lll ) + °n ( L ) } l t ° ' 1 ' a ' 1 S 
Min{t + p A(L) na n" 
n-±,a-± n-1" n-1 n*» 
:l,a-2 + pl (V + a2 ( L2 } + •"' + Vl'Cl* + a n ( L ) (D-26) 
< t n , a _ 1 < t . + p AD. n,a-l n" 
Inequalities from Simplified Validity Conditions 
Now consider a set of inequalities which may be extracted from 
(D-21)-(D-26). First, from (D-21)-(D-24), respectively, 
tna + PnA(D . (D-27) 
- *!,>-! + P1(I1> + °2<L2 ) + ••• + V^C^ + °n (L) 
" V a - 1 + P 1* ( V + a 2 * ( V + ••• + ^n - l^n- l* + V ( L ) 
t n a + Pnf t(L) (D-28) 
* * ft * ft ft ft 
- t9 a i
 + P o ^ L o ) + Oo(LJ + . . . + a ,(L n ) + a (L) ^ , a - l 2 2 3 3 n -1 n -1 n 
- t 9 a i + Poft(Lo) + aq.r.(Lo) + . .« + a A ( L " n ) + a A(L) z , a - i ^" ^ j " d n - 1 " n -1 n" 
t n a + Pnf t(D ( D - 2 9 ) 
}'• A A A .". A A 
- tq a 1
 + Pq<Lq) + aJLJ + •••• + a" -,(L" . ) + a " ( L ) 
o , a - l o 3 4 4 n - l n -1 n 
2 ^ . a - l + p 3* ( V + V(V + ••• t . V l * ( L n - l ) + V ( L ) 
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t + p A (L) . (D-30) 
na n" 
A A 
* X , ., + P n (L • ) + a (L) n - l , a - l n - 1 n - 1 n 
* t . a .. + p _A(L . ) + a A ( L ) . n - l , a - l n - 1 " n - 1 n " 
Then , from ( D - 2 3 ) - ( D - 2 6 ) , r e s p e c t i v e l y , 
A A A A 
Va-2 + P1(V + "2 ( L2 ) + ••• +.Vl(I!n-l) + °n ( L ) ( D " 3 1 ) 
t0 a , + P 0 A ( O + a , ( L " ) , + . . , . + cr , ( L " ) + a 2 , a - l 2" z J" d n - 1 " n - i n 
A ( L ) 
A A 
* t 2 . a - l + P 2 ( L 2 ) + B 3 ( L 3 ) + " • + "n-l'^j' + V L ) 
* ft ft * 
^ - 2 + ^V + a 2 ( V + ••• + ° n - l ( L i l - l ) + a n ( L ) <D-32> 
^ t V p A(L 0 ) + a _A(L , ) + a A ( L ) 
n - 2 , a - l n - 2 " n - 2 n - 1 " n - 1 n»e 
A A 
t . + p (L . ) + a , ( L . ) + a (L) 
n - 2 , a - l K n - 2 n - 2 n - 1 n - 1 n 
* ft 
^ a - 2 + P 1 ( V + a 2 ( L 2 } + • - + Vl^-^ + Q n ( L ) ^ - 3 3 ) 
< t . . + p l A ( l / * , ) + a A (L) n - l , a - l K n - 1 " n - 1 n " 
A A 
< t ' / + , P n (L , ) + a (L) 
n - l , a - l " K n - 1 n - 1 n 
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^ a - 2 + PI(V + °2(L2) + + Vl'Cl* + °n ( L ) (D"34) 
< t • + p A(L) n,a-l rri" 
£ t . + p (L). n,a-l n 
Further Simplified Validity Conditions 
Equations (D-31)-(D-34) may be used to further simplify the 
Max{»} of (D-21)-(D-26). Similarly, (D-27)-(D-30) may be used to fur-
ther simplify the Min{»} of (D-21)-(I)-26). The results, respectively, 
are ' 
^ a - l + P I ( L I } + 0 2 ( V + •'• + 0n-l(Ln-l) + a n ( L ) (D"35) 
< t0'3"1 < t + p ,(L) na Kn« 
t2,a^l + p2(L2> + °3(L3) + "• + 0n-l<Ln-r) + °n ( L ) s ^ ' ^ (D-36) 
S tl,a-l + P1* ( L1 ) + °2*(V + ••• + Vl^n-l* + V ( L ) 
t3.a-l + P 3 ( V + °VV + ••• + V i a n - 1 ) + °n ( L ) £ ^ ' ^ (D-37) 
s '*•> = i + P O A ( L ^ + °o.^L-j + ... + a j.a" ,) t a *(L) 2,a-± 2" 2 6n o n-1" n-1 n° 
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t . . + p* _(L* n) + a*(L) < t
n"2,a"1 (D-38) 
n-l,a-l "n-1 n-1 n 
^ t _ • + p oA(L- 0) + a _A(L . ) + a .(L) n-2,a-l n-2" n-2 n-l« n-1 TIU 
Va-1 + ^n ( L ) S tn_1'a"1 (D-39) 
^ t . . + p _A(L* ) + c A(L) n-l,a-l n-1" n-1 n* 
A A A A A A A 
tl,a-2 + pl(Ll} + a2 ( L2 } + ••' + an-l(Ln-l) + V L ) (D-40) 
< t n j a _ 1 < t .,+ p A(L). n,a-l "n** 
Realizability Inequalities 
It is noted below (2-21) that any control response depending on 
the measurement h[x(L,t )] must not be required until a time 
t ^ t + T . Since the set points are changed at times t = t. and the 
m * to ja 
measurements are made at times t = t " 3 it follows that the inequal-
ities 
Min{t ,..,.,t } > t0'-'a 1 + T (D-41) 
la na m 
Min{tn ,...,t } > t
l s a 1 + T la na m 
Min{tn ,... 5t } > t
2 , a -1 + T 1 la' ' na m 
Min{t. ,...,t } > t""2'3"1 + T la na m 
Min{t. ,...,t } > t11"1'3"1 + T la' na 
Min{t1 ,...,t } > t
n:'a_1 + T la na m 
must be satisfied. Now from (4-17), 
tn,a-l = t0,a-2_ ,( 
m, n,a-l . _ Thus, t must satisfy 
Min{t ,...,t } > ̂ ' ^ V Y (D-43) 
i,a-± n,a-l m 
in addition to the condition given in (D-41). 
Incorporation of Realizability Inequalities 
Now incorporate (D-41)-(D-43) into (D-35)-(D-*+0). The resulting 
conditions, respectively, are 
A A A A A A A 
t + P"(L") + o"(Lj + ... + (T -,(L" n)"+ a AD (D-¥0 
l,a-i 1 1 2. 2. a-1- n-1 n 
< t° , a _ 1 < Min{t + p AD, t, - T ,...,t - T } 
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^ a - l + P 2 ( V + a 3 ( V + . + a" _(L* . ) + a*(L) < t
1 ' 3 " 1 (D-45) 
n - 1 n - 1 n 
< Min{t l ,a-l + P1*(LI) + °2* ( V + ••• + °n-l* (Ln-l' + V ( L ) > 
t-i -, " T _ » • • • » t - T } 
na in 
^ a - i r ^ S 5 + \(V + • ' • + a"n-lK-l> + an ( L ) * t 2 ' * ~ 1 ( D " " 6 ) 
< MlnCt-^^ + P ^ ) + a3#(L;) + . . . + an_lA(L;.1) + a^CLh 
t n - T , . . . , t - T } 
l a m na m 
t .• . + p * . ( L * . ) + o*(L) < t 1 1 " 2 ' 3 " 1 n - l , a - l n - 1 n - 1 n (D-»+7) 
S M i n { tn-2,a-l + "„-2*(Ln-2> + Vl*(Vl'>'+ V ( L ) ' 
t , - T , . . . , t - T } 
l a m na m 
t . + p (L) < t 
n , a - l n 
n - l . a - 1 
(D-i+8) 
£ M i n { t . , + p , A ( L " , ) + a A ( L ) , n - l , a - l K n - 1 " n - 1 n<v 
t n - T , . . . , t - T } l a m na m 
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* *. A * • A A 
t + p (L ) + a (L ) + ... + a (L .) + a (L) (D-49) 
l,a-2 1 1 2 2 n—1 • ri-1 n 
< t11'3"1 ^ Min{t + p ( L), t. . - T , ..., t - T } 
n,a-l n» l,a-l m' ' n,a-l mJ 
Inequalities from Incorporated Conditions 
Since T and p A(L) are both non-negative, m Kn» & ' 
t - T < t + p A(L). (D-50) 
na m na n,!> 
In a d d i t i o n , i t follows from (D-44)-(D-47),, r e s p e c t i v e l y , t h a t 
Min{t. - T , . . . , t - T } (D-51) 
l a m na m 
* ^ a - l + P1 (V + VV + > a n - l ( L n - l } + a n ( L ) 
> t . , + P , . . . ( L " ) + a o A ( L J + . . . + a _ , . ( L " ) + a l , a - l 1" 1 2» 2 n - l ' : n -1 n *(L) 
Min{t. - T , . . . , t - T } (D-52) 
l a m na m 
A A A A A A A 
> t + P o ( 0 + a " ( L j + ,. . . + a" , ( L " ) + a'v(L) 
2 , a - l 2 2 3 d n--L n - 1 n 
> t 0 . + p 0 . , . (Lj + G Q . , . ( L J + . . . + a l A ( L " n) + a ,.(L) 2 , a - l 2" 2 3" 3 n - 1 " n -1 n<v 
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Min{tla" V "•" ^ a " Tm} (D~53> 
~ ̂ a-l + P3 (V + VV + ••• + Vl(Ln-l} + an(L) 
- ̂ a-l + P3*(V + \* (V' + •" + Vl*(Ln-i)+ V ( L ) 
Min{t, - T , ..., t - T } (D-5H) 
la m na m 
^ t n n + p" n(L" .) + a"(L) n-lsa-l
 Kn-1 n-1 n 
^ t . . + p lA(L ., ) + a A(L). n-l,a-l Kn-1« n-1 n5C 
Further Simplified Validity Conditions 
Equation (D-50) may be used to simplify (D-4H) and (D-49). 
Similarly, (D-51)-(D-54) may be used to simplify (D-45)-(D-48). The 
resulting conditions, respectively, are 
V a - 1 + PI(V + a2(V + ••• + Cn_l(Ln-l} + a n ( L ) (D"55) 
< t°»a-1 < Min{t. - T , ..., t - T } 
la m5 » na mJ 
^.a-l + P2 (V + °3(V + ••• + Vl ( 1>l' + °n(L) * ^'^ (V'56> 
- tl,a-l + P1*(V + VV + ••• + °n-l*(Ln-l) + V ( L ) 
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t3,a-l + P3(V + %(V + '••• + °n-l(Ln-l) + Qn ( L ) ̂ t ^ * " 1 (D"57) 
^.a-l + P2*(V + °3*
(L3) + ••' + °n-l*(Ln-l) + °n*(L) 
Vl,a-1- + pn-l(Ln-l) + Qn ( L ) * tn"2,a':L (D-58) 
< t 
n-2,a-l + pn-2^ L n-2
) + ffn-l*(Ln.l) + °n*(L) 
t '+ p*(L) ̂  tn-l,a-l 
n,a-l n (D-59) 
^ t ' , + p ,*(L" .. ) + a A(L) n-l,a-l n-1" n-i n" 
* A * A A A 
^ - 2 + ^V + a2 ( L2 } + '•• + 0n-l ( Li,-l ) + 0n ( L ) (D"6°) 
< t n , a _ 1 < Min{t. . - x ,..,., t . - x }. 1 l,a-l m' ' n,a-l m 
Repetition Rate Inequalities 
Consider now the measuring instrument constraint (2-21). To 
impose this constraint on the .above validity conditions, it is necessary 
to establish the order of the t]'d~ . To this end, note from (D-44)-
(D-49) that 
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t 0 , a 1 > t + P ' V L " ) + o'jC) + . . . . + a* , (L* n ) + o*(L) (D-61) 
l , a - l 1 1 2 2 n -1 n -1 n 
" ^ a - l + P 1 * ( V + V ( L 2 } + ' + a A(L n ) + a (L) n - 1 " n -1 n 
> t l s a - l 
t l , a"1 * ^a - l + P2 (V W V + "•• + °-
A A 
n - l ( L n - l } + ° n ( L ) <D-62> 
- t2,a-l + P2*(V + °3*('L3> + . + a A(L n ) + a A(L) n-l'» n - l n" 
> t 2 , a - l 
n - 2 , a - l > * ( L » } » ( ) 
L n - l s a - l
 v n - l n -1 n 
(D-63) 
* t . a n + p _ A ( L " n ) + a A(L) n - l , a - l ' n - l " n -1 n:c 
> t 
n - l , a - l 
n - l . a - 1 a « ( L ) 
n , a - l n 
(D-64) 
> t . + p A(L) 
n , a - l n" 
> t 
n , a - l 
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(D-65) 
It follows from (D-61)-(D-64) that 
t 0 , a _ 1 > t 1 , a _ 1 > t
2 , a _ 1 > ... > t11*™2'61-1 > -t11-1^-1 > t11'3"1. 
Thus j the requirement (2-21) may be written. 
0 ,a-l v l,a-l , _ __x 
t ' > t ' + T • (D-66) 
m 
l,a-l * 2,a-l + 
m 
2.a-l * 3,a-l + 
m 
tn-2,a-l > tn-l,a-l + T 
m 
tn-l9a-.l > tn,a-l + T 
m 
tn,a-l = t0,a-2 > tl,a-2 + T 
m* 
Incorporation of Repetition Rate Inequalities 
Now incorporate the inequalities (D--66) into (D-55)-(D-60) . The 
resulting conditions, respectively, are 
A A A A }'• if it 
Max{t, , + D"(L',') + o'JhZ) .+. ... •+ a' ,(L_ ,) + a(L),. (D-67) 
1 >a_x + p1(la) + a2(L2) +. ... •+.on_l
(Ln-l) + °n ( L ) 
t1*3"1 + r } s t 0' 3" 1 
m 
< Min{t. - x , . . . , t ' - T } 
la m na m 
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A A A A. A A 
Max{t + p " ( L j + o " ( L j + .....+ a" _ (if ..) + a"(L), (D-68) 
/ , a - l 2. I 6 6 n-1 n-1 n 
2 ,a- l , ^ JL,a- l 
t ' + T } < t ' 
m 
< t . . + p.A(L.) .+ aoA(L.) + . . . + a _A(L n) + a A(L) l , a - l 1" 1 2" 2 n - 1 " n-1 n" 
* * A A A A 
Iax{tQ . + pQ(L.J + oAL.) + . . . + a AL .) + a (L), (D-69) 3,a-l 3 3 4 4 n-1 n-1 • n 
t 3 ^ " 1 , T } , t 2 ^ " 1 
< t_ "+ poA(L.) + aqA(L.) + . . . + a _A(L . ) + a A(L) 
. 2 ,a- l 2" 2 3" 3 n -1" n-1 n" 
Max{t 
A A 
n-l,a-l + Ph-l'W + a n ( L ) ' (D-70) 
n - l , a - l , . n -2 ,a- l 
t * + T } < t 
m 
" ^ - 2 ^ - 1 + pn-2* ( Ln-2 } + Vl̂ n-l* + V ( L ) 
M a x { t n , a - l + p n ( L ) > (D-71) 
t * . 3 " 1 + T } < t * - l , a - l 
m 
n - i , a - i n - l " n-1 n" 
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Max{t *\ *\ 
,a-2 + pl (V + °2(L2) + ••- + °n-l(Ln-l) + an ( L ) • (D-72) 
t1'3"2* T } stn.*-l.. 
< Min{t. . - T , ..., t . - T }. 
l,a-l m n,a-l m 
Stage n Sequencing Equations 
Consider now the derivation of the set point command time t 
n,a-l 
and the measurement sample time t ' " from the inequalities (D-67)-
(D-72). First note that t appears on the right-hand side of only 
one of these inequalities, namely (D-72),, It follows from this 
inequality that 
A A 
Va-l i Max{tl,a-2 + pl (V + °2(L2) + ••• + "n-l(Ln-l) (D"73) 
+ a*(L) + Tm, t
1'3"2 ; t xm}. 
To avoid unnecessary delay in system optimization, choose 
Va-l = Max{tl,a-2 + Pl(LI> + °2(V + ••• + V^n-l' (D"W 
+ o*(L) • xra. t
1-3"2 + 2 xm}. 
Now consider t ' . Substituting (D-7*0 into (D-72), the inequality 
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A & * * * A 
Max{tn + P , ( L , ) + a (L0) + . . . + a _(L , ) + a ( L ) , (D-75) 
x9a— .̂ x -L z z n—J. n—J.. n 
t 1 ' 8 " 2 + T } < t 1 1 ' 3 " 1 < 
m 
Minft. • ' - T , . . . , : t . . - T . 1 l , a - l mJ ' n - l , a - l m' 
* * . * * .ft ft ft 
Max{t + p (L ) t a ( L J t . . . + a (L . ) + a ( L ) , 
l , a - 2 1 1 2 2 n - 1 n - 1 n 
l , a - 2 , i 
t J + T }} 
m J 
_ _ -j 
i s ob ta ined . I t follows from (D-75) t h a t the only choice for t 
i s 
t n , a l = Max{t1 a _ 2 + p^(L^) + a ^ V
 + ' • " (D-76) 
+ o*' _(L* . ) + a* (L) , t 1 , a 2 + x >. n -1 n -1 n m 
Using (D-76) , (D-74) can be w r i t t e n 
t . = t 1 1 ' 3 ' 1 + T . (D-77) 
n , a - l m 
Equations (D-76) and (D-77) are the stage n sequencing equations given 
in Chapter IV as (4-18) and (4-19). 
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Stage n-1 Sequencing Equations 
Consider now the set point command time t , ., and the 
r n-l,a-l 
ft "! 3 1 
measurement sample time t ' The command time t , appears r n-l,a-l r r 
on the right-hand side of only two of the inequalities (D-67)-(D-72), 
namely (D-71) and (D-72). It follows from these inequalities that 
»•• •>. 
t . . * Max{t, _ + p. (L. ) + uALj + ... + a Ah .) (D-78) 
n-l,a-l l.a-2 1 1 2 2 n-1 n-1 
+ a"(L) + T , t 1 , a 2 + 2 T , 
n mJ m' 
t . + p (L) - p _A(L ,) - a A(L), n,a-l Kn Kn-1" n-1 n" 
t n , a X + T - p _A(L* .) - a A(L)> m n-1" n-1 n" 
Max{t 
n.a-1 
t . + p (L) - p _A(L ,) - .a A(L), n,a-l n n-l** n-1 n*» 
tn,a 1 + T - p _A(L* .,) - a ,.(L)}. m n-1" n-1 nw 
As before, choose 
t . = Max{t - . , (D-79) 
n-l,a-l n,a-l 
t . + p (U - p ,A(L ,) - a A(L) , n,a-l n Kn-1*» n-1 n*» 
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tn,a-l + . _ (L*'-) - a ,.(L)}. 
m n-1" n-1 n" 
Now consider t ' . Of the range of values permitted by (D-71) 
choose the one which permits the latest sampling of system states: 
tn-l,a-l = t (L* } + o A(L)< (D_8Q) 
n-l,a--l n-1" n-1 n« 
Equations (D-79) and (D-80) are the stage n-1 sequencing equations given 
in Chapter IV as (4-20) and (4-21). 
Stage n-2,...,1 Sequencing Equations 
Analyses similar to that given .above establish the sequencing 
equations for the (n-2)nd to the 1st stages. Thus, from (D-72) and 
(D-70), 
t 0 = Max{t . , (D-81) 
n-2,a-l n,a-l 
j . .'. 
: n n + P ,(L .)
r+ a (L) - p oA(L 0) 
n-l,a-l n-1 n-1 n Kn-2" n-2 
- a _A(L ,) - a A(L), n-1" n-1 n" 
tn l s a 1 + T - p oA(L* 0) - a 1<t(L* .) - a A(L)} m *n-2" n-2 n-1" n-1 n" 
and 
tn-2,a 1 = • ( L » } + o ( L* y + ( L ) # ( D _ 8 2 ) 
n-2,a-l "n-28* n-2 n-1" n-1 n" 
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These are the equations given in Chapter IV as (4-22) and (4-23). Now 
from (D-72) and (D-69), 
t_ = Max{t ., (D-83) 
2,a-l n,a-l . % 
t. + pQ(Lj + au(Ln) + ....+ a ,(L ',) + a (L) 3,a-l 3 3 4 4 n-1 n-1 n , 
- p A(L ) - a J L J - ... - a ,*(L •-) - a A(L) ^" ^ o" o n-1" n-l n" 
t3,a"1+ T -p0A(L*) -a_,.(L!S - ... - a _.,(!* ,)-o A(L)} m 2" 2 3" 3 n-1" n-1 ns: 
and 
t2'3"1 = t0 ' n + p_A(Lj + oQA(Lj +' ... t a _A(L° .) + a A(L). (D-84) 2,a-l 2" 2 3» 3 n-1" n-1 n« 
These are the equations given in Chapter IV as (4-24) and (4-25). And 
finally, from (D-72) and (D-68), 
t. . = Max{t n , (D-85) 
l,a-l n,a-l 
A A A A A A A 
t + p"(L") + O'(L") + .... + a" ,(L" ) + a"(L) 
2,a-l 2 2 3 3 n-1 n-1 n 
- p1:,(L") - a_A(L") - ... - a A(L" ) - a Ah) 1" 1 2" ^ n-1" n-l n" 
t 2 , a 1 + T -p.A(L*)-aoA(L*) - ... - a _A(L* _)-a A(L)} m 1" 1 2" 2 . n-1" n-1 n" 
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and 
t 1 , a 1 = t. + P..,(L") + a_,.(Lj + ...+-a ,.,(L" . )+a *(L). (D-86) 
l,a-l 1" 1 2" 2 n-1" n-1 nJ* 
These are the equations given in Chapter IV as (4-26) and (4-27). 
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APPENDIX E 
PROOF OF CONTROL-CONSTRAINED CONVERGENCE 
The first step in establishing the convergence of the control-
constrained algorithm is to establish the location of the control-
constrained optimum. Consider, then, the function to be maximized, as 
given by (4-8), 
•F(u ,...,u ,t ) = F(u ,...,u ,t ) 
la na l,a-l n,a-l 
(E-l) 
- I 3F . . 9u. 
3=1 3 a a-1 
(u. -u. . ) , 
ja j,a-1 
and the constraints to be satisfied, as given by (2-15): 
u.j. < u.(t) < u. j=l,...,n. 
3' * 3 J . 
(E-2) 
The set points which maximize F(un ,...,u ,t ) subject to these con-r la na' J 
straints are 
m u. = u._ + 3.sign 






where $. is the largest non-negative integer for which 
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Au. < u. 
: : 
(E-4) 
To prove that the control-constrained algorithm drives the u. 
to the u. , it is necessary to assume that the signs of the partial 









Then, from (4-11), (4-37), and (5-3), the complete u. sequence is 
3a 
V u.0 + 1 Au. 30 : (E-6) 

























u. = u. n + sign 














u. ,. = u. - sign 




Au.= u. + 




















where a. is the greatest integer for which 
u.j. :£ u.. + 
3- : o 





Au. < u.. 
3 3 
(E-7) 
m Thus, the set point u. is achieved after a. algorithmic cycles where, 
from (E-4) and (E-7), 






















3 a a-1 
(E-9) 
. + 1 - sign 3F 
dU. .. 
] a a-1 
And from (E-6), each u. establishes a limit cycle about its respective 
' ja 
TO 
u. after a. algorithmic cycles. This limit cycle has an amplitude Au. 
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and a period 2 T where T is the algorithmic cycle time 
Tc = ̂ .a-l " ^ ^ - 2 - (E"10) 
And finally, it follows that all n of the u_. establish limit cycles 
about their respective u. after ,A algorithmic cycles where 
A = Max{aJ ,...9a }. (E-ll) 
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APPENDIX F 
DERIVATION OF CONSTRAINED SEQUENCING EQUATIONS 
Many of the results of Appendix D may be used in deriving the 
constrained sequencing equations, which establish the set point command 
times t. n, the exit measurement s< j,a-ls
+ •• + **-• Jjk)b,a--1 
straint measurement times t 
i a-1 
, the exit measurement sample times t , and the Gen-
i  9a-l 
Constraint Measurements Pie qui red 
Consider first the measurements required by all j of the approxi-
mations given in (5-11): 
Z.v (uf .,...,u. .,t
iik)0'a-h (F-l) 
jkr l,a-l ],a-l' 










Z.. (u. •„,... ,u. _ oSu. ,t ) 
jkr l,a-2' ]-l,a-2 j ,a-.l. 
/ _.(jk)i ,a-lN 
V"l,^2 "3,8-2'* >• 
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Constraint Measurement Validity Conditions 
Associated with each of these measurements is a validity condition 
which may be obtained from (3-51) by setting A to &.,, t to the required 
jk 
t ' , and "a" to the index corresponding to' the set points in the 
required measurement. These conditions are identical to (D-l)-(D-6) 
except for the replacement of n by j, L by il., , and tJ ' by 
3* 
t(jk)b,a-\ It follows that (B-35)-(D-40), which are derived from 
(D-l)-(D-6), may be used in the present analysis if the same notational 
changes are made. , 
A similar argument applies to using (D-55)-(D-60) if T is set 
to zero, except that the collection of set points {un ,...,u } arising 
* r la n a • 
from the realizability conditions is retained intact, the upper member 
of that set being u and not u. . 
na ;ja 
With these notational changes, the following inequalities may be 
obtained from (D-55)-(D-60): 
t. . + p,(L.) + oAL) + ... + a. .(L. n) + a.(A., ) (F-2) 
l,a-l Kl 1 2 2 ;]-l ]-l ] ]k 
< t(3k)0'a"1 < Min{tn ,..,,t 1 
la na 
Va-l + P2 (V + a3 ( L3 } + "• + ^j-l'^j-l) + aj Ujk ) (F"3) 
< t(jk)l,a-l 
l.a-1 l" 1 2» 2 -)-l" i-l j" jk 
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^ a - l + P 3 ( V + %(V + ••" + V^V^ + °j<V (F-4) 
< t ( j k ) 2 , a - l 
< t_ •+ po A(L_) + a o A (L , J + . . . + a . l A ( L . . ) ' + a . . , . (£ . . ) 
2 , a - l 2" 2 3" 3 ] - l « ] - l ]» jk 
t . + p . (L. . ) + a . ( £ . , ) 
j - l , a - l ] - l ] - l : :k 
(F-5) 
< t ( j k ) j - 2 , a - l 
& '' t . _ . + p . o A (L . 0 ) + a . .,.,.(L. . ) + a..,.(£., ) : - 2 , a - l K ] - 2 - : - 2 : - ! ' • ] - l ]«* jk 
t . . -+ p- .U. . ) (-F-6) 
< t ( j k ) j - l , a - l 
t . . , + p . l A (L? . ) + a . , . ( £ , , ) : - l , a - l K j -1« : - l ]» ;|k 
h.a-2 + P 1 ( L 1 } + a 2 ( V + + a . . ( L . , ) + a . ( £ . , ) : - i ] - i : :k 
(F-7) 
< t ^ k ) ^ 3 ' 1 < M i n - { t _ , . . . , t . } . 
l , a - l ' n , a - l 
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, Establishing the t. . and t3 'a  
, ]»a-l 
Consider now the derivation of the set point command times t. 
D>a-1 
and the exit measurement sample times t from the inequalities 
(D-67)-(D-72) and (F-2)-(F-7). The command time t . appears, on the 
n,a-l r r 
right-hand side of two of these inequalities, namely (D-72) and (F-7). 
It follows from these inequalities that 
•?• •»* 
t " > Max{t_ 0 + pn(L..) t a0(L0) + ... + a ,(L . ) ; (F-8) n,a-l L l,a-2 ^ 1 1 2 2 n-1 n-1 
+ o*(L) + T , t 1 , a 2 + 2 T , n m' m' 
n P j ,,. ft x A A 
Max Max {t t p'"(L") + a"(L") + 
j=l k=i isa"2 l J- Z Z 
J* A A 
+ a" (LV .) + a?U., )'}}. 3-1 3-l 3 :]k J 
When simplified, this inequality is identical, to (D-73). Thus, (D-74)-
(D-77) are still valid in the state-constrained case and t ' and 
t . are still given by (4-18) and (4-19). 
n,a-l & J 
Now consider the command time t 
(D-71), (F-7), and (F-6) with j=n that 
Now consider the command time t . . I t follows from (D-72), 
n-l,a-l 
A A A A 
Vl,a-1 * ̂ 1 ^ - 2 + eI(V + °2(V + ••' + an-l(Ln-l} (F"9) 
+ a*(L) + T , t 1 , a 2 + 2 T , n ms m 
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t + p"(L) - p ..,(L" .) - a A(L), n,a-l n n-1" n-1 n" 
t 1 1^" 1 + T - p _A(L* .) - a ,„(L), m n-1" n-1 ri" 
n pj A A ,,: A 
Max Max{t + P"(L") + O"(L") + 
j=l k=l l 9 a'^ X X 2 2 




{t . + p'\z , ) - p • A(L" .) - a A U ,)}} , n,a-l n nk n-1" n-1 n« nk J 
This inequality, as above, may be simplified to (D-78). It follows that 
(D-79) and (D-80) are still valid and that t . n and t ~ *." are 
n-1,a-l 
still given by (4-20) and (4-21). 
Analyses similar to that given •above establish the continued 
validity of (4-22)-(4-27). Thus, the command times t. and sample 
] Ja~l 
i a-1 
times t are unchanged by the addition of state constraints. 
r- *. vi • ^ • •.*, . (ik)b ,a-l Establishing the t _ 
(ik)b a-1 
Consider now the constraint measurement times t ' . O f 
the range of values permitted by (F-2)-(F~7) , choose the value which 
permits the latest measurement of system states. Thus, from (F-7), 
t(jk)j,a 1 = M i n { t ...,t >. (F-10) 
l,a-l ' n,a-l 
An examination of (4-18)~(4-27) reveals that the earliest of the t. 
1 ,a-i 
is t ,. Thus, (F-10) becomes 
n,a-l 
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t(jk)j,a-l = • 
n,a-l 
Now from (F-6)-(F-3), respectively, 
t(jk)j-l,a-l = t ^ ^ + ^ C ^ + < y *jk) • (F-12) 
t(jk)j-2,a-l = t._2>a_i+ p..2il(L;:_2) + c^U^) + c^Cl )..' (F-13) 
t(jk)2,a-l = t + p (L*)+a (L*) + ... + a (L* ) (F_14) 
Z,a.-± Zn 2. d'" d 3-Is" 3-I 
+ a.A(£., ) 
]" Dk 
t(jk)l,a-l = ^ ^ + piA(lj*) + a2A(L*) •+ ...••+. a _1A(L* 1) (F-15) 
+ a.A(l., ) 
And from (F-l) 
t(jk)0,a-l _ t(jk)]a^ (F-16) 
Equations (F-11)-(F-16) are the constraint measurement times given in 
Chapter V as (5-12). 
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APPENDIX G 
GENERATION OF PROJECTION MATRIX 
Presented in this appendix are procedures for generating the 
projection matrix M . 
Definition of the y. and b. 
±1 i 
Consider first some definitions which permit the constraints of 
(5-5) to be written in the form of (5-15). Using (5-7) and (5-10), 
(5-5) may be written in the form 
^ r, , (iJOa-1. 
z.. A < Z.. (u. . ,. .. ,u. . ,t
 J ) 
jkr<* jkr l,a-l5 ' D»a-.ls 
(G-l) 
+ I 
j 9Z. kr 
K 1 9 U V 
b=l ba 
a-1 
(u, -u. . ) < z . 
ba b,a-l jkr 
j=ls...,n k=l3...,p. r=l,...,q.k. 
This set of constraints may be written as the two sets of constraints 
3Z 
L 3 k r 
b=l 3u ba 
j 3Z., 
u - I ^^ 
ha L n "ba ,
 u. 3u, 
a-1 b=l ba ,-A.-1 (G-2) 
/ ^(ik)a-lN ^ ~ 
+ Z.. (u. .,...,u. . ,t J ) - z.. A > 0 ]krv l,a-l* * ],a-lV jkr« 




I - ^ 
b=l ba 
UK, + I 
3Z.. 
jkr 
a-1 b=l ba a-1 
b,a--l (G-3) 
- Z jkr 
, J_(ik)a-lx * ^ ̂  
^l.a-l-'-^j.a-l'11 } + Zjkr ^ ° 
j=l,...,n k=l,„..,p r=l,...,q 




and writing (5-15) in the form 
J JVba " bi * ° i=l---.*. 
b = l 
(G-5) 
the constraints (G-2) can be put in the form of (G-5) by defining the 
v., and b. to be Jib I 
yib = < 
3Z. 
jkr 
3u ba a-1 
b=l,...,j 












•T U. , . . . ,U. ,t J ) + Z M .,.. 
jkr l,a-l9 :,a-l' jkr« 
Similarly, the constraints (G-3) can be put in the form of (G-5) by 
defining the y. and b. to be 
ib 
3Z jkr 






b. = - Y -JJSE. 
b=l ba a-1 b,a-l 
+ .Z., (u. 1 u. n,t
(jk)a_1) - z* 
3kr l,a-l' :,a-l' 3 
kr' 
(G-9) 
The index i, embracing both (G-2) and (G-3), ranges from 1 to k where 
n pj 
* = 2 I I q i k -
j = i k=i - ,k 
(G-10) 
The definitions (G-6)-(G-10) permit the constraints of (5-5) to be 
written in the form of (5-15). 
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Basic Projection Matrix Equations 
Now consider a procedure for generating a projection matrix M 






Define the n x q matrix N by 
q 
* = ^ ... w ] (G-12) 
and the projection matrix M by '43 
M = I - N (tfTtf )"'V 
q q q q- q 
(G-13) 
where I is the n x n identity matrix. The matrix M projects any vector 
u into the intersection of all q constraints 43 
y. (A/ u) = 0 i = l9. . ., ,q l q— 
(G-14) 
The matrix inversion required by (G-13) can be avoided by 
43 
generating M by the recursive relation 
M. - Pi. 1 l l-l 
( M i - # i







MQ = I. (G-16) 
This relation provides a means of selecting a set of q linearly inde-
pendent vectors from an arbitrary set of q vectors , for if some y_. 
satisfies 
Mi_1^_i = 0 i=l,..,.,4 (G-17) 
then y_. is linearly dependent on the vectors 2£ ,. . . ,2£. and can be 
43 
deleted from the set of a vectors. If M is generated in this man-
ner, M will project any vector u_ into the intersection of all q 
- •' - 4 3 constraints: 
U^iMu) = 0 i=l,...,<?. (G-18) 
In developing M , the y_. next entered in the recursive relation 
ii 
(G-15) is that y_. for which the quantity 0. is negative and, further, 
" 43 
is more negative than the 6. of any other y_. ., where 
it " T 







This procedure insures that only those constraints which are oriented so 
as to preclude movement in the gradient direction, or in the evolving 
projected gradient direction, are included in the projection matrix. 
Modified Projection Matrix Equations 
The above procedures may be modified to eliminate division and 




MQ = I. (G-22) 
This relation can be shown to establish a projection matrix M which is 
v q 
a scalar multiple of the projection matrix M : 
-J . 
= TlrK I^V,- (G-23) 
, n ' k - l - - k ' q 
q k=l 
S p e c i f i c a l l y , s ince 
MQ = M's (G-24) 
(G-23) may be established by showing that 






1. = 77 IM v \ZM. i-l /' , ' k-A 1 i-: 
k=l 
(G-26) 
Equation (G-25) may be easily established by inserting (G-11), (G-15), 




1. _y. M, v %„ 
i-l—I1 .". ' k-l̂ *:1 l-l 
k=l 
(G-27) 
T 4^: 2 
- (M. ny.)(M. ,y.) IT |M, ..y, | i-1—i i-1—i , ' k-l̂ -k1 
k=l 
i-l 
M. ny. 7T|M, ,y i-1—i ' ' k-1— 
k=l 
i=q< " i - l 
(M. .y.)(M. .y.). 
i-l—i i-1—i 
M. ny. i-l—i 
a7D,lk-iZki2x 
k = l 
A/ 
i - l 
T T i 12 i i 
/ / M. .y, \ M. . y . w. 
' ' ' k - 1 ^ 1 i - l ' — i liZ-i 
k= l 
// K-A\ wi-ily.il2i.i 
k - 1 
i - l 
J. 
4^1 .2 , , 
/ / K - A I
 Mi-ily.ii^i 
k = l 
= 7T|M. 
k = l 
k-A Af 
(ML-l*i)iML-l1k) 
i - l 
1 i-.l*-i 
IT M v Af. . 
k = l 
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Now consider the problem of determining which of several 0. is 
the most negative. Define the unformalized functions 
1 = £ A (G-28) 
and 
ii_l = Mi„i&- (G'29) 
It follows from (G-ll), (G-19)-(G-20), and (G-25) that 
" ^ l - l •—i i 
I 
(G-30) 
4L • J y • U • i' y • ix-i-i' ' — I 1 '-l-i' '~i 
From (G-30), the sign of 0. is the same as the sign of 0.. Of the nega-
M 
tive 0., the one corresponding to the most negative 0. is the one with 
11 2 the largest (0.) where 
„ 2 <V
2 
( e ) z = — i — _ - . (G-3i) 
i n n 
I (*. , .) I (y..)2 
j = l : L - 1 : ' : j = l 1 : 
if 2 
More simply, the one with the largest (0.) is the one with the largest 
(0.)2 





Finally, the divisions required by (G-32) as a prerequisite to deciding 
tt 2 M 9 






£<V £ V 
with the inequality 
(G-33) 
(e-)2 I (y„-.)2 > (e.)2 J (y..)2. (G-34) 
1 j=i ^ "' j=i ^ 
Thus, division and square root operations may be completely avoided in 
the generation of the projection matrix M „ 
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APPENDIX H -
PROOF OF STATE-CONSTRAINED CONVERGENCE 
The proof, of the convergence of the state-constrained algorithm 
is divided into several sections. First, the dn of (5-24) are estab-
k 
lished. Next, the 3 -tuple TT is defined. Then, the minimization prob-
ii it 
lem which defines, 3 is extended, and the uniqueness of 3 is established 
for the case q=n-l. Then, for unique 39 the convergence of the state-
ii 
constrained algorithm is established,, Finally, for non-unique 3» the 
basic algorithm is extended and the convergence of the extended proce-
dure established. 
Proof of Equation (5-24) 
The d, given by (5-24) may be established by showing that each 
component of the linear combination (5-23), after insertion of (5-22) 
and (5-24), is equal to w.. Consider then the jth component of (5-23) 
w h e n J=TJ> : 
d.c.. + d„c_. + ... + d c . 

















i ^ - , 1 
= 0.5[(n-l)-(n-3)] - — — sign(w.)Au. Au ] ] 
w . sign(w.) 
:' ] 
•= w . . 
] 
Consider also the jth component of-(5-23) when j=^KJ b=2,...,n: 
cLc. . + d0c0 .+...+ d c . 11]. 2 2] n n] 
(H-2) 
= 0.5 SGN 
|W. 
n | i>x 
I 7 ^ - - <n-3> 
k=2 \p. Au 
SGN sign(w.)Au. 
+ 0.5 
w, I iw, 

































• : y 
= |w.|sign(w .) 
w.. 
Since each of the above is equal to w., (5-24) is established. 
Definition of the g -tuple jr. 
Consider now the ordered 3 -tuple TT_ = (TT , ...STT A ) which is 
3"-l 
used to arrange the c, in the tracking cycle. For any particular k, 
—K 
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number of c, is Kd . These Kd, vectors may be uniformly distributed 
—•K K K 
A 
throughout the tracking cycle by arranging the 3 non-negative quanti-
ties 
(X -1) 
- | — k=l,...,n Ak=l:(...5Kdk (H-3) 
k 
in ascending order, arranging by ascending index "kM in case of ties, 
A 
and defining the ordered 3 -tuple 
TT_ = (TT ,.. . ,TT .,. ) (H-4) 
8°-l 
to be the ordered list of "k" indices of the arranged (A,-1)/Kd,. 
Thus j TT is the "k" index of the smallest (A -1)/Kd, and TT .,. is the 
0 k k 3-_1 
"k" index of the largest. 
If K is the smallest positive constant for which all of the 
products Kd j...,Kd are integers, the smallest A >1 for which there 
can be an n-way tie is A = Kd, + 1, which is not in the range of X, . 
k K K 
*c 
But if K is larger than required by a factor of K , the smallest A, >1 
r i'« 
for which t h e r e can be an n-way t i e i s A, := (Kd /K ) + 1 , which is in 
K K 
A 
the range of A, . If such a tie occurs, K should be replaced by K/K . 
K 
tt 
Extended Procedure for Selecting 3 
In case the minimization problem (5-3M-)-(5-35) does not have a 
tt t 
unique solution, let 3 be that 3 which minimizes the sum 
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r „ 1 _ J solutions to original /u c\ 
. , '. I minimization problem 
i=l 8i v r 
subject to the constraints (5-35). Any multiple solutions of this 
minimization problem must have equal E, . Continuing in this manner 
•ii t & 1 
until 3 is that 3 which minimizes the sum 
r _ ' J solutions to above /tr _>. 
. ̂  '. minimization problem 
i=l Si ^ r - . . 
subject to the constraints (5-35)., any multiple solutions of this mini-
mization problem must have equal E, and, furthermore, equal E, . 
32 31 
Because of the requirement of equal Et , the above sequence of minimiza-
3i 
tion problems usually terminates in a unique 3. 
II. 
Proof of Unique B When q=n-l 
it 
When q=n-l, the above is guaranteed to terminate in a unique 3. 
"l M 9 
To establish this uniqueness, suppose that 3 and 3 are both solutions, 
ii ii 
where S2 > 3 . To simplify notation, let 5, be that 3 which is the 
Bi 
solution to the minimization problem (5-33). Using this notation, 





it follows from (H-7) that 
T 
i-i-a+5,, .B1 ^i.-a+SM ,B
Z> 
3 1! B2i 
Inserting (5-32) into (H-9), 
5 M , 51t. 
i m B'-i 
T r T 
Then with summation indices rearranged, 






E„ = E„ i=l,...,q, (H-8) 
31i 32i 
(H-9) 
y. I c „ = y. T c „ . (H-10) 
1 b=o V B 1 b=o V a 2 
.--1 BH 
yT I c + yT Y c (H-ll) 
„ -^b i „ *r, 
b=B2 b=02 
B „ +8 2 
T 3
2i 
= y. J c 
— 1 ^ — J T T 
"o b 
b=e2 
That point in the tracking cycle which sweeps closest to the ith con-
straint boundary is the same no matter what the alignment. Thus, from 
(5-32), 
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b + 3 = b + 3 




3 = 31 
B„ + 31 = 3,, + (H-13) 






- Q 1 ^ 
o;, (H-14) 
which implies that the vector u defined by 
u = I 





is parallel to all q constraint boundaries and, consequently, in the 
l-dimensional Euclidean space (l=n-q) defined by their intersection. 
Since w is also in this l-dimensional space, u is parallel to w. But if 
K is the smallest positive constant for which the products Kd ,...,Kd 
are all integers, u can be parallel to w if and only if 
M 9 "l 
- 1 = 3 1 + (3 -1). (H-16) 
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That i s , i f and only i f 
", ' I , iY 
Q 2 _ o 1 - a (H-17) 
However, this is not possible, for 3=0,...,3 -1 is the range from which 
M M M 
32 and 31 are taken. Thus, there is a unique 3 for q=n-l. 
Proof of Convergence for Unique 3 
The convergence of the state-constrained algorithm may be estab-
lished by showing that 
u ... = u . + Kw. (H-18) 
at 3 -1 
To establish this relation, it is necessary to assume, in addition to a 
tt 
unique 39 that the gradient g_ and the q constraint boundaries used to 
generate the projection matrix M are time-invariant over the algorith-
mic cycles a,...,at3 -1. It is also necessary to introduce a more com-
" a "a 
plex notation for Er and 3, namely E, and 3 , and to assume that 
E* = 0 i=l,...q. (H-19) 
3ai 
To begin the proof of (H-18), use (5-32) to obtain 
5"a 
3ai 
u . t T c (H-20) 
—a-1 , '" —IT „ Ua+B g
a - » - b=0 "b+^a
3 i 
B»EL 
3ai u + c + y c ,, 
"a b=l b+3 
Then rewrite (5-36) in the more complex notation 
6a 
Inserting (H-21) into (H-20), 
Now from (5-32), 
5, 
3a+1i 
a+l+B 3 " b=0 b+»a+l 
But, as in (H-13), 
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u = u n + c . (H-21) 
—a —a-1 —'TT t ,r
Qa. 
3 i 
u „ = u + y c „ . (H-22) 




= u + y c 
-* b=0 "\ "a" 
b+3 +1 
,. . = u + V c . (H-23) 
"atl —a , L„ —n „ ., 
5"a+l + '^a+1 = B-a + ^* (H'24) 
3 i 6 "i 
Thus, (H-23) becomes 
B +g
a -e a + 1 
Bai 
i , = u + I c . . (H-25) 
-a+1+B ..a+li,B
a+1 -* b=0 ^ a + l 
P 1 
It then follows that the alignment 
t t - a + l t'l -a 
3 = 3 + 1 (H-26) 
is the solution to the minimization problem. (5-34)-(5-35) at the (a+l)st 
a+1 
algorithmic cycle, for with this alignment all q of the E, are zero. 
0i 
That is, 
C . - & ( 1 + B ?a+l-
bi. (H"27) 
P l. a+l+B„a+li,a 
and if (H-26) is satisfied, a comparison of (H-22) and (H-25) yields 
L „a = u , . (H-28) 
a+S ,8 a+l+flM ,3 
3ai 8 i 
Then inserting (H-28) into (H-27), 
< + \ . = & +R ;ja - ̂  <H-29)-







Finally, it follows from (H-21) that 
H. * = H. J- + c 
a+8-1 a+3"-2 "^"a+8*-l 
= u . A • + c + c 
"a+3"-3 -*"„ * -" ft 
"a+8 -2 »a+8 -1 
'. -1 
= u + y 
-a-l , *• 
c 
b=0 "^"a+b 
Then i n s e r t i n g (H-26) i n t o ( H - 3 0 ) , 
= u ' •+ Y 
- a - l , L c 
b=0 "^b 
s H a - l + ; J K d k- C 
k = l " * 
(H-30) 
8 - 1 
H ft = Ha + J. c (H-31) 
a+3 - 1 * L b=0 ""a , • 
8 +b 
8 - 1 
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= u . + Kw. 
—a-1 
Thus, (H-18) is established. 
ii 
Modifications for Non-Unique 3 
The uniqueness proof given by (H-7)-(H-17) breaks down when 
q<n-l, for the vectors u_ and w, while in the same (n-q)-dimensional 
space, are not necessarily parallel. Thus, when q<n-l, a non-unique 
II 
3 is possible, though not likely. 
n2 II L 
For completeness, however, assume that 3 > 3 are both solutions 
to the minimization problem terminating in (H-6). Separate the 3 -tuple 
TT_ i n t o 7Tl and TT2 , 
T^ 1 = (7T , . . . , 7 1 , , 3 l7T„ , . . . , 7 T A ) (H-32) 
3 1 32+l 3 -1 
7J_2 = ( 7 T M , . . . , T r „ ) , 
31+1 3 2 
and cons ider the two vec tors Kw1 and Kw2: 
3 -1 
Kw1 = Y c (H-33) 
3==0 - V 
T T ^ ^ T T 1 
3 -1 






One or both of these vectors has a positive component in the direction 
of the gradient, 
.T (Kw1) g > 0 and/or (Kw2) g > 0, (H-34) 
since their sum 
Kw = Kw1 + Kw2 (H-35) 
satisfies 
(Kw) g > 0. (H-36) 
Thus, with n defined by 
fl (Kw1)Tg > (Kw2)Tg 
n - < 
,2 ( K 1 1 } JL K ( K ^ 2 ) T £ 
(H-37) 
71 71 
and the i n t e g e r s X defined as the number of elements of i\ equal t o 
K —-
^71 71 
"k," let 3 be the total number of elements in IT : 
k=l 
(H-38) 
Then arrange the 3 non-negative quantities 
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(A -1) 
\ k=l,...,n Xk=l,...fx" (H-39) 
\ 
in ascending order, and proceed as before. This modified procedure 
71 ^YL 
will track the vector Kw in 3 algorithmic cycles rather than the 
•f* 
vector Kw_ in 3 algorithmic cycles. Convergence to the optimum, or to 
a set point for which q=n-l, is assured by (H-3M-). 
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APPENDIX I 
DERIVATION OF CONSTRAINT SET EQUATIONS 
Given below are analyses establishing the constraint set equa-
tions (5-37)-(5-39). First, an upper bound on the width of the tracking 
cycle is established, and then, using this bound, (5-38) and (5-39) are 
shown to satisfy the conditions given below (5-37). 
Upper Bound on Tracking Cycle Width 
Let Y- be "the width of the tracking cycle u t (see 5-32) as 
~a+3,3 
measured along y.: 
A A 
a"-i T s°-i T 
y. = Max {y_.u_ ,} - Min {y.u ,}. (1-1) 
1 3=0 -1 a+S-,8 3=0 "1" a+S,3 
t 
Since the alignment 3 has no effect on y., it may be set to zero. Then 
from (5-32), 
3 -1 T 3 3 -1 T 3 
y. = Max {y_. £ c } - Min {y_. £ c }. (1-2) 
1 3=0 X b=0 '"̂ b 3=0 -L b=0 ~^b 
Now from (5-25), 
n 
I Kd c = Kw, (1-3) 
k=l k"k 
and from (G-14) , 
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yTlKw) = 0 
—1 — 
(1-4) 
Combining (1-3) and ( 1 - 4 ) , 
yT I. Kd, c, = 0 
1 k=l k " ^ 
(1-5) 
Then mul t ip ly ing (1-5) by 3/3 
T V 
k=l 3 /Kd 
^k = 0 
(1-6) 
And combining (1-2) and (1-6)9 
Y* = 
f 
3 - 1 T 




u — T T b=0 b k=l 3 /Kd. 
k̂ (1-7) 
5TC r 
. 3 - 1 T 
- Min <̂  £i 
3=0 
I c - I -x 
ij ~- Li <» b=0 b k=l 3 /Kd 4 
k 
3 -1 
= Max <{ 
3=0 
I c + I c - J •-£-
b=0 "^b b=0 "^b k=l 3 ./Kd. " k=l 3 /Kd 
k̂ 
n 











I c + I c 
b=0 b b=0 b 
^ 
k=l 3 /Kd. k=l 3 /Kd, 
k̂ 
eB eB keK keK 
where B and B are the sets of MbM indices 
p n 
B = {blyTc >()} 
p -i-iTb 
B = {blyTc <0} 
n '--i TT, 
b 
and K and K are the corresponding sets of Mk" indices 
(1-8) 
K = {k y.c, >()} 
K = {klyTc. <0}. 
n ' --i~k 
(1-9) 
Now consider the first B+1 elements of the $ -tuple TT_ (see H-4), 
and let A, be the total number of these elements equal to Mk." It fol-
lows that 
+ 1 = ;> A ( i - i o ) 
k=l 
If A is the smallest real number for which 
(A -1) 
- ^ < A . k=l,...,n, (1-11) 
k 
it follows from (H-3) that 
where £•] is the greatest integer function and C is 1 if 
and may be 0 or 1 if 
Combining (1-10) and (1-12), 
Then using the relation 
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\ = [l/Kdj + c (1-12) 
A | A 
1/Kdk 1/Kdk E (1-13) 
1/Kd | 1 / K d k [l/Kdk_ (I-1H) 
+ 1 = I 
k=l 
[l/kd- + C (1-15) 
x - 1 < [x] < x (1-16) 
and carefully considering the value of C, it follows from (1-15) that 
k=l 1/Kdn 
+ 1 = A3 + n (1-17) 
and 
+ 1 * I 
k = l 
2 f A 
1/Kd, 
= A3 ( 1 - 1 8 ) 
Combining (1-17) and (1-18), 
+ ,1,- °. < A < i-Li (1-19) 
3 
Combining (1-12) and (1-19), and; again carefully considering the value 
of C, 
A, * ̂ - + ! ,; -3JLA + ! 
k " 1/Kd., 
k 3 /Kd, 
(1-20) 
and 
A > _ A _ > L+_I_^JL . 
k 1/Kdk " ^/Kd, 
(1-21) 





Y. < Max < 
1 e=o 1 
i" 




+ 1 ;* + I 
+ 1 - n 
k=l 8 /Kd 
keK 
£k (1-22) 
" I 5k - I 




3 - 1 
Min <|y 
g=o ' - 1 
n 
I 
k = l 
keK 
L P 
I + 1 - n S 
—7{ C + I 
3 /Kdk
 K
 k = l 
keK 
^i-+i 
6 /Kd, Sk 
n a n 
I V - ^ - I v^-
k = l 3 /Kd, ^ k = l 3 /Kd 
^k 
eK eK













+ H e , + 
--k 
1 - n 
k = l 3 /Kd 
keK ' 
So 




V 1 - n r 
£ -*-—• s, + I 
k = l 3 /Kd ^ k = l keK L P 
keK 
+ 1 
3 /Kd, ^k 
I 
k = l 
1 + — 
3 /Kd IZiSc 
n 
I 
k = l 
Kd 
1 + n - ^ 
n 
j = l 
ID k j 
Now l e t k be t h a t i n d e x k f o r which 
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K d k K d k 
___>-.__- k=li. . „ ,k--l,k+l,. . . ,n. 
tt n 
(1-23) 









. ,k-l,k+l,...,n, (1-25) 
For suppose one of the latter exceeds 1/2. Then all of the others must 
n 
be less than 1/2, and that violates the assumption that the kth one is 
the largest. Thus, inserting (1-24) and (1-25) into (1-22), 





l y..' 'kj (1-26) 
Now l e t J be t h a t index j for which 
l y . j A u > | .y . . |Au. j = l , . . , , J - 1 , J + 1 , . . . ,n . (1-27) 
I J i J ' J 13 ' 3 ' 
The right-hand side of (1-26) will take on its greatest value if the 
result of (5-22) is 
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s i g n ( y . . ) A u „ 
13 3 
k3 
s i g n ( y . . ) A u . 
13 3 
- s i g n ( y . . ) A u . 
. 13 3 
k=k 
k = l , 
k = l , 
3 = 1 , 
M M 
. , k - l , k + l , . . . , n j ? l , 
Ti tt rt 
. 9 k - l , k + l , . . . , n 3 = 3 
. , n ( 1 - 2 8 ) 
I! II 
• , j - l , j + l , . • • ,n 
where t h e i n d e x j i s a d i f f e r e n t elerrient of t h e s e t { 1 , . . . , J - 1 , J + 1 , . . . , 
M • • 
n} f o r each k*k . Now i n s e r t i n g ( 1 - 2 8 ) i n t o ( 1 - 2 6 ) , 
Y . < (1+n) J l y . . I A u . 
3=1 
( 1 - 2 9 ) 
n /- 1 
+ 1 N-k=i>- 2> 
M 
k*k 
1 J . 
ly.VIAuV + y l y . . I A u . 
' i D 1 3 . ^ ' 1 3 ' 3 
3*3 




I I V I ' I 





y i j t A u J + 
n 
2 + 2 




= ( n + 2 ) l Y i j l A ^ j + 
2 
IL_ + L .. 2 
2 2 
y | y . . | A u . . 
3=1 
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The above expression is an upper bound on the width of the tracking 
cycle. 
Choice of the e. 
^_._ i 
Now let the e. of (5-37) be given by the y. upper bound: 
ei.= (n+2)|yiJ|AuJ+ fe+|-2 T ly..IAU.. (1-30) 
3=i'
 ir y 
This choice, given in Chapter V as-(5-38), insures satisfaction of the 
two conditions given below (5-37). For suppose u does not satisfy 
• ~ T E I — J-
(5-37), 
yTu . - b. > €., (1-31) 
—i-a.-l i I 
and as a consequence the ith constraint is ignored in the computation 
of u . Then u will not violate the ith constraint, for, defining the 
Q ' Q 
» . ' 
vector c. by 
—i J 
tt 
c = sign(y.j)AUj j=l,...,n, (1-32) 
the ith constraint evaluated at u is 
yTu - b. > yT(u -c.) - b. (1-33) 
=HL—a l —i —a-i —i i 
T r' 
= y.u . - b. - } ly..IAu. 
—i-a-1 l /' ' Jii l i 
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>y.u , - b. - ) y.. Au. 
*-i-a-l 1 .L.,J±2 2 
1=1 
- (n+2)|y.T|AuT '-'IJ1 J 
2 
2- + B - - 3 
2 + 2 d I |y.-|AU. 
3=1 
= 4 - 1 - bi : (nt2)|y.J|AuJ -
n n _ — + 2 
2 2 
3' 3 
I |y. -|AU. 
= y.u . - b. » €. > 0. 
—l—a-1 l l 
And alternatively, suppose u satisfies (5-37) for i=l,...,q. Then 
—a-l. 
all of the u, . x n, 3=0,. . . ,$''-.1, satisfy (5-37) for i=l,...,q. For —v. a-ij+p 
with the assumption (H-19), (5-37) evaluated at u, » a is 
- \ 3 - l j t p 
I i H { a - l ) t | 
- b . < E„ + y. = y. < e. 
l " a . ' i i l 
3 i 
(1-34) 
Thus, the two condi t ions given below (5-37) are s a t i s f i e d . 
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APPENDIX J 
DERIVATION OF MEASUREMENT NOISE EQUATIONS 
The derivation of the mean and standard deviation of the per-
cycle increase in F(u ,... ,u ,t ) utili2;es a number of results from a 
la na 
46 
text by Papoulis. References to equations from that text are denoted 
by the prefix "P." 
Mean of P e r - C y c l e I n c r e a s e 
The f i r s t s t e p i n e s t a b l i s h i n g t h e mean of t h e p e r - c y c l e i n c r e a s e 





a - 1 
3u. 
Da 
j - l 9 a - l j , a - l 
X ~ X 
a - 1 U j 9 a - 1
 U j , a - 2 
( J - l ) 

































. r 3G Xi Xi 9G 
+ ). -^ ; + .'- 3H. u. -u. _ 3u. a-1 i=I l ;j ,a-l j ,a-2 3a 







Then inserting (J-2) and (J-3) into (6-5) and taking the expected value, 
E{AF} = I 8F 
. , 3u. 
D=l la a-1 
Au.E{sign(D. )}. 
3 3 a 
(J-*0 
Then using (P5-24), 
E{sign(D. )} = (+l)P{sign(D. )=+!} + (-l)P(sign(D. )=-l} (J-5) 
3 a ; , ° 3 a D
a 
= P{sign(D. )=+l} - (l-P{sign(D. )=+l>) 
]a & 3a 
= 2P{sign(D. )=+l} - 1 
3a 
= 2P{D. >0} - 1, 
3 a 
And using (P5-33), 
P{D. >0} = P{D. >0|e. ==+]}P{3. =+1} 
3 a 3a ' 3,a-l 3 ,a-l 
(J-6) 
+ P{D. >0|e. =-l}P{e. =-l>. 
3a ' 33a-l 3»
a-l 
Since the dependence of I), on e. is through the relation 
3 a 3 sa-i 
u . _ - u. 0 = e . Au. , 3,a-1 3,a-2 D,a-1 3 
(J-7) 
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and e. _, depends statistically only on x- ' and x. , and the 
only coupling of measurement noise between the (a-l)st and ath algorith-
mic cycles is through the relation 
n,a-l> 0,a-2 
X = X » CJ-8) 
it follows that D. and e. . are statistically related only if n=l. 
3a 3»a-l 
Thus, for n^2, (J-6) may be written 
P{D. £0} = P{DT >0}P{e. =+J} + P{D. >0}P{e. ,=-l> (J-9) 3a ja 3 ,a-l. 3a 3,a-l 
where D. and D. are, respectively, I). with (u. -,-u. 0) replaced ja 3a - 3 a 3 9a-l 3 ,a-2 
by +Au. and -Au.. 
3 3 
Since D. and D. are linear combinations of Gaussian random 
3a 3a 
variables, they themselves are Gaussian random variables. Their means 
are 
E{D± } = V IS :L. x ja/ .L, 9H. 9u. J i=l 1 3a 
9G 
1 9u. a-1 3 a 
(J-10) 
and t h e i r var iances are 
E {(DT -E{D7 })2} = E< 1 3a 3a J 
r 
.L 3 H . 
1 = 1 1 




( J - l l ) 
(Au.) 
3 
E<̂  ?•<* ( X ^ . a - l - x W ) 
. u . 9H. 1 1 






I i ; 
2 
, 1-1, a-1 i,a-l>.2 
(x- -x^ ) 
y y 
+ i i 
i=l k=l ~"i w"k 
k*i 
9G_ _9^_ rJ--l,a-l J,a-lw j-l,a-l j,a-l 
i n xk "xk 3H. 3H, *i *' Au Al-
J E<^ y /afi 1 
(AUj) 






1 f 8G_ 
,. ,2 .*•_ 3H. 




Since D. and D. have the same mean and variance, 
3a 3a 
P{DT >0} = P{DT £G}. 3a ^ 3a (J-
Thus, (J-9) may be written 
P{D. >0} = P{DT >0}(P{e. =+1} + P{e. =-1}) (J-
3a 3a D,a-1 3,a-1 
= P{DT >0}. 
3a 





\ E{D! } 1 
3a 
T err 
VE{(D! - ECD! >)2} 
[ l :a 3a J J 
(J-14) 
where the function erf(x) is given by (P3-31) as 
x 2 
erf(x) = —- j e~y / 2 dy 
Î TT 0 
(J-15) 
Finally, combining (J-4), (J-5), (J-13), and (J-14), 
E{AF> = I 9F 
. n 9u. 
3=1 3^ a-1 
' y ar aH-? 
r c3b 1 
. ^ 9H. 9u. 

















This is the equation given in Chapter VI as (6-6). 
Standard Deviation of Per-Cycle Increase 
Before considering the standard deviation of the per-cycle 
increase in F(un ,...,u ,t ), consider the variance, denoted by la na J 
Var{AF}. From (P5-36), 
Var{AF} = E{(AF)2} - (E{AF})2. (J-17) 
Denoting the argument of erf(•) in (J-16) by A., it follows from (J-16) 
that 
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(E{AF}) I * 
3F 
U = 1 Da a - 1 
A u . 2 e r f ( A . ) 
D 3 
( J - 1 8 ) 
I 
j = l 
8F 
3u. 
I J a a - 1 
Au. 
D 
i+e r f 2 (A . ) 
D 
n n 
+ 1 1 ^ -
.Zj1 .
 L. 3u. 
3=1 k = l 3a 
k * j 
3F 
a - 1 k a a - 1 
AU.AIL 4 e r f ( A . ) e r f ( A . ) . 
D k 3 k 
And from ( J - 4 ) 
E{(AF)^} = E<̂  8F 
> , 3u . 
g = l Ha a - 1 
A u . s i g n ( D . ) 
3 ] a 
( J - 1 9 ) 
Ml ! 9F 
j = l 
3u. 
I 3 a 
Au 
a - 1 
n n 8F + -1! X ^ 
3=1 k = l 3a 
k ^ j 
3F 
a - 1 ka a - 1 
Au.Au. s i g n ( D . ) s i g n ( D ))> 
3 k 3 a. K a 
2 f 9 F I 3u. 
I ^a a - 1 
Au. 
D 
n n 3F 
+ ^1 J i *>• 3=1 k = l 3a 
k * j 
3F 
a - 1 ka a - 1 
Au.Au, E { s i g n ( D . ) s i g n ( D . ) } . 
3 K 3a Ka 
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Now, as with the computation of the mean., 
E(s ign(D. )sign(D )} ( J -20) 
3a Ka 
and 
(+l )P{s ign(D. )sign(D. )=+l} + ( - l )P{s ign (D . )sign(D, )= - l } 
0 3a ka •  3 a • ka 
P{sign(D. )sign(D. )=+l} - ( l -P{s ign(D. )sign(D. )=+!}) 
• 3a • ka • j a to ka 
= 2P{sign(D. )sign(D, )=+l] - 1 3 a ka 
= 2P{D. D. >0} - 1 3 a ka 
P{D. D1 >0} ( J -21) 
3 a k a • • . , 
= P{D. D, > 0 | e . =+1 and e. =+l}P{e. =+1 and e. =+1} , 
3a ka ' 3 , a - l k , a « l 3 , a - l k , a - l ? 
+ P{D. D. > 0 | e . =-1 and e. =- l}P{e. =-1 and e, =-1} 
3a ka ' 3 , a - l k , a - l 3 , a - l k , a - l 
+ P{D. D. > 0 | e . =+1 and e. . =- l}P{e. =+1 and e. ,=-1} 
3a ka ' 3 , a - l k,a--l 3 , a - l k , a - l 
+ P{D. D, > 0 | e . =-1 and e, =+l}P{e. =-1 and e. n=+l} 
3a ka • 3 , a - l k , a - l 3 , a - l k , a - l 
For n^2 , ( J -21) may be s imp l i f i ed t o 
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.+ „+ P{D. D, >0} = P{DT D, >0}P{e. =+1 and e, =+1} (J-22.) 
ja ka 3a ka j ,a--l k,a-l 
+ P{DT D. • >0}P{e. =-1 and e. =-1} 3a ka' j ,,a-l k,a-l 
+ P { D ! D~ >0}P{e. =+1 and e. =-1} 
ja ka j,a-l k,a-l 
,- ^+ + P{D. D, >0}P{e. =-1 and e. =+l>. 
3a ka 3 ,a--l k ,a-l 
± ± 
For k=l,...,j-2,j + 2 ,...,n, D. and D are independent of one 
3 cL ka 
another. Hence 
P{D:7 D.~ >0} = P{D7 >0}P{D1 >0} + P{D. <Q}P{V, <Q] 3 a ka ja ka ja ka ( J -23) 
Since D. and D. have the same mean and v a r i a n c e , 
Da 3a . 
P{DT l O } = P{DT 10} 
j a j a 
P { D k a | 0 } = P { D k > } 
Thus, ( J -22) may be s imp l i f i ed t o 
(J-24) 
P{D. D, >0} = P { D T £0}P{D* >0} + P{Dt £0}P{D.+ <0} 
]a ka ja ka 3a ka 
(J-25) 
j + erf (A.) | + erf(Ak) + I j - erf(Aj 7 " erf(Ak) 





But for k=j-l,jtl, D. and D are not independent of one 
3 a Ka 
another and the probability P(DT D~ >0} is governed by a joint density 
]& kci 
function. The marginal statistics of that function (see P6-65) are 
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i=.L I ±Au, 
y r3G I 2 . 2 /~~L \" f3G.l 
(Au . ) i = l 
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( J - 2 6 ) . 
( ± 1 ) ( ± 1 ) 
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^ i f3G 
i = l 
3H 
' j - l , a - l j , a - l w k - l . a - 1 k . a - lv 
(xj -x^ ).(xi -xL ) 
- y 3G 3G , j ~ l , a - l j , a - l v k - l s a - l k , a - l , , 
. , . , 3H7 3 H 7 ( x i "Xi XH ~H n 
i = l ^-l i % 
* I I 
t * i 
( ± 1 ) ( ± 1 ) 







i = l 
H ^3G 
3H, 
', j - - l , a - l i . , a - l w k - l . a - 1 k , a - l v 
(x^ ~x[ ) (x i -Xi ) 
( ± 1 ) ( ± 1 ) I faG 






i = l »il ^ 
_ - ( ± l ) ( ± i ) 
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Since the marginal statistics of P{D. D, £.0} are the same no matter to 3 a ka 
what the ± combination, 
P{D! D* >O} = P{DT D7 >O} 
]a ka 3a ka 
P{D! D." >O} = P{DT D* ̂o} 
3 a ka ]a ka 
(J-27) 
It follows that (J-22) may be simplified to 
P{D. D. >0} = P{DT D.+ >0}P{e. , e, =+1} (J-28) 
3a ka ]a ka j ,a-l k,,a-l 
+ P{D! D." >0}P{e. ne. =-1} 3a ka 3 ,a-l k,a-l s 
= P{DT D+ >0}P{e. e. =+1} 
3a ka 3 .,a-l k,,a-l 
+ P{DT +D." >0}(1-P{e. _e, =+1}) 
3a ka 3,a-l k,a-l 
P{DT D. >0} 
3^ ka 
+ P{e. ,e. =+l}(P{Dt D.+ >0} - P{D! D. >0}) 3 ,a-l k,a-l 3a ka 3a ka 
But since 
P{e. .e, =+1} = P{D. _D, >0} , (J-29) 
3 ,a-l k,a-l 3 ,a-l k,a-l 
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(J-28) may be written 
P{D. D. >0> = P{DT D," >0} (J-30) 
3a ka 3a ka 
+ P{D. :D. >0}(P{DT D.
+ >0} - P{DT D." >0}). 
3 ,a-l k,a-l 3a ka 3a ka 
± + . . • 
If the joint statistics of D. and D"~ are time-invariant, (J-30) pro-
3 a ka > 
vides a recursive relation for evaluating P{D. D, £0}. The result of 
]aka 
recurs ively inserting P{D. ,D, ' >0}, P{D. _D, >0},..., and J 3,a-l k,a-l 3,a-2 k,a-2 
P{D.nD >0> into (J-30) is -
' ]1 kl 
a-2 
P{D. D. >0> = T P{Dt D, >0}(P{D! D* >0} - P{D! D." >0})a (J-31) 
3 a ka Ln 3 a ka 3 a ka 3 a ka J a=0 
+ P{D, n >0}(P{D! D.+ >0} - P{D! D*-**)})'3"1. 
3I kl 3a ka ja ka 
In the limit as a -> °°, the second term above approaches zero since 
IP{DT D* >O} - P{DT D." >O}| < 1, (j-32) 
1 3 a ka 3 a ka ' 
and the first term approaches the sum of an infinite geometric series. 
Thus, for a -> °°, 
P{I)t D, >0} ,_ _, 
P{D. D >0} = ^JSi
 (J"33) 
3a ka 1 _ (p[D+ + M ) } _ p{D+ >Q}) 
3a ka 3a ka 
k=j-l,j+l. 
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Finally, combining (J-17)-( J-20), (J-25)., and (J-33), 
Var{AF> = £ 
j = l 






+ I I 
3F 
3u 
j=l k=l 3 a 
k=j-l,j+l 
3F 
a-1 ka a-1 
Au. Aun x 
3 k 
P{Dt D, >0} + P{DT D; >0} - 1 
ja ka ja ka 
P{D+. Dn >0} - P{DT D,
+ >0} + 1 
ja ka ja ka 
4erf(A.)erf(A, ) 
3 k 











•1 9 u - 1 a-1 :+l,a a-1 
Au.Au. . x 
P{Dt D. . >0} + P{V. D. , >0} - 1 
]a :+l,a ]a 1+1,a ,, _, . , £/. * J d 2 -d—jj 1 4erf(A.)erf(A. ) 
>0} - P{DT D! , >0} + 1 3 3 + 1 P{Dt D. . . ]a :+ l , a ja j+ l , a 
The standard deviation of the per-cycle increase in F(un , . . . , u , t ) , 
J la na 
denoted by SD{AF}, is the positive square root of the above expression, 
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